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IN'l'RODUCTION 
- -
The syntopogenous structures were introduced by 
I A. Csaszar. These are generalisations of classical continuity 
structures such as topologies, proximities and uniformities. 
In his book, Foundations of General Topology (1963) 
(Preceded by a French (1960) and a German (1963) edition] , 
Csaszar treated many properties of syntopgenous structures. 
Among these properties were completeness and compactness, but 
not realcompactness. 
Our purpose was to extend the definition of realcompactness 
from unifonnisable topologies to arbitrary syntopogenous structures 
and to produce a real compact reflection for arbitrary s;yntopog·enous 
structures. 
We did not fully accomplish this purpose. We have, in 
fact, first defined a notion of quasirealcompactness for arbitrary 
syntopogenous structures. For uniformisable Hausdorff topologies, 
realcompactness implies quasirealcompactness; we could not prove or 
disprove the converse implication. Nevertheless, we were able to 
give a characterisation of realcompactness for a uniformisable 
Hausdorff topology in terms of quasirealcompactness of a certain 
\ 
induced proximity; moreover, we produced a double quasirealcompact 
reflection in the category of separated syntopogenous structures, and 
from this retrieved the classical Hewitt realcompact reflection. 
i 
ii 
A syntopogenous structure is quasj_realcompact iff each 
compressed filter base with the countable intersection property 
converges. A filter base, G , is compressed in a syntopogenous 
structure iff given a set A and a 'neighbourhood' B of A 
there exists REG such that Rf\ A = ¢ or RC:.B 
A syntopogenous structure is doubly quasirealcompact iff the 
symmetrisation of the structure is quasirealcompact. 
A crucial role in the proof of the above characterisation 
of realcompactness was played by our theorem that a filter base 
with the countable intersection property is compressed in a proximity· 
iff it is Cauchy in the uniformity induced by real-valued continuous 
functions. 
The motivation for this procedure was.the well-lmown 
theorem that a uniformisable Hausdorff space is realcompact if and 
only if it is complete in the weak uniformity induced by continuous 
- . . . .. . . 
·-.· .-
real-valued functions. [Gillman and Jerison: Rings of Continuous 
Functions, pp. 225-226] 
A brief summary follows. Chapters 1, 2 and 3 contain a 
self-contained exposition of the basic theory of syntopogenous • 
structures. We exhibit certain category-theoretical aspects of this 
theory, e.g. we show in Chapter 2 that the 'ordinary operations' of 
Csaszar are coreflections, and we show in Chapter 3 that the categories' 
of the classical continuity structures are equivalent to certain 
subcategories of Syn , the category of syntopogenous structures. 
, ·. 
In Chapters 4 to 7 Csaszar's theory of compactness, double 
compactness and completeness with the appropriate reflections is 
expounded. Concurrently we introduce in Cbapter 4 our notion of 
quasirealcompactness, from which in Chapter 6 .we derive a 
characterisation of realcompactness of classical Tychonoff spaces. 
In Chapter 7, parallel to the exposition of the double compact and 
the complete reflections, we construct the double quasirealcompact 
reflection and from it retrieve the Hewitt realcompact.reflection 
of Tychnoff spaces. 
We attribute propositions and definitions by quoting 
references in brackets, thus 11.1 Definition LC] 1 attributes 
item 1.1 to item [c] of the references. 
The terminology used on categories coincides with that 
of Mitchell [M) , except that on reflections we use the standard 
terminology, which is dual to that of Mitchell. 
As collateral material we have included our paper, 
On Alexandroff and Urysohn's General Metrisation Criterion, [F) . 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge tbat Professor K.O. Househam, 
Head of the Department of Mathematics at the University of. Cape Town, 
made it possible fer me to continue with my mathematical studies. 
Dr G.C.L. BrUmmer, my present supervisor, has been a constant source 
of encouragement over the years; I am most grateful to him. I thank 
Dr K.A. Hardie, my supervisor for 1971, most heartily.for his patient 
supervision under difficult cir~umstances. My wife endured much and 
long in the preparation of this thesis, and I tbank her warmly and 
deeply for her patience and encouragement. 
' 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE CATEGORY Syn 
1.0 This Chapter provides the definitions of the basic notions 
used. We begin by defining the relations which will be used in the 
definition of syntopogenous structures. We recall that a relation 
on a set E is just a subset of E X E • 
E is called a;n order. 
1.1 Definition C 
A transitive relation on 
Let E be a set. The relation < defined on the set of all 
subsets of E is called a topogenous order on E if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
~ < ~ and E < E 
A < B .implies A s B 
A ~ A 1 < B 1 i:::. B implies A < B 
A < B and A 1 < B 1 imply (A n A 1 ) < (B n B 1 ) 
and (Au A 1 ) < (Bu B' ) 
Note that on account of (b) and (c) a topogenous order is 
in fact a transitive relation. 
A much used and important example of a topogenous order is 
given as follows. 
: . ' 
J. 
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1. 2 Proposition (c] 
Let E denote the real numbers and £ any positive number. 
The order < £ defined on the set of subsets of E by 
iff sup A + E. ::::: inf (E-B) 
is a topogenous order. 
· PROOF: Taking sup ¢ = - ao and inf ¢ = + oo we have that 
¢ <£ ¢ and E <t E , verifying 1.1 (a). If A <f B . then it 
·follows easily from the definition of <t that A£ B., giving 1.1 (b). 
To verify l.l (c) one need only notice that AS A' implies 
sup A + € :::= sup A' + £ and that B 1 ~ B implies 
inf (E-B I ) .$ inf (E-B). 
Finally, to verify 1.1 ( d) let A'< 
. ~ "O' J.J • 
One then has the relations 
. . . ~.. . . 
·sup (A (l A' ) + £ ::S min (sup A, sup ft 1 ) + £ 
~ min (inf(E-B), inf(E-B')) 
= inf ((E-B)U (E-B')) = inf (E-(Bf\B')) , 
and 
sup (AU A 1 ) + E = max (sup A, sup A 1 ) + €. 
~ max (inf(E-B), inf(E-B' )) 
~ inf ( (E-B) () (E-B I)) = .inf (E-(B \.)BI)). 
Thus 1.1 (d) is proved and it follows that <f- is a topogenous order on E • 
D 
We need the notion of 'finer than' for relations. 
3 
1.3 Definition (C] 
If < and <' are two relations on the set E then 
<' is finer tban < (or < is coarser tban ' ) if f < 
< c <' where c is the usual set inclusion. Thus < c. z 
I . 
iff A<B implies A I <. Bo 
Two further examples of topogenous orders which are of basic 
importance in the development of the theory are provided by defining 
"the following operations in topogenous orders. 
1.4 The Operator c 
Let < be a topogenous order on the set E·. 
Define c(<) as follows: 
A c ( < ) B iff E - B < E - A • 
. ···-· .· 
The order c(<) is a topogenous order on E • In fact, 
we verify that 1.1 (d) is satisfied. Suppose that A c(<) B 
and A' c(<) B' 
' 
then E :-- B -< E - A and E - B' < E - A 1 • 
Thus 
(E-B) n (E-B 1 ) < (E-A) (\ (E-A') 
giving 
E - (BUB 1 ) < E - (AU A') 
and so AU A 1 c ( <) B u B ' • In a similar way An A 1 c ( < ) B (\ B ' • 
4 
The other properties are easily verified. 
lo4.l ])ef:ini ti on [ cJ 
A topogenous order < is symmetric iff < = c(<). 
We motivate the definition of the operator q below as follows: 
whereas it is easily verified that any intersection of topogenous orders 
is again a topogenous order it is not necessarily true _that an arbitrary 
union of topogenous orders is a topogenous order, as the following 
example (cf. [ c]) indicates. 
Consider the following union of two topogenous orders on 
the real numbers vvhere f. '/ 0 
One has 
(0,1) <~ (-t)O, l+t.) & (O,l) c(<t,) (-£, +oo) 
and so 
(A o \ 
\V' .J..} < (-OJ' l+E.) & ( 0 '1) < ( - 'C, -t 00 ) • 
But since neither of the following two relations hold 
(0,1) <c. (-£; 1+£) & (0,1) c(<d (-£, l+.~), 
it is untrue that the following holds. 
(0,1)0 (0,1) = (0,1) < (-t., l+t.) = (-o;1, l+c) n (-i, +!P) • 
Thus < is not a topogenous order. 
However, as we shall see, one can generate a topogenous 
order from an arbitary u..~ion of topogenous orders on the same set 
by applying the operator q • 
~---------------------.............. ..... 
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1.5 The Operator q 
. 1.5.1 Definition [C] 
If < is an order on E satisfying only 1.1 (a), 1.1 (b) 
and 1.1 (c), then it is called a semitopogenous order on E • 
Proposition [CJ 
If < is a semitopogenous order on the set E then 
there is a topogenous order on E , denoted by q(<) , which is 
finer than < and coarser than any topogenous order on E finer 
than < . 
PROOF: Define q(<) as follows. 
1.5.3 A q(<) B if f there exist positive integers m and n 
and sets A. 
' 
B. with iG I == [ 1, 2, .... ,m 1 and l J 
j <:: J == {1,2, ••• ,n~ such that 
A = U t A. 
l 
i (:: IJ , j G J J 
and 
A. < B. 
l J 
for (i,j)~ I ')(.J. 
It must be shown that q(<) is a topogenous order. 
Now, 1.1 (a) is easily proved. Also, if A q(<) B then 
A.f. B. 
'l J and so AS B. J giving A£ B and 1.1 (b). 
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Hence A' q(<) B' , so tbat 1.1 (c) holds for q(<) • 
Finally, 1.1 (d) is true: let A q(<) B and A' q(<) B' . 
Then A = U A. , B = (\ B. A. ..(_ B. for (i, j) E I Y:~ J 1 J 1 J 
and A' = U A' , B' = (\ B' A < B' for (p,r) E I'~ J' p r p r 
where I I' 
' 
J and J' are finite. Thus 
A(\A' = UtA.f\A 1 1 p : iE I, p E: I' L 
and 
BOB' = OfB.OB' j <= J, r E J' 1 . J r 
Now 
A.0 A' c A. < B. A.n A 1 c. A' < B' , 1 p 1 J ' 1 p p r ' 
thus 
A.0 A 1 < B.f\B 1 1 p J r 
and hence 
A(l A I q(<) B {) B 1 . 
In a similar way it can be seen that AUA' q(<) BUB' • 
finer than 
< I It remains to show that if is a topogenous order 
< then q(<) C ,.<""I - ....... Suppose that A q(<) B • 
Then by 1.5.3 A.<. B. 
l J 
and therefore A.<' B. 
l J 
and so A<' B. 
J 
and A < 1 B by 1.1 (d), since <' is a topogenous order. 
·D 
1.5.4. Now, an arbitrary union U ~<a : a E A~ of topogenous 
orders on the same set E is easily seen to be a 
semitopogenous order and so is a topogenous order on E. 
1.5.5 Proposition (c] 
The semitopogenous order -< is a topogenous order if f 
< = q(<) • 
PROOF: Sufficiency is trivial since q(<) is a topogenous order. 
Necessity follows by examining the definition of q .apd noting that 
< s q(<) • 
We now prove some technical results about q which will be 
used later. 
1.5.6 Proposition [C] 
Let < and < I be semitopogenous orders on the set E • 
The following statements are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
qq(<) = q(<) 
implies q(<) c q(<') 
7 
(c) 
(d) 
cq(<) = qc(<) 
q(Ul<.: it: rl) = q(Utq(<.): iE rl) 
l l 
where < . are semi topogenous orders. 
l 
( e) q (< 2) £ ( q ( <) ) 2 , where < 2 means < 0 < , which 
is the usual composition of relations. 
PROOF: 
8 
(a) By 1.5.5, since q(<) is a topogenous order, q(<) = qq(<) • 
1 
'(b) By 1.5.2, < S <' f:. q(<') • Thus q(<') is a 
(c) 
(d) 
topogenous order finer than < , and so by 1. 5. 2 
q(<) s. q(<') • 
Suppose that A cq(<) B 
' 
then E-B q(<) E -·A 
and so E - B = U f B. : iE rl ' . E - A = n f A. l . ~ J 
and B.< A. for (i, j) E 
l J 
I X J where I and J 
finite (cf. 1.5.2). Now E - A . c (< ) E - B . , thus 
. J . . . J 
A = E -n A. = u (E - A.) qc(<) () (E - B.) 
J J J 
= E -UB. = B 
J 
That is A qc(<) B • The argument is reversible and 
(c) is proved. 
By 1.5. 2 < 
1
. £ q(<.) C q(U (q(<.))) and therefore 
l l 
q(U (<. )) S q(U (q(<. ))) • 
l l 
: j E J~ 
are 
. .. . ,. -~-
0 
_; 
. Conversely q(U (<.)) 
l 
giving 
q(U(<.)) 
l 
and q ( v ( q ( <. ) ) ) c q ( u (< . ) ) 
l l 
( e) Suppose .that 2 A q~ ) B , then there are finite sets 
I and J and sets A., B. such that 
l J 
B = n f B. : j E J~ 
J 
and A. < 2 
l 
A = U t Ai : i ~- I? , 
B. for (i,j)E I)<. J. 
J 
There are thus sets C. . with A .. < lJ l 
Put c = u . n . c . . ' then (\ . c . . s:: l J lJ J lJ 
so C q(<) B • On the other hand, 
so Ai < cij < Vi cij giving A 
Thus A ( q(<) ) 2 B , as required. 
C .. < B .• lJ J 
C .. < B. and lJ J 
c = (\ . u . c . . a_n.d J l lJ 
q (<) c • 
0 
We now define the notion of a SJrntopogenous structure. 
1.6 Definition (c] 
Let S be a family of topogenous orders on the set E o 
S is a syntopogenous structure on E iff the following two conditions 
hold for E ·• 
(a) If < ,< 1 E: S then there is ·<" E: S finer than both 
< and <I • 
(b) If < 1 E. S then there is < C:: S such that A < 1 B 
implies the existence of a set D satisfying A < .D < B o 
Bearing in mind the usual conventions for sets and relations, 1.6 (a) 
and (b) can respectively be rewritten as 
< ,< 1 G- S implies there is < " E; S with < u ~ r ~ <" , 
< 1 E: S implies there is < E S such that < r £ < 2 ~ 
L7 Let E be the set of real numbers and for f- > 0 let 
be the topogenous order defined in 1. 2 • Then the set 
is a syntopogenous structure on E (cf. [c]) • 
In fact, if <t. ,<c_ 1 E T and [ " = max(£ ,S') then 
and also if A <t B then, taking D = (-~, sup A + f./2) , 
one has that A < fj2 D < £/2 B • 
D 
We wish to define the category Syn with the syntopogenous 
structures as objects. The morphisms in Syn are to be continuous 
functions; to describe them we will have to consider inverse images 
of s;y-:ntopogenous structures. We proceed with this in mind. 
1.8 Proposition [c] 
Let f be a function on E into E 1 and let""' be 
a topogenous order on E 1 • The order < defined on the set of 
subsets of E by the condition 
1.9 A< B if'f f(A) <I E' - f(E-B) 
is a topogenous order on E • 
< L 
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. PROOF: On account of 1.1 (a) and lol (c) holdjng for <"' , 
f(¢) = ¢ <I ¢ E 1 - f(E-¢) 
and so ¢::::; ¢ • Also 
f (E) c E I < I EI = E I - f (E-E) 
and thus E < E • 
1.1 (b): On account of 1.1 (b) holding for-< 1 , 
A< B :Un.plies f(A) S E 1 - f(E-B) which implies 
f(A)n f(E-B) = ¢ • It follows that Act (E-B) = . ¢ 
and so AS. B • 
1.1 (c): On account of 1.1 (c).holding for<', 
f(A) S f(A 1 ). < 1 E' - f(E-B 1 ) ~ E 1 - f(E-B) ; 
which :Un.plies f(A) <' E' - f(E-B) • 
. 1.1 (d): Suppose A< B and A'< B' • On account of 
1.1 (d) holding for < 1 , 
f (A) -< I E' - f (E-B) & f (A) <I E I - f (E-B' ) 
:Un.ply tbat 
f(Af'IA') £ f(A)0f(A 1 ) <' E' - (f(E-B)Uf(E-B 1 )) c 
E' - f((E-B)U(E-B')) = E 1 - f(E-(BnB 1 )), 
11 
I").. 
and thus An A 1 < B (\ B 1 The result for unions is also 
easily proved. 
D 
1.10 Definition [C] 
If f is a function on E into E' and if <' is a 
topogenous order on E 1 then the topogenous order < defined on E 
by 1.9 is called the inverse image of <' by f and is denoted 
f-1(<') . 
l.ll Definition [C] 
Let S' be a syntopogenous structure on E' and let f 
be a function on E into E' We define the inverse image of S 1 
and denote it by f-1 (s') • 
If S' is a syntopogenous structure then so is f-1 (s 1 ). 
A proof of th.is is accomplished in the next two results. 
1.12 Proposition (c) 
Let f be a function on E into E' , let S 1 be a 
syntopogenous structure on E 1 , let < ,<' E S 1 and let I be 
arbitrary. The following statements are true. 
(a) < £ <' implies f-1(-<) ~ f-1(<') • 
(b) f-1 (Ul <. iE:IJ) = U tf-1 (<.) : i E: I} l l 
(c) f-1(< 2) c (f-1(<))2 
( d) Let < " be a semi topogenous order on E 1 , then 
f-1 (q(<")) = q(f-1 k.")) • 
PROOF: 
(a) A f-1 (~) B iff f(A) < E' - f(E-B) which implies 
f(A) < 1 E 1 - f(E-B) , and so A f-1 (<') B • 
(b) iff 
iff there is j with 
if f A 
1 . ' U f- (<.) B • 
1 
f(A) (U< . ) E' - f(E-B) 
1 
f(A) <. EI - f(E-B) 
J 
(c) A f-1 (<2 ) B iff f(A) < 2 E 1 - f(E-B) 
iff there is D 1 such that f(A) < D 1 < E 1 - f(E-B) 
Letting D = f-1 (D 1 ) one bas D 1 . = E 1 · - f(E-D) 
and the result follows easily. 
(d) Let A f-1( q (<.")) B ' then f(A) qk") E' - f(E-B) . 
13 
~ · ..... · . . . 
Thus there are sets Ai ' B. and finite sets I and J J 
that f(A) = U f A. 1 
and A. < " B . for 
1 J 
Put A! = f-1(A.) 
1 1 
f(U A!) = f(A) and 
1 
= E 1 :..(IB. = f(E-B) 
J 
i e- r} 
' 
and B~ 
J 
f(UB'.) 
J 
E' - f(E-B) = f\ i Bj 
I y. J • 
= f-1{E 1 -B.) then 
J 
= ff-1 (U (E'-B.)) 
J 
such 
jE 
Next, it is easily seen that f(A!) <" · E' - f(B'.) giving 
1 J 
Ai f-1 (<) E - Bj , from which it follows that A~ f-lf(A) 
= U A! q(f-1 (<")). n (E-B~) = E - U(f-1 (E'-B.)) 
1 J J 
J} 
= E - f-1f(E-B) c B We· have shown that f-1 (q(<")) c q(f-1 (<")). 
14 
Conversely, <" ~ q(<") and therefore f-1 (< 11 ) ~ f-1 (q(<.")) 
by 1.12 (a). Since, by 1.8, f-1 (q(<")) is a topogenous 
order, we have according to 1.5.2 that q(f-l~")) c: f-1 (q~")) 
as required. 
1.13 Corollary [C] 
If f and S' are as in 1.12 then f-1 (S') is a 
syntopogenous structure on E • 
PROOF: 
be such that< U < 1 c <" . Using 1.12, 
Also, let f-1 (<') f: f-1 (s 1 ) and let < E ~' 
' <
. 2 • <.C Then using 1.13 , 
be such that 
The definition of continuity is now just a matter of 
arranging notation. 
1.14 Definition 
0 
.· ~ . 
0 
Let S and S' be syntopogenous structures on the set E • 
Then S~ S' iff given < G: S there is <' E S' such that 
< c <' In this case S is said to be coarser than S 1 
s IVS' ( S is equivalent to S' ) iff S ~ S' and S' ~ S • 
1.15 Definition (C] 
Let f be a function on E into E' and let S and S' 
be syutopogenous structures on E and E' respectively, then 
f is (S,S' )-continuous iff 
We now define the basic category of the theory. 
1.16 Definition 
The category Syn is defined as follows: S is an object 
of Syn iff S is a syutopogenous structure defined on a set. 
If S and S' are objects of Syn the set of morphisms from 
S to S' is the set of all (s,s 1 )-conti..~uous functions. 
We must verify tr...q.t Syn is indeed a c8tegory. 
1.17 Proposit~on 
The compostion of two continuous functions is continuous. 
PROOF: Let g : (E,S) ~ (E' ,S') and f (E',S')~ (E",S") 
be continuous functions. 
We first show that for <" E S" • 
In fact, 
lS 
16 
A ( f g) - l (<" ) B iff 
fg(A.) <" E" - fg(E-B) = E" - f(E 1 -(E 1 -g(E-B))) iff 
g(A) f-1 (( 11 ) (E'-g(E-B)) iff 
A g-lf-1 k") B , 
which furnishes the required equality. 
Next, by hypothesis, f-l(S")~ S' ad th f b l 12 ( ) n ere ore, y • a , 
-1 -1( ) -1( ) g f S" 6 g s I and, again by hypothesis, g-
1 (s 1 ) ~ s 
0 
The associativity axiom for categories is obviously satisfied. 
i For identities on objects take the identity function, which is easily 
seen to be continuous. Syn is thus a category. 
~~-----------------..................... --
CHAPTER 2 
SUBCATEGORIES OF Syp. 
2.0 The results of this chapter depend heavily on the methods 
and propositions in [c] The classical structures such a.s 
uniformities, proximities and topologies will be characterized as 
equivalences of certain subcategories of Syn • The objects of 
these subcategories will be those which remain invariant under the 
action of appropriately chosen operators from ·syn into Syn • 
The operators involved will all be examples of the so-called 
ordinary operations. These ordinary operations are actual~y 
retractions onto coreflective subcategories of Syn , as we show 
in our proposition 2.2.6. 
In this chapter the ordinar;y- operations are studied, while 
the structures themselves will be studied in Chapter 3. 
As a preliminary to defining the ordi.na.ry operations 
we define 
2.1 The operator g 
If S is a family of topogenous orders defined on E 
then S is called directed iff it satisfies axiom 1.6 (a): 
If < ,-<; E. S then there is < 11 E;- S finer than 
both < and <' 
;7 
2.1. l. Let S = { <. : i € I~ be an arbitrary family of l 
topogenous orders on the set E , F the set of finite 
subsets· of I and < 1 , where ¢ I= 
Definition. [CJ 
I 1 E:F & I'/=¢3 
2.1.2 Proposition [c] 
18 
I'E F 
Let S be a family of topogenous orders defined on the 
set E , then g(S) is a directed family of topogenous orders on E 
which.is finer than S but coarser than any other directed family 
finer than S • 
PROOF: Let r1 ,r 2 E F where S, I and F are as in 2.1.1 above. 
_Then_ <I U<r ~ <r u I 
.. ·1 2· ·1 2· 
Next, it is easily seen by taking 1 1 = l a1 , say, for each a€.- I, 
that S .=::; g(S) • 
Finally, suppose S' is another directed family on E 
finer than S • 
for each i f: I I 
It follows that 
Let <I' = q(Ut<.: i <=1 1 ) E: g(S) l 
take < ' C:: s ' i so that 
Ul<.: iE: I'~ S Ul<!: iE: I 1 } 
l l 
and 
giving 
q(Vf < ! 
l 
: i E. I 1J ) • Now let < 1 E. S 1 be such that. 
<.I ' then < . c I' - = <I • 
19 
This shows that g(S) =:::: S' • 
D 
2.1.3 Proposition [CJ 
Let S be a family of topogenous orders on the set E • 
S is a sytopogenous structure iff 
g(S) ~ S :::_: s2 , 
·where . s2 = l < 2 : < €; s ~ . 
PROOF: If S is a syntopogenous structure then by definition 1.6 
both inequalities hold. 
On the other hand if the above inequalities hold, then 
for < 1 , < 2 E- S 
for some ~ 3 E; S • 
0 
2.1.4 Proposition [C] 
The operator g bas the following properties: 
(a) s ~ g(S) 
(b) gg(S) = g(S) 
(c) S' ~ s implies g(S I) ~ g(S) 
(d) g(S2) !$ (g(S))2 
. (e) f-1 (g(S)) = g(f-1 (s)) 
PROOF: 
(a) Let < . E:- S , then 
l 
(b) Consider the member q(\J{< I. : i = l,2, •.• ,n3) of gg(S) , 
l 
where S = l <i ; i G I] and each Ii~ I is finite. 
Now, given 1 ~ i ~ n there is n. such that 
l 
q(U<r. ) = q(U q(Ul< j,i j = l, ••• ,ni )J) 
l . 
where <. . . t-- I. . By 1. 5 • 6 ( d ) 
J,l l 
q(Uiq(Ul< .. j = i, ••• ,n
1
.0: i = 1,2, ••• ,n~) 
J 'l 
= q (U ~ < . . : i = 1, .•• , n & j = 1, ••. , n
1
. l) 
J 'l 
€ g(S) • 
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Thus gg(S) ~ g(S) , while from the proof of (a) S C g(S) • 
(c) In view of 1.5.6 (b) the proof of (c) is easy. 
(d) We have U~<~: i = l, .•• ,n2 <=: (Vf<. : i = l, ••• ,n.fJ2 ·- --•·.-1 5 l 
and so q(V < ~ ) c q((U < . )2) c (q(U< . )) 2 
l . l l 
by 1. 5 . 6 ( e ) • 
(e) f - l ( q (U ~ < . : i = 1, ••• , n 0 ) 
l 
= q(f-1 (u < . J) by i.12 (d) 
. l 
= q ( u f - l (< . ) ) by 1. 12 ( b ) 
l 
E. g(f-1 (s)) • 
D 
The properties 2.1.4 (a) to (e) are characteristic of the 
ordinary operations, which we now define. 
2.2 Ordinary Operations 
2.2.1 Definition [CJ 
An order family is a set of topogenous orders defined on the 
same set. Let k be a function whose domain is 'the set of all order 
families and such that k(S) and S are always defined on the same set. 
The function k is called an ordinary operation iff it satisfies 
the following six conditions for arbitrary order families S , S' 
defined on the same set, and functions f whose codomain is this set. 
(a) s ~ k(S) 
(b) kk(S) = k(S) 
(c) S' ~ s implies k(S 1 ) ::$ k(S) 
(d) k(S 2) ~ (k(S)) 2 
(e) g(k(S)) :S k(g(S}) 
(f) f-1 (k(S)) = k(f-1 (s)) 
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.·. ·: . 
It follows from 2.1.4 that g is an ordinary operation. 
2.2.2 Proposition . [CJ 
Let j' and k be ordinary operations, then jk is also 
an ordinary operation if jkjk(A) = jk(A) for all order families A 
0 
2.2.3 Proposition (c] 
If k is an ordinary operation and s E: \syn\ , 
then ~(s) ~ !syn! 
22 
PROOF: According to 2.1.3 we need only show that 
g(k(S)) <: k(S) :SE (k(S)) 2 • But by 2.2.l (e), 2.1.3 and 2.2.1 (c) 
-
g(k(S))· ~ k(g(S)) ~ k(S) , and by 2.1.3, 2.2.1 (c), (d) 
k(S) ~ k(S 2) :E (k(s)) 2 • 
I 
D 
2.2.4 The following proposition is important because it shows that 
ordinary operations are functorial (cf. 2.2.5) • 
Proposition [CJ 
Let f : (E, S) --7- (E 1 , S 1 ) be continuous, then 
f is (k(S),k(S'))-continuous, for any ordinary operation k, 
and also (c(s),c(S 1 ))-continuous 
PROOF: By 2.2.1 (f), (c), (f), f-1 (k(S 1 )) = k(f-1 (s 1 )) -~ 
k(f-1 (s)) = f-1 (k(S)) and the first part of the statement is proved. 
It is easily seen that 2.2.l (c) holds with c replacing k, 
and so in view of the first paragraph above, we need only show that 
2.2.1 (f) holds with c replacing k in order to prove the last part 
of the statement of the proposition. Accordingly, let A f-1 (c(<)) B 
for < G S • Now, f(A) c(<) E' - f(E-B) iff f(E-B) <. E' - f(A) 
iff E - B f-1(<) E - A if f A c(f-1 (<)) B • 
D 
Several examples of ordinary operations will be given, but 
before becoming involved in those details we establish. the fact that 
ordinary operations determine coreflections in Syn • 
2.2.5 Definition 
Let k be an ordinary operation. Define the full subcategory 
kSyn of Syn as follows: the objects of kSyn are all the objects 
of Syn satisfying k(S) = S 
2.2.6 Proposition 
If k is an ordinary operation, then k retracts Syn 
·onto its full, coreflective subcategory kSyn • 
PROOF: For a morphism of f ~ Syn define k(f) = f ' 
' then k is a functor (2.2.4) • 
To show that kSyn is coreflective, let S be a 
syntopogenous structure on the set E 
'\ 
and so the identity map i : E·'°E is 
By 2. 2.1 (a) S _:::; k(S) 
(k(S),s)-continuous-. 
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-·-_ .. · 
·Next let S 1 E kSyn and let f:S'-=>S be continuous in Syn 
By 2.2.2 f is (S 1 ,k(S))-continuous and so the following diagram is 
commutative. 
i 
S ( k(S) 
~fa 
S' 
If f 1 : S 1~k(S) makes the diagram commute then f' = if' = f , 
showing that f is·unique and k(S) is a coreflection. Finally, 
since k leaves morphisms unchanged and 2.2.l (b) holds we have 
kk = k and therefore k is a retraction onto ~yn • 
0 
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2.2.7 The coreflection mapping i is actually a monomorphism 
and so kSyn is a monocoreflection, and it is known that 
epireflections in classical topology have nice and interesting 
properties (cf. [HER] ) • 
I 
2.3. Several examples of ordinary operations fall into a subclass 
called the elementary operations. In order to avoid 
repetition we define elementary operations and show that they induce 
ordinary operations. 
Definition [cJ 
Let e be a function which assigns to an arbitrary 
semitopogenous order <: (cf. 1.5.1) on an arbitrary set E another 
semitopogenous order e(<) on the same set E • Then e is called 
an elementary operation if it satisfies the following conditions 
analogous to those of 2.2.1, for arbitrary semitopogenous orders 
< ,< 1 defined on E , and functions f whose codomains are E • 
(a) .< ~ e(<) 
(b) ee(<) = e(<) 
(c)' < s;. <' implies e(<) c. e(< I) 
(d) e(<2) £ ( e(<)) 2 
( e) q(e(<)) £ e( q(<)) 
(f) f-1 (e(<)) = e(f-1 (<)) 
We adopt the convention that if e .is an elementary operation 
and S a set or semitopogenous orders defined on an arbitrary 
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set E , then l e (<) : < E- S l is denoted e (S) • Thus e induces 
an operation on order families by using this convention. 
Proposition [c] 
If e is an elementary operation then it is an ordinary operation • 
.I 
PROOF: We prove that e satisfi.es 2.2.1 (e). Let S be a family 
of topogenous orders on E , then e(g(S)) is a directed family. 
·In fact we have for arbitrary semi topogenous orders < 1 , < 2 that 
e(e((1 )Ue((2 )) = e(<1 U< 2 ) This can be seen as follows: 
(by 2.3.1 (a) for i = 1,2) therefore 
< 1u< 2 S e~1 )'\Je(<2 ) and so e(<1 u<2 ) c e(e(<i_)Ue(<2 )) 
(by 2.3.1 (c). On the oti;.er hand for· i = 1,2 < i S. <1U< 2· 
giving e(<i) c e(<1 U<2 ) (by 2.3.1 (c)) and 
e(<1 )\J e(< 2 ) C e(<1u< 2 ) thus 
e(e(<1 ) U ek2 )) C ee(<1u<2 ) = e(<1u<2 ) (by 2 • 3. l ( c ) ' ( b ) ) 
as required. 
\ 
Now let < 1 ,< 2 E: g(S) which is directed. There is 
.. ·.' 
< f; g(S) with < l u< 2 c. < '· thus e(<1 )U e(<2 ) C e(<1u< 2 ) c. 
e(<) showing that e(g(S)) is directed. According to 2.1.2 
g(e(S)) ~ e(g(S)) because e(S)~ e(g(S)) an account of 
S :=::.: g(S) and 2.2.1 (c) (which follows independently of 2.2.1 (e)). 
The other properties are easily verified. 
D 
Proposition [c] 
The operator q is an elementary operation. 
PROOF: 1.5.2; 1.5.6 (a), (b), (e) and 1.12 (d). 
2.4 The Operator s 
2.4.1 
(a) 
(b) 
2.4. 2 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
PROOF: 
Let < be a semi topogenous order on the set E • 
Definition [c] 
Define s(<) = q(< \Jc(<)) 
Define a sem~topogenous order < to be symmetrical 
iff < = c(<) 
Proposition [CJ 
qs = sq = s J 
cs = SC = s and so s(<) is symmetrical 
The order qk) is symmetrical iff s(<) = q(<) 
0 
(a) qs(<) = q(q(<Uc(<))) = q(<Uc(<)) , by 1.5.6 (a) •. 
Next, sq(<) = q(qq(< )U qc(<)) = q(q(<)U qc(<)) 
= q(<uc(<)) by 1. 5 • 6 (a ) , ( d ) • 
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(b) cs(-<) = cq(<vc(<)) = qckuc(<)) = q(c(<)\.Jcc(<)) 
(c) 
= s(<) using l.5.6 (c). Also, sc(<) = q(c(<)U cc(<)) 
= s(<) .• 
If q(<) = cq(<) then using 1.5.6 (d) and (c) 
's(<) = q(<Uc(<)) = q(q(<)Uqc(<.)) = q(q{<)Ucqt<.)) 
= q(<) 
If s(<) = q(<) then using 2.4.2 (b), 
q(<) = s(<) = cs(<) = cq(<) • 
0 
Propos it.ion [C) 
" Let < be a topogenous order. The topogenous order s(<) 
is coarser tha.11 any symmetrical topogenous order finer tha.n < . 
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•. 0 •o·H.' •• ,• •, • 
PROOF: Let < 1 be a symmetrical topogenous order finer than < . 
It is easily seen that c(-<) c c(<') • Next, using 1.5.6 (b), 
sK) - q(<Uc(<)) c q(<'U c(<' )) = <' 
0 
Proposition ( C) 
The operator s is. an elementary operation. 
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PROOF: 
2;,3.1 (a): < S q(<u c(<)) = s(<) 
2.3.1 (b): . We have ss(<) = q(s(<)U cs(<)) = qs(<) = s(<) , 
using 2.4.2. 
2.3.1 (c): If < 1 c <J. , then · q(<1 ) ~ q(<i) , by using l.5.6(b). 
2.3.1 
Next, if< c < 1 then s(<) = q(<U c{<)) c. q(<' Uc(<')) 
= s(<:') • 
.'. 
( d): First, c(<2) = (c(<))2 In fact, A c(<2) B 
if f E - B < 2 E - A hence there is D such that 
E - B < D < E -A and A c(<) E -D c(<) B ' 
which shows tha} A (c(<.)) 2 B The argument is 
reversible and so the reverse inclusion also holds. 
!fext, ,/20 '<2)) 1.,,2u ( '.;-')2' = qt- C~ = q~ C\~) ) 
£:. q((< U c(<)) 2) • Finally, we need only observe that 
q((<U c(<)) 2 ) ~ (q~U d<))) 2 on account of 1.5.6 (e). 
r 
2.3.1 (e): 2.4.2 (a). 
2.3.1 (f): f-1 (s(<)) = s(f-1 (~)) will follow from the facts: 
:f-l(q(<)) = q(f-1(<)) '. 
f-
1 (Ul<. : if= I~) = Vl f-1 (<.) i €:I~, 
i i 
f-1 ( c(<)) = c(f-1 (<)) • 
The last two facts have straightforward proofs and the 
first is 1.12 (d). 
q 
2.5 The Operator p 
2.5.1 Definition [C} 
The order < is perfect iff for an arbitrary set I 
one has that A.< B. for each i £- I implies U f A. : i G I 3 J_ J_ J_ 
< U l B. it I I . 
J_ 
2.5.2 Proposition [c) 
/ . 
The semi topogenous order < is perfect iff x < B 
for each x E A implies A < B • 
PROOF: Suppose < is perfect, then take 
I . 
I = A A. = ti S J_ 
for i G I and B. = B 
J_ 
it follows that A< B 
Conversely, suppose the condition in the proposition is true; 
· take A = U f A~ : i 0 IJ and B = U f Bi : i b I J , then the 
result follows on account of a £ A < B ~ U l B. : i ~ r] for 
n n i 
at- A and some index n. 
CI 
2.5.3 Proposition [c] 
If -<. is a semitopogenous order on the set E , there exists 
a perfect semi topogenous order, p (<) , finer than < and coarser 
than all other perfect semitopogenous orders finer than <.. • 
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PROOF: 
2.5.4 
In fact define p(<) by 
A p(<) B iff there are sets I and A. with i €- I 
l 
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such that A = U fA. : i €::- IJ and for each i E- I A. < B 
l l 
Of the conditions required in 1.1 we verify only 1.1 (c). 
Accordingly suppose that A c A' p(<) B' c. B ' A' = U A! 1 
and A!< B for each i E- I say. Let A. = AOA! then l l l 
A. c A! < B and thus A p(-<) B l l 
The order p(<) is perfect. In fact, suppose for each 
x f- A , x p(<) B then by 2.5.4 x < B • Again by 2.5.4, 
A. = U f x ,x £:= A! p(<) B , and so according to 2. 5 .2 p(<) is 
perfect. 
I .-
It follows immediately from definition 2.5.4 that p(<) 
is finer tmn < . 
- . .. ·-- -· . . ~ . ~ ... · 
Now suppose that < 1 is perfect and finer tban < . If 
A p(<) B then A = U A. with A.<. B for i in some index 
l l 
set I • It follows that A. < 1 B and since < 1 is perfect A < ' B , 
l 
showing tba t p (<) is coarser than < ' 
0 
2.5.5 Proposition (C] 
If < is a semi topogenous order, A p(<). B iff a< B 
for each a G A • 
PROOF: If a<B foreach aEA, thenfrom2.5.4 A p(<) B. 
If A p(<) B and a f:- A , then from 2.5.4 there is n such that 
a f- A "< B and so a < B • 
n 
CJ 
2.5.6 Proposition [C] 
v • 
The semitopogenous order < is perfect iff p(<) = <. 
PROOF: Suppose < is perfect, then A PkJ B implies a<. B 
· for a f-_ A , and therefore A< B by definition 2. 5 .1. Also, 
by 2.5.3 < c p(<) and thus p(<) = <:. 
Conversely, suppose p(<) = < and let a< B for each 
a f: 1\. • Then A p(<) B 
is perfect by 2.5.2. 
2.5.7 Proposition (C) 
by 2.5.5 and so A< B 
I whence < 
0 
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.... · ... ·: 
The operator p is an elementary operation. 
PROOF: 
2.3.1 (a): This has been shown in 2.5.3. 
2.3.1 (b): We have p(<) ~ pp(<) (2.5.3). On the other hand, 
if A pp(<) B then for each a<=- A a p(<) B • 
But since p(<) is perfect, A p(<) B ' that is 
pp(<) s. p(<) It follows that pp(<) = p(<) ' 
as required. 
2.3.1 (c): Let < c < 1 • A p(<) B implies a< B 
for a G A and so a < 1 B for a & A giving 
A p(<') B 
2.3.1 (d): A p(<2) B implies a<2 B for a & A , and 
a < c < B for some set c . On putting a a 
D = u f c : a 6. A) it follows from 2.5.1 that a 
A p~) D and D p(<) B ' that.is A (p(<))2 B • 
. 2.3.1 (e): Let A qp(<) B 
' 
then A = UAi 
' 
B = (\ B. 
J 
and A. p{<) B. for i,j members of suitable finite ]_ J 
sets I and J respectively. Thus for xf:-A we have 
that x< B. for j e- J (2.5.5), and so for xE- A 
' 
J 
x q(<) B • Again from 2.5.5, A . pq(<) B • 
2.3.1 (f'): 
2.5.8 
PROOF: 
iff f(a) p(<) E' - f(E-B) 
iff for each a EA f(a) < E' - f(E-B) 
iff . for each a G- A , a f-1 (<) B 
iff A pf-1 (-<) B (by 2.5.5). 
Corollary (C] 
If < is a topogenous order, then so is p(<) • 
2.5.7, 2.3.1 (e) and 1.5.5. 
;.:·· •.·· •• , .• '-·-.· 4. 
(by 2.5.5) 
0 
Q 
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2.6 The Operator b 
Let -<. be a semitopogenous order on the set E • 
2.6.1 Definition [CJ 
The order < is biperfect iff given sets I 
B. with i G I , the following condition is satisfied: 
1 
A. < B. for all i G- I implies 
1 1 
U f Ai if; rJ < U tB. i G- rI and 1 
(\ f Ai i €; rl < (\[Bi i b ..., Ij 
Clearly, any biperfect semitopogenous order is perfect. 
I -
2.6.2 Example [c] 
A. and 
1 
For each real number £ > 0 the topogenous order <£. 
defined by 1. 2 is biperfect. 
2.6.3 Proposition (C] 
The semi topogenous order < on E is biperfect iff 
A < B whenever x < E - y for every pair of points x ~ A 
and y ~ E - B • 
PROOF: Suppose < is bi perfect, x €:: A y €=- E-B and 
x<E-y, then A = U fa : ab. A~ < E - y and 
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A < () lE-b b <? E-B1 = E - U {b b b E-B ~ = B • 
Conversely, if the condition in the statement is true and 
for i f; .I A.< B. 
l l 
then for a t::- UA. and b 6 E - UB. l l 
= ti E-B. we have l a €:: A 
' 
say, and b E: E -B 
' 
that is n n 
B c E - b . Thus 
n 
a < E - b on account of A <B and so n n 
Next, if a <C ()A. and b <;:: E - nB. then for some 
l l 
index n b E E - B B c:. E - b and a E: A Thus n n n 
a IC A < B c E - b giving n A. < nBi . n n l 
D 
We now produce the operator b • 
2.6.4 Proposition [CJ I -
If < is a semitopogenous order on the set E then there is 
a biperfect topogenous order, b(<) , finer than < and coarser than 
any other biperfect topogenous order finer than < . 
2.6.5 The order b(-<) is defined as follows: 
A b(<) B if f there are sets I 
' 
J , A. (if- I) 
' 
B. (j f;J) 
l J 
with A = UlAi : iG r! B = nfBj : j 6 Jl and 
A.< B. for iE I and j EJ ]. J 
PROOF: We verify 1.1 ( c). Suppose _ A c A' b(<) B' £ B 
' 
then A' = U A! B' = n B! and A!< B! ]. 
- J ]. J 
Let A. = Afl A! 
' 
B. = BUB! then UA. = A 
' 
nB. = B l ]. J J l J 
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and Ai ;:;;_ Aj_ < B ~ c B. 
. J J that is A . < B . and so 1 J 
A b~) B • 
The ord.er b(..<() is biperfect. Indeed, suppose, according 
to 2. 6 • 3 , tba t x e A , y ~ E - B and x b (<) E - y • 
It follows from definition 2.6.5 tbat x < E - y • Again from 
2.6.5 it follows tbat A = Ulx: x~AJ bk) nfE-y: yf: E-B1 = B, 
and so 2.6.3 shows that b(<:.) is biperfect. 
The order b(<) is obviously finer than< • 
Finally, if< I is a biperfect topogenous order finer tban < 
' 
let A b(<) B . Then A = UA. B = nB. and A.< B. 1 J 1 J 
thus A.<' B. giving A <' B since <' is biperfect·. 1 J I. 
D 
2.6.6 Proposition re] 
.. . . ~- ~ . 
- • ... a . .,_• 
A b(<.) B iff x < E - y for x f= A and y G- E -B . 
PROOF: Suppose A b{<) B 
' 
xE A and y G E - B . 
By 2.6.5 there are A. and B. with A = U A. B = nB. 1 J 1 J 
and A.< B. . For suitable n and m a E: A and ·y G E 
- B 1 J n m 
thus we bave a E A < B c E - y giving a< E - y • n m 
Conversely, suppose x <: E - y for x E:- A and 
y 6 E - B , then for x E A and . y t:- E - B ·x b(<) E - y 
since < £ b(<) • On account of 2. 6. 3 A b(<) B • 
0 
2.6.7. Proposition [c] 
The semitopogenous order < is biperfect iff < · = b(<"..) 
PROOF: Suppose < is biperfect. If A b(<) B then for 
a f: A and b '2 E - B we have a < E - b thus A< B 
by 2.6.3. That is b(<) ~ < On the other band < c 
( 2. 6. 4 ) giving < = b (< ) • 
The converse follows immediately from the fact that b(...() 
is biperfect (2.6.4). 
2.6.8 Proposition [CJ 
The operator b is an elementary operation. 
D 
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PROOF: 
2.3.l (a): 
..... ···-.· .· 
This has been shown in 2.6.4. 
2.3.1 (b): We have that b(<) c bb(<) (2.6.4). If A bb(~) B 
then for each a€' A , y G E - b a b(<.) E - y • 
But b(<) is biperfect, hence A b(..() B that is 
bb(<) c: b(<:) , giving b(<.) = bb(<) 
2.3.1 (c): Let < £ < 1 • A b(<) B implies a < E - y 
for a <::- A , y G E - B , and so a < 1 E - y • 
This means tba t A b(-<.') B 
2.3.l (d): A b(<2J B implies 2 a < E - y for a £::-A , 
2.3.1 (e): 
I 
yt:-E-B. That is, there is a set C with 
a,y 
a < C < E - y • Now, by 2. 6 • 5 , 
a,y 
a b(<) (I [ C y f:- E-B J . 
a,y 
and therefore 
A = Vf a b(<) u { nfc 
a,y 
since. b(<) is biperfect (2.6.1). Next, 
U n C c. n U C However U aca,y b(<) E - y a lya,y ·- 1y aa,y • 
(2.6.5) and therefore, since b(.() is biperfect, 
" S 11 C : y E- E-BJl b ~) n f E-y y G:- E-BJ iiluaa,y 
= E - (E-B) · = B • 
This shows that 
A b(<) u n c c 
a y a,y n U C b(<) B y a a,y 
and so A (b(<)) 2 B as required. 
In fact we prove that qb(<) = bq(L..) = b(4.) • 
We have q(<) C. b(-<) since b(..:::.) is a topogenous order 
finer than < , and so bq~) c:. bb(<) -::::. b(<) • 
Also, < c q(<) implies b(<) c. bq(<) whence 
bq(<) = b(<) Next, since b(<) is a topogenous order, 
qb(<) = b(<) (1.5.5). 
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2.3.1 (f): A f-1 (b(<)) B iff f(A) b(-() E' - f(E-B) 
iff for a E: A and y t::- E 
- B ' f(a) < E' - f(y) ( 2. 6·. 6) 
iff for a(;: A and y G E - B f(a) < E' - f(E_;(E-y)) 
if f for a E: A and y 12:- E 
- B ' a, f-
1 (<) E - y 
iff A b(f-1 (<)) B • 
0 
2.6.9 Proposition (c] 
For any family A of semitopogenous orders on a set E 
(a) pb(A) = bp(A) = b(A) 
(b) qb(A) = bq(A) = b(A) 
PROOF: 
(a): Tiet < ~ A • ~be order b(.<:::.) is a perfect topogenous order 
finer than < and so p(<) S b(..::) (2.5.3), thus 
bp(<) £ bb(-<'.) = b(<) On the other hand < c. p(<.) 
·.·· ... . . .__ .. · ·· .. 
and therefore bf<) .s bp(<) giving b(-<) - bp(<) • 
This establiShes that bp(A) = b(A) • Finally, since 
b(A) is perfect, we have pb(A) = b(A) • 
(b): See the proof of 2.3.1 (e) in proposition 2.6.8. 
D 
2.7 The Operator t 
We now consider an ordinary operation which reduces an 
arbitrary family of topogenous orders to one consisting of a single 
topogenous order. 
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Definition [c.l 
A syntopogenous structure consisting of a single topogenous 
order is called a simple syntopogenous structure. 
I 
Definition [c] 
Let S =· l ~ : i & IfJ! ~ be a family of topogenous orders 
on a set E • Define t(s) to be l<1 where < = q(Uf<i : ic I~) 
2.7.3 Proposition [c] 
If is a directed family of topogenous 
orders then t(S) = I 1 • 
PROOF: We must show that q(U < . ) = U < . 
1 1 
that is we ro.ust 
show that U< i is a topogenous order (1.5.5) (a union of 
..... ;• ... · 
semitopogenous orders is easily seen to be a semitopogenous order). 
Since · U <. 
1 is a semitopogenous order, we need only check that 
the condition 
A U < . B and A' U < . B' 
1 1 
AUA' U<. BUB' 
1 
and 
implies that 
In fact, assuming the conditions above we have for certain < and 
1 
that A <1 B and A' < 2 B' As S· is directed 
there is a topogenous order < e s finer than < 1 u<2 ' whence 
A< B A'< B' , giving A U A 1 < B U B 1 and A f\ A 1 < B (\ B' 
But < C LJ < i 
0 
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Proposition [c] 
The operator t is an ordinary operation. 
PROOF: Suppose that S = {_ <i : i G I ~· is a family of topogenous 
orders on the set E and let t(S) = l < ~ . 
2.2.l (a): Let < i""' S , then < i s:; <. (1.5.2) 
·2.2.l (b): Easy. 
2 •. 2.l (c): Since< ~ _, I ~ implies q(<) c q(<') ' 2.2.l (c) 
followsoeasily. 
2.2.1 (d): First, it is easily seen that U { < ~ : i £ I 1 C:. 
J_ .~ 
(V[<i : i €: I~ ) 2 Next, accordiI.lg to 1.5.6 (e), 
q(< 2) c (q(<)) 2 and therefore q(U i<~) C. q((U i<i) 2 ~ . 
. .. . 2· .. J·· ·: 
c (q(U.<.)) • 
J_ J_ 
2.2.l (e): Since l < 3 is obviously directed, g( {<J) !S l < ~ 
2.2.1 (f): 
by 2.1.2, that is gt(S) ::S- t(S) • Next, S ~ g(S) 
by 2.1.2, and so t(S) ~ tg(S) (using 2.2.1 (c), proved 
above for t). 
f-1 (t(s)) = f-1 (q(U .<.)) = 
J_ J_ 
qf-1 (U .<.) , 
J_ J_ 
-1c Now let A f U .<. ) B , then 
J_ J_ f(A) (Ui<i) 
That is, for some index p , f(A) < E' - f(E-B) p 
by 1.12 (d). 
E ' - f(E-B) • 
which implies that A ( U .f-1 (<.)) 
J_ J_ 
giving B • 
The reverse implication also holds and so 
f-1 ( U .<.) = U .f-1 (<.) • Therefore 
l l l l 
= q( U .f-1 (<.)) = tf-1 (s) 
l l 
D 
Proposition (cJ 
A syntopogenous structure S is simple iff S = t(SJ 
and thus t(S) is the coarsest simple syntopogenous structure finer 
than S • 0 
2.8 We now describe an important construction which enables us 
2.8.l 
to define products in Syn • 
Proposition [Cj I 
Let f S. : i f:- I 1 be a fnmily of nyntopogenous structures 
l 
on the set E . There is a syntopogenous structure on E which is 
the coarsest syntopogenous structure finer than each of the s. . 
l 
= g(Uts. : if: r}J 
l 
PROOF: Consider s s is a directed family 
S. ~ (s.) 2 and thus 
l l 
by 2.1. 2. We have that U.S.~ (U.s.) 2 
l l l l 
g(V.s.) ~ g((U.s.) 2) 
l l l l 
so that, since g is an ordinary operation, 
(g(U .s. )) 2 
l l 
We have shown that S is a syntopogenous structure. 
Also S. ~ ·u isi ~ g(U isi) Finally; if S' is a syntopogenous l 
structure on E such that S. ~ l S' for each i EI 
' 
then 
U isi ~ S' and since S' is directed s = g(U.s.) ~ s' l l 
0 
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2.8.2. Definition [c] 
Let f Si : i E; I J be a: family of syntopogenous structures 
on the set E • The coarsest syntopogenous structure on E finer 
than each S. (whose .existence is given by 2. 8.1) is denoted by ]. 
Vfsi ·i~r! 
2.8.3 Proposition L.cJ 
. Let l S. : i <:.:- E} be a family of syntopogenous structures ]. 
on the set E and let f : E'~>E be a function, then 
PROOF: since 
g is an ordinaI"J operation. But using 1.12 (b), 
2.8.4 
We now produce products in Syn • 
Proposition [c] 
. 
For each iE- I let S. be a syntopogenous structure ]. 
on the set E. , let the set E be the product of the sets E. 
]. ]. 
and let p. : E ~E. be the projection functions. Then the ]. ]. 
syntopogenous structure S = V \p~1 (s.) : i G-1} on E is l ]. ]. 
a 
the category product of the S. in Syn and ]. are the 
projection morphisms in Syn 
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PROOF: We need only show that for each 
is continous and that if S' 6 Syn and 
i E I , 
S'~S. 
1 
are continuous then there is a unique morphism p: S'~S 
q. = p.p • 
1 1 
S ·---?-S . 
1 
for 
with 
i G I , 
In fact, by 2.8.l and so pi is continuous 
for each i E I • 
E 1 and 
Next, suppose that there is a syntopogenous structure S' on 
q. : S'--3>-S. 
.1 1 
continuous for each i G I • Because E is 
a product in the category of sets and functions it follows that there 
is a unique function p : E 1-? E with the property that for each 
it: I q = pip • 
-1 v -1( 
We show that p : S 1->S is continuous 
= p p. S.) 
1 1 
v -1 -1( ) 
= p p i 8 i 1 = 
usi.~g 2.8.3. The fact that p is unique as a function implies that 
p is unique as a morphism in Syn • 
2.8.5 Our next proposition modifies the proposition in le, p.156] • 
For each i E- I let. E. = E 
1 
and let S. be a 
1 
syntopogenous structure on E. • 1 . Let the set p be the product 
of the sets l E. : i c Il with projections 
1 
P-?E. , 
1 
let the syntopogenous structure S defined on P be the product 
of the structures l Si : if I J and let D : E~P be the 
unique function induced by the identities 1 = 1. :E.-?E. 
1 1 1 
Since P is a product with projections pi it follows that 
i E- I • 
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PROOF: 
Proposition 
D-1 (sJ = D-1 ( V'p:-1 (s.) : i ~ r]J i l l 
V -1 -1( v -1( = D p. S.) = 1 S.) 
l l l = VS. l using 2.8. 3. 
a 
We end the chapter by defining subspaces. 
·2.8.6 Definition (c] 
Let S' be a syntopogenous structure on the set E' , 
let E be a subset of E' and let i : E~E' be the inclusion 
function. The syntopogenous structure i-1 (S 1 ) is called the 
subspace of S' induced b;y: i and is denoted S'IE its members 
are denoted <IE where < E. S' The order I <\E is also 
called 'the restriction of <: to E 1 
• 
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CHAPTER 3 
UNIFORMITIES, PROXIMITIES AND TOPOLOGIES 
We proceed without further ado to.embed the categor~es 
of the classical continuity structures in Syn • 
The results of this chapter depend heavily on the methods 
of [c) , although we have reorganized the material somewhat and our 
proofs are not identical with those of [c] . 
3.'1 Definition [C] 
Let S be an object of Syn • 
3.1.1 s is a topology if f it is simple and 
3.1.2 s is a proximity iff it is simple and 
3.1.3 s is a uniformi t;y: if f it is symmetric 
3.2 Proposition [c) 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
Let S be an object of Syn • 
S is a topology iff pt(S) = S • 
S is a proximity .· iff ts(S) = S • 
S is a uniformity iff bs(s) = S • 
perfect. 
symmetric. 
and biperfect. 
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.· ... 
To prove 3.2 we need to be able to calculate with the 
operators t , s , b and p ; to this end we prove the preliminary 
results 3.3 to 3.7 and then return to the proof of 3.2 in item 3.8. 
I 
3. 3 Proposition [c] 
For any family A of topogenous orders on a set E and 
any elementary operation a atat(A) = tat(A) = ata(A) = at(A) 
PROOF: First, tat(A) = at(A) since at(A) cqnsists of a 
single topogenous order, and so atat(AJ = aat(AJ = at(AJ • 
Next, using 2.2.1 (a)' (c) one has at(A) < ata(A) ~ atat(A) 
-
and at(A) ~ tat(A) ~ atat(A) Thus at(A) = atat(A) 
/V ata(A) rv tat(A) • 
However it is easy to see that if < and< 1 are topogenous 
.· . ~ 
orders, then l<1 rv l < 1 } iff ~< 3 = [ <' 1 · Therefore 
ata(A) and tat(AJ being simple, we have the result. 
0 
3.4 Proposition· [cJ 
For any family A of topogenous orders on the set E 
we have ts(A) = st(A) • 
PROOF: First, ts(A) 
Let A = l < i : i E- I 3 
is symmetrical. This can be seen as fo.llows. 
Now, q(LJ.s(<.)) = ts(AJ ]. J. Consider 
cts(A) = cq(U .s(<. )) 
J. J. 
= qc(U . s(<.)) 
J. J. 
= q(V .cs(<.)) 
J. J. 
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= q( U .s(<. )) = ts(A) , using 1.5.6 (c) and 2.4.2 (b). This 
. J. J. 
shows that ts(A) is symmetrical. Next, since ts(A) is symmetrical 
one has. ts(A) = sts(A) = st(AJ by 3.3. 
0 
The next two prepositions are the technical ingredients of 3.7. 
3.5 Proposition [cJ 
(a) cb(<) = be(<) for an arbitrary semi topogenous order< • 
· (b) Let ~ <i : if;- I J be a family of semitopogenous orders on E 
then b(U .(.) = b( U . b(<.)) • ]. J. ]. J. 
PROOF: 
(a): A cb(<) B if f E - B b(<) E - A 
if f for y t:: E - B and x <SA 
' 
y < E - x 
if f for x E; A and y E E - B x ck) E - y 
iff A be(<) B . 
( b): First, for i<::: I <· ~ b(<.), 
J. J. u .<. J. J. ~ U.b(<.) 
. J. ]. and 
b(U .<.) c b(U .b(<.)) • Next, 
J. J. J. ]. b(U .(.) J. J. 
b(<.) C:.. bb(U .<:.) , U. b(<.) c 
J. ]. J. l ]. b( u .<.) ' J. J. 
b(U .b(<.)) ~ b(U .<.) • 
l l l l 
D 
Our proof of the next proposition is simpler and more direct 
than that in [c, prop. 5.29] .because we bypass the complicated result 
(c, 5.23] • 
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3.6 Proposition [CJ 
For an arbitrary semitopogenous order, <: , we have that 
bs(<) = psb(<) • 
I 
PROOF: By 2.6.9 (b) and 3.5 (b), bs(<) = bq(<Ue(<.)) = b(<Ue(<)) 
= b(b(<)Ube(<)). But b(b{<)Ube(<)) = pq(b(<)Ube(<)),. 
Indeed, let A b(b~}Ube(<)) B, then for x{;A and 
y G E - B x (b(4) Ube(<)) E - y and so x b(<) E - y or 
x be(<) E - y • Let E - B1 = f y E: E-B : x b (<) E-y I , 
let E - B2 = l y E: E-B : x be(<) E-y1 and suppose that neither 
E - B1 = ~ nor E. - B2 = ¢ • It follows on account of 2. 6.6 
that x b(<) B1 and x be(<) B2 , giving x (b(<) Ube(<)) B1 . 
and x (b(<)U be(<)) B2 • Therefore by. L5.2 
x q(b(<)U bet<)) B/\ B2 = B • This holds for each x.E-.A 
and so A pq(b(<)U bc(<J) B (by 2.5.5j. Thus 
b(b(<)Ubc(<)) s=: pq(b(<)Ubc~)) • The reverse inequality is 
.· . . ,.. .;~ ... • 
easily seen to hold and the required equality follows. 
Using 3. 5 (a), the fact that b(.t() is a topogenous order 
and what has been proved above, bsk) = pq(b(<) Ube(<.)) = 
pq(b(<)U cb(<)) = pqsb(<J = psb(<) • 
3.7 Proposition [c) 
For any family A of topogenous orders on a set E 
bs(A) = psb(AJ = sbs(AJ 
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PROOF: That bs(A) = psb(A) follows from 3.6. That 
bs(A) · = sbs(A) is seen as follows. Let < <C A , then 
by 3.5 ·(a) and the symmetry of s(<) cbs(<) = bes(<) = bs(<) 
showing that bs(<J is symmetrical. The result now follows at once 
from 2.4.2. D 
3.8 The proof of 3.2 
3.2.1: If S is a topology then S is simple and perfect and 
so by 2.7.5 and 2.5.6 pt(s) = p(S) = s 
On the other hand, if pt(S) = S then 
p(S) = ppt(s) = pt(s) = s and t(S) = tpt(S) = pt(S) ' 
3.2.2: 
3.2.3: 
by 3.3, showing that S is perfect and simple. 
It is easily seen that if S is a proximity then ts(S) = ·s • 
Conversely, if ts(s) = S then t(s) = tts(S) 
= ts(s) = s and s(SJ = sts(S) = tss(S) = ts(S) - C' 
- u ' 
·.··... . . .·· .. 
using 3.4. Thus S is a proximity. 
Suppose bs(s) = S • We have b(S) = bbs(S) = bs(S) = S • 
Also s(S) = sbs(SJ = bs(SJ • 
Notice that if k is any one of pt , ts or bs then it is 
an ordinary operation. This is true, taking 2.2.2 into account, because 
k is idempotent: ptpt = ptt = pt (3.3), tsts = ttss = ts 
(3.4) and bsbs = bbs = bs (3.7). We can conclude (2.2.6) that 
kSyn is a full, coreflective subcategory of Syn. 
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We must justify the terminology introduced in definition 3.1. 
The basic ideas involved in the proofs of 3.9, 3.14 and 3.20 
are due to [cj . 
3.9 Proposition 
Let k be the ordinary operation pt • The subcategory 
kSyn of Syn is isomorphic to the classical category of topological 
spaces and continuous maps. 
PROOF: Let Top be the classical category of topological spaces 
and continuous maps. We must define an isomorphism, say, T : kSyn~ Top • 
Accordingly let S be an object of kSyn , S = { < 1 and let 
f be a morphism of kSyn • Define T as follows. 
·. 
3.10 T (S) = S 1 = l G £ E G < G~ and T(f) = f 
- ' - ~ .:~.~-
S 1 is a classical topology on E • In fact ¢ and 
since ¢ < ¢ and E < E S' is closed under finite intersec~ions 
because < is a topogenous order, and S 1 is closed under arbitrary 
unions because < is perfect. 
Next, T(f) is classically continuous. To see this 
let f : v~w in kSyn where v 
= i<1s and w = l<21 
are defined on E and E' respectively. Denote TCv) and T(W) 
by V' and W' respectively and let H be open in W' We must 
show that f-1 (H) is open in V' . Now, H< 2 H and -1~ f <2J c <1 
giving H< H c E 1 -2 . 
However this implies that 
f(E-f-1(H)) 
f-1(H) 
meaning that 
since = ¢ 
and therefore 
is O!Jen in V' 
T is obviously a faithful covariant functor. To show that 
T is full we take a classically continuous function f : V'-:;;...W' 
and show that it is continuous V-+W where V (< l 
= \ l~ and 
W = i < 2J , as in the notation above. Accordingly let . A f-1 (<2) B 
then f(A) < 2 E' - f(E-B). Consider G =lJtH: H<2 E 1-f(E-BJJ. 
As < 2 is perfect, f(E-B) and as t< 21s is a 
syntopogenous structure, there is a set D satisfying 
However by the definition of 
GI D.~ G ' so that G = D , 
By the classical continuity of 
G<2 G and G is open in W' • 
f , f-1 (G) is open in V' which 
means, by definition of V1 ,. · f-1 (G) <1 f-
1 (G) • We thus have 
that A s. f-1f(A) c. f-1{G) < l f-1 (G) .£ f-1 (E I -f(E-B)) c:. B 
that is A <1 B as required. ~·· . 
To complete the proof we must show that T is one-to-one 
and onto for objects. We need the following construction. Given a 
classical topology S' on the set E define a topology S in 
kSyn as follows. 
'.p •• •• 
. 3.11 S = t< ~ where A < B iff there is an open set GE:- S' 
satisfying As::. G ~B. 
We verify that S is a topology. It is easily checked that 
< is a perfect topogenous order. Next, let A< B then there is 
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an open set G satisfying A~ G £: B • According to 3.11 
A< G< B and S is a syntopogenous structure, as required. 
, To show that T is onto let S 1 be a classical topology I 
and construct s by 3.ll. Consider T (S) . Ht T(S) implies 
H< H and so there is G c S' with H S. G £. H giving 
H = G f: S' 
' 
thus T(S) ~ S' . Also G 6. s I implies G<G 
giving G G T (s) and so S' £ T(S) showing that T (S) = S' . 
To show that T is one-to-one let s1 = l<11 and 
s2 = ~ < 2~ be topologies with T(S1 ) = T (s 2 ) We must show 
that s1 = s2 • Let A <i_ B • The set G = t H : H < 1 B 1 
satisfies A£ G <1 G £ B By 3.10 G is open in T(s1 ) and 
therefore also in T(s2) • Using 3.10 again, it follows that 
G < 2 G and thus A< 2 B • The argument is reversible a.no. so 
D 
We now consider proximity spaces. For ease of reference we 
recall the definition of a classical proximity space (cf. [c], [T]). 
3.12 Definition 
A relation R between the subsets of a set E is called 
a proximity structure on E iff 
3.12.l ARB if f B R A 
3.12.2 (AU B) R C iff at least one of A R C or B R C holds. 
x R x for all x E 
3.12.4 For any A£ E , A R ¢ is false. 
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3.12.5. If A R B 
A R (E-P) 
pf) Q = 0 
is false then there are two sets P , Q such that 
is false, B R (E""'Q) is false and 
3.13 Definition 
Let (E ,R) and (E 1 ,R 1 ) be classical proximity spaces. 
A function ~ E-;;...E' 
f(AJ RI f(B )_ 
is p-continuous if f A R B implies 
We are now ready to construct the equivalence between 
proximities and classical proximities. 
3.14 Proposition 
Let k be the ordinary operation ts • The subcategory 
kSyn of Syn is isomorphic to the classical category of proximity 
spaces and p-continuous maps. 
PROOF: Let Prox be the classical category of proximity spaces and 
p-continuous maps. We must define an isomorphism T : kSyn -~ Prox • 
To do this let s be a proximity on E with s = and let 
f be a morphism of kSyn • Define T by 
3.15 T(S) = R = l (A,B) ~ E )(E A .,CE-B and T(f) = f • 
R is a classical proximity. In fact we prove that R 
satisfies 3.12.l to 3.12.5. 
···-.· .· 
3.12.1: -< is symmetrical. 
3.12.2:· We have A.RC false and BR C false imply 
3.12.4: 
3.12.5: 
AU B < E - C and so (AU B) R C implies A R C 
or B R C • On the other hand A R C 
implies A ·-f:: E - C or 
(A U B) </= E - C and so 
x E - x is false. 
A<E = E-,0 
B * E - C 
(A UB) R C • 
If A R B is false then A < E - B • 
or B R C 
which implies 
Since f<J is 
a syntopogenous structure there is P with A < P <::: E - B 
and so A R E - P is false. Also since <:. is symmetric 
B<E-P. Putting Q = E - P we have that 
B R E - Q is false and clearly P() Q = ~ • This 
shows that R is a proximity. 
Next, let f: (E,s)·~(E 1 ,s 1 ) and put S = ~<~ , 
S' =~< 'l , T(SJ = R and T(S') = R 1 • We must show that 
T(fJ = f is clasically p-continuous. In fact, if f(A} R' f(B) 
is false then f(A) < ' E 1 - f(B) giving A f-1 (<') E - B , 
and so A < E - B by continuity of f in kSyn This means 
that A RB is false, as required. 
Clearly T is a faithful, covariant functor. T is also full: 
let f (E ,R)-?- (E ,RI) be classically p-continuous; we must show 
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that f is continuous in kSyn. Let A f-1(<') B, then 
f'(A) <I E' - f(E-B) and so by 3.15 f(A) R1 f(E-B) is false. 
By p-continuity of f A R E - B is false, and again by 3.15 
A< B , as required. 
To show that T is onto for object we first give a method 
of constructing a proximity from a classical proximity. Let R be 
a classical proximity on E • Define ~< ~ on E by 
3.16 A < B iff A R E - B is false. 
We show that <: is a synunetrical topogenous order on E • 
In view of 3.12.4 ¢ < Y1 and E< E . Next, < is symmetrical 
since if A< B then A R E - B is false and so· according to 
3.12.1 (E-B) R A is false showing that E - B < E - A . 
Next, if A<{;; A' < B1 SB then A' R (E-B I) is false. 
Now AUA' = A' thus in view of 3.12.2 A R (E-B 1 ) is false 
and in view of 3.12.1 
E - B 1 
that is 
= (E-B I) u (E-B) 
A R (E-B) 
(E-B 1 ) R A iS false. But 
and so again (E-B) R A is false, 
is false and A< B · a,s required. To show 
that A< B implies A SB, suppose on the contrary 
x € A (1 (E-B) • Now, l xJ £ A < B ~ E - [xI so that by what 
has just been proved x < E - x which means that x R x is 
false, contradicting 3.12.3. 
· Now suppose A<: B and A'< B' then A < B ~ Bu B' 
and similarly A 1 < BUB 1 Thus giving A< BUB' 
AR (E-(BVB')) is false and A 1 R (E-(B U B 1 ) ) is false 
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...... · .· ·. 
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which by 3.12.2 means that (AUA'J R \E-(BUB 1 )) is false 
and so A U A 1 < B U B 1 • Next, since <:: is symmetrical 
E - B < E - A and E - B ' < E - A' , therefore 
E - (B n B 1 ) = (E-B) u (E-B 1 ) < (E-A) u (E-A 1 ) = E - (AC1 A• ) 
I 
and again by symmetry of < , AOA 1 -< B\IB 1 • We have shown 
that < is a symmetrical topogenous order. 
To show that 1<1 = 1<21 let A<B By 3.12.5 
there are p 
' Q with A R E - p false and E - B R E - i,Q 
false and p (l IQ = ¢ . Thus A-< p and E -B < Q ' 
that is A < p '-=. E - :Q < B or A<P<B as required. 
T is onto. Indeed, let R be a classical proximity on E. 
Let < be defined by 3.16 then T \<1 = R • 
To complete the proof we must show that T is one-to-one 
on objects. 'Let s1 = f < ~ and s2 = t < 21 be proximities with 
. ' - ,;t ·~· 
We must show that s1 = s2 • Let A <1 B • 
A 
= ¢ ' then trivially A-< 1 B if f A<2 B . If Af¢ 
then A <1 E - B is false, and so (A,B) E T(S1 ) = T(S 2) ~ R 
say. Let < be defined by 3.16. As has been shown above 
T t< I = R • But A<1 B i:f:f A< B iff A< 2 B , and 
D 
Before explicating the equivalence between uniformities 
and classical uniformities we examine the nature of reflexive relations. 
The nexfresul t is basic and interesting in that it describes reflexive 
relations in terms of biperfect topogenous orders. 
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3.16 Proposition [c] 
(a) Let < be a biperfect topogenous order on the set E and 
define a relation R on E by 
3.17 x Ry iff x < E - y is false 
then R is a reflexive relation and the following equiva.lence 
holds 
. 3.18 A< B iff whenever x€:: A and x Ry , then y~ B • 
(b) Let R be a reflexive relation on E and define <:: by 3.18. 
Then < is a biperfect topogenous order on E and 3.17 holds. 
PROOF: 
(a): If -< is a biperfect topogenous order on E then R defined 
by 3.17 is reflexive since x· < E - x is false. To show 
that 3.18 is true, suppose A-< B , x t:-· A · and xRy, 
then x -j:. E - y and so y ¢ E - B by the 
biperfectness of < . Conversely, suppose xf::A x .R y 
imply y G B and let yE:- E-B. If x-<.E-y 
is false then x R y giving y e B which is a 
contradiction, therefore x <. E - y and biperfectneas 
of -< give A ..:( B • 
(b): Suppose R is a reflexive relation. Let ·<= be defined by 
3.18 then <: is a topogenous order. In fact ¢ < ~ by 
default and clearly E -< E • Next, suppose A< B • 
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Since R is reflexive xRx and so A !S. B 
If A~ A' ·< B' £:: B x G- A and xRy then 
Y re B' and therefore y&B whence A< B It is 
easily seen that A<. B and A'< B' imply 
An A' < BnB 1 and AVA' < BUB' and so < is a 
topogenous order. 
To show that < is biperfect let x < E - y for x & A 
and y f; E - B • We must show that A < B • However 
since x < E -·y, 3.18 implies that x Ry is false. 
Thus supposing x~ A and x R y it follows that 
y re B showing that A < B as required. It is easily 
seen tbat 3.17 holds. 
0 
The next two propositfons describe the link between biperfect 
syntopogenous structures and· uniformities and provide their equivalence. 
3.19 Proposition [.c] 
(a) Let S be a biperfect syntopogenous structure on the set E , 
let < E: S denote the reflexive relation corresponding 
to < by u< (cf. 3.16(a)) and let ff'" =tU.(:L..G_s? 
then f satisfies the conditions 3. 19. l to 3.19. 3 below. 
3.19.1 u ep .. implies u is reflexive. 
3.19.2 G,H G: )A imply that there exists UGjk with uc. GC\H 
3.19.3 Given H f;-fl there is u <== Jl'· with u2 £ H o 
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The filter generated by fl is called a quasi-uniformity on E , 
and t"- is called the base for this quasi-uniformity. 
( b) Let .~l be a quasi-uniform base on E , let U £- fJ-- , 
denote the biperfect topogenous order corresponding to U 
by<u (cf. 3.16 (b)) and let 
Then S is a biperfect syntopogenous structure on E • 
/ 
(c) Let the biperfect topogenous order <: U and the reflexive 
relation U be related as in 3.17 and 3.18. Then < U 
is symmetrical iff U is symmetrical. 
PROOF: 
(a) 
3.19.1: By 3.16 (a), if U G fA then U is reflexive. 
3.19. 2: First we show that 
implies 
Indeed if x u""" y then x ~2 E - y giving 2 
x~ E 
- y and so x u< y ' as required. Next, 
1 
suppose G ' H ~ ~\. ' G - U - < and H = U<' . 
Let < 11 E: S be such that < U < ' ~ < 11 and put 
By 3.19.4 U £. G and U £ H giving 
U£G()H. 
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3.19.3: Let H etk with H = u<, . There is < ~ s with 
2 
<''.s< Let u = u < We show tbat (u< )2 = ~<2 
Indeed, if x (u<)2 y then there is a z such that 
x u< z and z u< y ' which means tbat x -</. E - z 
and z 4- E - y • If x u 2. < y is false then 
x <2 E - y 
' 
therefore there extsts D with 
x < D < E - y • Now if z E:= D then z < E - y 
which is impossible, and if z¢D then x < DSE - z 
which means tbat x < E - z , also impossible, thus 
x U<2 y is true and On the other hand 
suppose 2 x < E - y is false by 3.17. 
Thus no set D satisfies the condition x < D < E - y • 
Let D = [ z z < E-y 1 Since < is biperfect D < E - y 
and therefore x4. D • Again since < is biperfect and 
x .,t' D there is z G E - D with x 4 E - z • 
According to 3.17 x U< z and z U..:::. y , which shows 
tbat x We bave proved tbat 
On account of 3.19.4 it follows that (u<) 2 = u 2 u < c. <.'' 
as required. 
(b): By 3.16 all the members of S are biperfect topogenous orders 
on E ~ To show that S is directed consider < G , .(H e S 
and let U E:.~ be such that U ~ Gf\ H , then 
..( G <.:::: <u and < H ~ <u , as required. 
Next, given < U G S let be such tbat 
We bave that· < U ~ < G2 • 
i . 
3.19.6 
We show that <. G2 = (<G) 2 and then it will follow that 
< U c. (<G) 2 and thus S will be a syntopogenous structure, 
as required. In fact, we first prove 3.19.5 and 3.19.6 below. 
Let G be a given reflexive relation, let < be defined by 
using G in 3.18 and let U< be defined by using < in 
3.17. Then 
This can be seen as follows: iff x -/::. E - y 
by 3.17. By 3.18 x -</: E - y iff x G z and 
z ¢. E - y , that is x G z and z = y • So 
x U < y iff x G y • 
Next, let < 1 be a given biperfect topogenous order, let 
R be defined by using < 1 in 3.17 and let <R 
by using R in 3.18, then 
< = <' R 
be defined 
This is so because by 3.18 A < R B iff . x G A , x R y 
imply y E: B • By 3.17 this is equj_valent to: 
y € B whenever x E- A and x ../:.' E - y • This 
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is the case iff x E:- A , y E E - B imply x < I E - y • 
Since < 1 is bi perfect it follows that A < R B iff 
A< ' B • 
Finally, set <G = < and U..(2 = R • It was shown 
in the proof of 3.19.3 that ~2 = (u<)2 . and so by 
3.19.5 we have that R = u 2 < = (u-<:)2 = 
G2 
' 
and by 
3.19.6 we have that (< )2 G = L' 2 ..._ =< R = < 2 • . G 
(c) Supposing U syn:rrnetrical, y < E - x is false iff 
yUx iff x U y iff x < E - y is ·false iff 
.Y c{c:::) E - x is false. The proof of the converse is 
similar. 
0 
3.20 Proposition 
Let k be the elementary operation bs • The subcategory 
kSyn of Syn is equivalent to the classical category bf uniform 
spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
PROOF: Denote the category of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous 
maps by Unif • Define a covariant fu..Y).ctor · T : kSyn.--+Unif by 
taking 
T(S) to be the filter generated by the filter base 
lU<: <ES}, where U< is given by 3.17, and if 
f .: (E's)~ (E' 's I) is a morphism in kSyn with 
T(S) = U and T(S 1 ) = U' , define T(f) = f • 
'.." ··-; . 
•./ .. 
By 3.19 (a) and (c) T(S) is a uniformity on E • 
obviously faithful. To show that T is full let f : U~.:tJ' 
T is 
be clasically uniformly continuous and let < 1 G S 1 • We must 
produce < ~ S with f-1 (<•) ~ < . Since · < 1' , < , and 
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hence f-1 (...( 1 ) are biperfect (using 2.2.1 (f)), it is enough to 
show that there is < E- S with x· f-1 (< 1 ) E - y implying 
x < E ·- y • Accordingly let x f-1 (< 1 ) E - y then 
f(x) -< 1 E' - f(y) , so that by 3.17 f(x) U<' f(y) is false. 
Because f is classically uniformly continuous there is a base member 
U<. E:- U with < E S satisfying This implies 
that x U< y is false and x < E - y follows from 3.17 as 
required. 
T is representative: let W be a member of a uniformity 
and let < -< w then by 3.19.5 u< = w , and 3 ·• 19 ( b ) , ( c ) 
co~plete the proof. 0 
i-
The operation pt defines a functor, denoted again by 
pt Syn~Syn , which corresponds to the forgetful functors 
to Top , in the followir1g sense. 
3.21: Pro_Eosition 
Let C be one of the classical categories Quasiunif , 
Prox , F : C~op the usual forgetful functor, and G : C~ Syn , 
H : Top ~Syn the embedding functors established above. Then the 
diagram 
G 
c ~Syn 
F l 1 pt commutes. 
.!2.£ Syn 
.H 
PROOF: If C is Quasiunif , let }A 'be a quasiuniformi ty 
on the set E • Let F : Quasiunif-7 Top be the forgetful functor 
defined· by taking basic neighbourhoods of points as follows: 
for each x e E and each u(x) = f y : x u yJ is a 
basic neighbourhood of x 
Use 3.19 (b) to define G and 3.11 to define H • 
If C is Prox , let R be a proximity on the set E • 
Let F : Prox -?-.Top be the forgetful functor defined by taking 
basic neighbourhoods of points as follows: for each xc E , 
W is a basic neighbourhood of x in F(R) iff x R E - W 
is false. Use 3.16 to define G and 3.11 to define H • 
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CHAPTER 4 · 
COMPLETENESS, COMPAC'rNESS ANTI QUASIREALCOlVIPACTNESS 
This chapter will provide the definitions of completeness 
and compactness for arbitrary objects of Syn • The terminology 
agrees with classical terminology on subcategories of Syn 
respectively equivalent to the category of topOlogical spaces and 
the category of uniformities, as will be shown in Chapter 6. We have 
·here independently introduced the notion of quasirealcompactness for 
arbitrary objects in Syn • In Chapter 6 we use quasirealcompactness 
to define realcompactness. Various reflections will be produced 
in C~pter 7. 
Convergence will be discussed through t..~e medium of grills, 
which are just filter baces •. 
4.1 Definition [c] 
Let E be a set. A family G of subsets of E is called 
a grill on E if it is not empty and satisfies 
4.1.1 
4.1.2 
Rf G implies R. -} ¢ 
R1 , R2 t G 
'.R ~ ~fl R2 
imply tbat there is R €- G such tbat 
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If G and G1 are grills on E then we define G' to be 
finer than G iff each set Rf G contains a member of GI • 
Let G be a non-void class of subsets of E with the finite 
intersection property. The grill generated by G is defined to be 
the class of all finite intersections of members of G • 
We need the following two well-known results on grills. 
4.2 Proposition 
Let G be a maximal class of subsets of the set E with 
the finite intersection property. Then 
(a) G is a grill 
(b) If A is a set which meets every member of G, then A EG 
q 
4.3 Proposition 
If G is a family of subsets of E with the finite 
intersection property then there is a maximal family with the finite 
intersection property containing G • D 
4.4 Definition D::] 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the.set E and 
let x €; E • 
(a) A subset V of E is a neighbourhood of x ·iff there is 
< f:; s such that x < V • 
( b) The grill G on E converges to x in S , in symbols 
G -?x(S), iff each neighbourhood of x contains a member 
of G • 
4. 5 Proposition [c] 
Let x~ E and let S be a syntopogenous structure on E • 
·The set of all neighbourhoods of x is a grill. 
PROOF: Let x<1 v1 , x<2 v2 and < 1v<2 ~ < 
x. < Vi'°'V2 • 
4.6.1 Proposition [c) 
then 
D 
(a) The neighbourhoods of a point x of the set E are the same 
, .· ··. . ..... · 
in each of the syntopogenous structures S , t(s) , p(S) and 
pt(S) • 
(b) The following for.rrtulae are equivalent G~x(s) 
G~x(t(s)) , G-+x(p(S)) and G-:;..x(pt(s)) • 
(c) If S~S', then G~x(s') implies G~x(S) • 
D 
4.6.2 Prop.osition 
Classical convergence in topological, proximity and 
quasiuniform spaces coincides with convergence in the equivalent 
syntopogenous structures. 
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PROOF: 
4.7 
on E' • 
3.21. i=i 
Definition [c] 
Let E £ E 1 and let 
Then E is dense in E 1 
S' be a syntopogenous structure 
iff x E:- E ' implies that 
there is a grill G in E converging to x in S' • 
We now define the notion of a Cauchy grill and show that 
·it coincides with the classical notion for uniform spaces. 
4. 8 Definition [c] 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on E and let G 
be a grill on E , then G is Cauchy in S iff it satisfies: 
4.8.1 
4.8.2 
coincide. 
given < e s 
A , B c E 
there is 
if A< B 
cannot both hold. 
Rt:: G such that for all 
then A () R I- }i1 and 
An equivalent formulation is that 
given <. f:- S 
A,B.S E 
there is 
A< B and 
REG such that for all 
A(\R /. }i1 imply R £ B • 
The next proposition shows that the two terminologies 
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4.9 Proposition [CJJ 
Let S be a uniformity on E • The grill G is a Cauchy 
grill in S if f for any entourage U in the classical uniformity 
associated with S (cf. 3.20) there is REG satisfying: 
x,y € R implies x U y (i.e., G is Cauchy in the classical sense). 
PROOF: Suppose x,y G; R imply x U y and let < be associated 
with U according to 3.17. If A < B and x E°; A , y € E - B 
'then x .< E - y since S is biperfect, and so x U y is false. 
Thus R cannot meet both A and E - B • 
On the other hand suppose G is Cauchy and suppose x,y G- R 
then since < is biperf'ect we have that x -1:. E - y • Thus x Uy 
and the proof is complete. 
0 
We now prove that, in fact, a convergent grill in a uniformity 
is necessarily Cauchy. 
4.10 Proposition [CJ 
Let S be a uniformity on the set E , let JI'- be the 
classical uniformity associated with S • If a grill G converges 
in S then it is Cauchy in S • 
PROOF: Suppose 
U' of f'· with 
G~x(s) • 
(U' )2 .c U • 
Let U e: p ... There is a member 
Let -<. 1 be the topogenous order 
corresponding to U' according to 3.18. Consider V = l y : x U' y l . 
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According to the definition of V , x U' y implies y EV and 
so by 3.18 x < 1 V • V contains a· set RE- G • But r,s E. R 
implies. r,s ~ V and hence x U' r and x U' s • By symmetry 
of U 1 , r whence r U s • Then by 4.9 G is Cauchy. 
0 
Our proof of the next proposition differs from that of [c]. 
4.11 Proposition [c] 
The Cauchy grills in the syntopogenous structures S , bs(S) , 
c(S) , s(S) , p(S) and b(S) are all the same. 
PROOF: Suppose G is a Cauchy grill in bs(s) , then A<. B and 
< E: S imply that A bs (<) B and hence G is a Cauchy grill in S • 
On the other h~nd .suppose G is Cauchy in S , < E:- S and 
R satisfies 4.8.1. Now since bs~) is biperfect A bs(..c::::) B and 
AO R I- ¢ I- (E-B)n R. imply for x E.. A(\R ' y E- (E-B)!I R 
that x s(<) E -y. Thus x q(<Uc(<-)) E -y 
easily seen using 1. 5. 3 that then x (<Uc(<)) E - y 
It is 
If x < E - y then by 4.8.2 R S. E - y which is a contradiction. 
If x c (<) E - y then y < E - x and by 4. 8. 2 R ~ E - x 
., 
which is a contradiction. It follows that G is Cauchy in bs(S) • 
The proof is completed, on account of 2.4.2 (b), 3.7 and 
2.6.9 (a)' by the following equalities: bs(cs) = bs(s) , 
bs(ss) 
-- bs(s) 
' 
bs(ps) = psbp(S) = psb(S) = bs(s) 
bs(bS) = psbb(S) = psb(S) = bs(s) 
0 
·: ·. 
The following proposition complements 4.6 (b). 
4.12 Proposition (c] 
If G is a Cauchy grill in the syntopogenous structure S , 
then G --::.-x ( 8 ) iff G~x(b(S)). 
PROOF: Suppose G~x(b(S)) then G~x(S) by 4.6 (c). 
. Conversely, suppose G......:;..x(S) and suppose x b(<') V 
for <'.::;; S and let <'~ < 2 where < E S • Also, let 
R G. G satisfy the Cauchy condi.tion 4.8. 2 for < . Now if 
y 
1 f:. . R :-- V then V ~ E - y and x b (< 1 ) E - y which 
implies that x < 1 E - y and so x < D < E - y for a 
suitable set D • But this i..'TI.plies that D !1 R = ¢ , which is 
impossible if G~ x • Th'us R £ V • 
4.13 Definition (c} 
A syntopogenous structure S is complete 
Cauchy grill in ·s converges in S • 
4.14 Proposition [cJ 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure. 
a 
iff' every 
(a) If any of s(S) ' p(S) or b(S) is complete then so is 
(b) If s is complete then so are p(S) and b(S) . 
(c) A simple syntopogenous structure is always complete. 
s . 
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4.17 Any Cauchy grill is compressed. 
0 
Our proof of the next proposition is different from that in [cJ. 
4.18 Proposition [c] 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure. The compressed grills 
of the structures S ts(S) , c(S) , s(s) and t(s) are all the same. 
'PROOF: Suppose G is a compressed grill in ts(S) = l < 1 J , . say. 
If A < B for each < E S , then A< 1 B and therefore 
G is a compressed grill in S • 
On the other hand suppose G is a compressed· grill iii S • 
If A< 1 B then there is < ~ S such that A s(<) B that is 
A q(<u c(<)) B . Thus there are finite index sets I J such that 
A = u f A'. : ie r!' B = 0 fB. j G j? and A. (L.uc(<)) B. 
,J. ' 
.· J .l ]. J 
·Now either Ai< Bj or E - B. < E - A. . In either case, J ]. 
since G is compressed in S there is n. . t-- G such that 
i, J 
R. meets at most one of A. 
' 
E 
i, j ]. - B. . Let J RG G be such 
that R f:. () l,R. . 
]. 'J 
: ( i' j ) G-- J)(i1 . If Rf\ A I ¢ then for an 
index rf- I R() A I ¢ and so for each j €- J R c B. giving r J 
that R c. (l B. = B . Thus G is compressed in ·ts (s) . J 
The remainder of the proposition follows from the equalities 
ts(cs) = ts(s), ts(ss) = ts(s), ts(ts) = tts(s) = ts(s) 
(cf. 2.4.2 (b), 3.3 and 3.4). 
0 
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We now define compactness and quasirealcompactness. 
4.19 Definition 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E • 
(a) [c] . S is compact if f each compressed grill in S 
converges in S • 
(b) S is quasirealcompact if f each compressed grill in S with 
the countable intersection property converges in S • 
The terminology will be 1 justified 1 in Chapter 6. 
The following proposition is important; it has been proved 
in [c] for compact structures. 
4.20 Proposition 
S is (quasireal)compact iff t(s) is (quasireal)compact. 
PROOF: By 4.18 the compressed grills of S 
and by 4.6 (b) a grill converges in S iff 
and t(S) are the same, 
it converges in t(S) • 
0 
The following proposition has been proved in [c] for 
compact structures. 
4.21 Proposition 
If the syntopogenous structure S is (quasireal)compact 
then p(S) and pt(s) are also (quasireal)compact. 
PROOF: Since S ~ p(S) a compressed gr.ill in p(S) is also 
compressed in S , and by 4.6 (b) a grill conve~ges in S iff it 
converges in p(S) Thus if S is (quasireal)compact, so is p(S) 
Also, if S is (quasireal)compact, so is t(S) (4.20) and thus by 
what has just been proved, pt(S) is (quasireal)compact. 
D 
For compact structures the converse to the above proposition 
is also true (see (6.4). 
The following clefinl tion bas been given in [c] for doubly 
complete and for doubly compact structures. 
4.22 Definition 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure. 
doubly compact or doubly quasirealcompact 
complete, compact or quasirealcompact. 
4.23 Proposition [c] 
if f 
: : . . . ~· .··· 
S is doubly complete, 
s(S) is respectively 
(a) If s is doubly complete then it is complete. 
(b) s is doubly complete iff bs(s) is complete. 
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(c) If one of the structures s , c(s) , s(s) ' p(S) , b(S) or bs(s) 
is doubly complete then so are all the others. 
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PROOF: (a) and (b) follow from 4.14 (a) and (b). (c) follows from 
(b) and the equalities bsc(S) = bs(s) , bss(s) = bs(S) , 
bsp(S) · = psbp(S) = psb(S) = bs(s) , bsb(S) = psbb(S) = psb(S) 
= bs(s) , bsbs(s) = bbs(s) = bs(s) • 
D 
The following proposition has been proved for compact 
structures in [c] . 
4.24 Proposition 
(a) If S is doubly (quasireal)compact then it is (quasireal)compact. 
(b) S is doubly (quasireal)compact iff ts(s) is 
(quasireal)compact. 
(c) If one of the structures S , c(S) , s(S) , t(s) or· ts(s) 
is doubly (quasireal)compact then so are the others. 
PROOF: (a) and (b) follow from 4.18 and 4.6 (b) and (c). 
. . :·· ·.·· ... ..· ..... · . · . 
(c) follows from (b) and the equalities ts(cs) = ts(S) , 
ts(ts) = tts(S) = ts(S) , ts(tsS) = stts(s) = sts(S) 
= ts(S) 
ts(ss) = ts(s) 
= st(s) 
D 
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CHAPTER 5 
STRUCTURES ON THE REAL NUMBERS ANTI 
REAL-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
in this chapter we examine certain syntopogenous structures 
defined on the real numbers. Then we study certain initial, i.e. weak, 
structures induced by real valued continuous functions. We allow 
arbitrary functions in these initial structures (cf. 5.2.5). 
This is an important departure from the approach in (c] , which allows 
only bounded functions, because it allows us to develop the theory of 
realcompactness in the sequel. Also of special interest is the 
analogue of Urysohn's lemma, proposition 5.2.10. The chapter ends 
with the definition of the uniformities induced by quasipseudometrics 
or quasiecarts as we shall call them following the usage j_n [c] • 
5.1 Syntopogenous structures on the real numbers 
Let E denote the set of real numbers. 
5.1.1 The structure T 
The orders <c were defined in 1.2, and shown in 2.6.2 to 
(..-
be biperfect. Let 
One readily sees that T is a biperfect syntopogenous structure. 
Hence· T is a quasi-uniformity on the real numbers (3.19 (a)). The 
nature of the basic entourages in the associated classical quasi-uniformity 
can be seen as follows: let UE. correspond to <z_ according to 3.17, 
then x U £ y iff x ..f:L E - y • This is the case iff 
sup[x}·+ t. > inf{E-(E-y)} = y. That is 
5.1.2 The topology pt(TL 
First, by 2.7.3, A t(T) B iff sup A < inf (E-B) • 
·Next, A_ pt (T) - B iff x f A implies x < inf (E-B) • 
The set G is open in this topology iff G pt(T) G , that if 
iff x 6: G implies x < inf (E-G) , thus 
G is open iff G = (-oo, p) for some real number p • 
5.1.3 The uniformity H = bs(T) 
H is equivalent to the natural uniformity on the real numbers. 
Consider first the order for some 
positive real number £ . Our proof of the next proposition .differs 
:from that in [ c] . 
Proposition [c} 
A s(<t_.) B i:ff there is a finite decomposition of A 
consisting of nonempty sets A. ]_ (i E: I) with A = LJ [A. ]_ 
and for each i f; I (inf A. - f_ , sup A. + t, ) C B • 
- ]_ ]_ 
i ~ r} 
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PROOF: Suppose A s(<iJ B , then there are finite index sets 
I ' J and sets A. , B. l J such that A = U t Ai : i €:: If , 
and for A. 
l 
Now either 
I or E - B . .< c: E - A. • J (.. l 
(E-B.) and in the second 
J 
case sup A. + £ < inf 
l -
sup (E-B.) +E ~ inf A. • This holds for each 
J l 
(inf Ai - €.. , sup Ai + £.. ) C B j for each j e- J 
q(<£ Uc(<£_)) 
In the first 
case 
j E J and so 
but () Bj 
B. 
J 
=B 
Conversely, suppose that A = U A. and for each i G I 
l 
· (inf A. - £. , sup A. + ( ) f:. B • For each i G I set 
J. l 
B . = B U ( - 60, sup A . + £.. ) and B ! = B U (inf A . - £ , + oo ) • 
l l l l 
Now, A = UA. 
' 
B = {If Bl) Bj_ : it;· II and l 
A. <£. B. 
' 
E - B~ <£.. E - A. for (i,j)E: I XI . Thus l J J l 
Ai (<t. Uc( <r_)) B. 8..."'1.d A. (/. l I c(<-)) B~ so that J l ''E ~ z.1 J 
A (<£. U c(<f.)) B 
' 
as required. q D 
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. 
. ' " .:! .~· 
Now we can say that A bs(<z_) B iff x f:; A , yf:: E-B 
. imply x s(<:) E-y • 
'- . 
This is the case in view of the above 
theorem, iff (x - t., x + t) c E - y , which is equivalent to 
\y-xj ~ £. 
If for subsets A , B of E d(A,B) is defined by 
d(A,B) =inf l\y-xj: xb A, yf.; B] then A bs(<r_) B 
iff d(A,E-B) -::;:. S . 
If U~ is the basic entourage in the classical uniformity 
associated with bs(<£.) then x Ur_ y iff x bs(<£.) E - y 
is false, which means that 
\y-xl < £ J_. 
5.1.4 The proximity t(H) = tbs(T) 
Accordingto2.7.3 t(H) = tU[bs(<d:£._>oH. 
Thus if d is defined as in 5.1.3 then A t(H) B iff 
d(A,E-B) > 0 • 
--
If P j_s the classical proximity associated with t(H) 
according to 3.15 then A P B iff A t(H) E - B is false, 
which. is equivalent to 
A P B iff d(A,B) - 0 • 
5.1.5 The topology pt(H) = ptbs(T) 
The topology ptbs(T) is equivalent to the natural topology 
on the real numbers. 
According to 6~1.4 A pt(H) B iff x (:; A implies 
d(x,E-B) > 0 • · 
G is open in the classical topology associated with pt(H) 
iff G pt (H) G that is iff x e G implies d (x ,E-G) > 0 
Thus ·G is open iff x £:= G implies there is £. / 0 such that 
(x-f, x+t) · c G • 
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5.2 Structures defined in terms of real-valued continuous functions 
From now on let T denote the structure f <'t_ : <;: 7 01 
mentioned in 5.1!1 and let R denote the set of real numbers. 
The next two propositions are important. 
5.2.1 Proposition [c] 
Let f : E~R be a ·function, then A f-1 (<z..) B 
if f there is a number p 
- ·xi ~ p;::; + 0:> , satisfying 
sup f(A) :.=:: p and inf f(E-b) ~ p +S. 
PROOF: A f-1 (<£_) B iff f(A) <£.. R - f(E-B) , which is 
the case iff sup f(A) +£.. ~ inf f(E-·B). Set p = sup f(A) 
Thenthereis p suchtha-t; f(A)£ (-().),p) and 
(-~ ,p+€.) £ R - f(E-B) • 
On the other hand an easy computation shows that if there is 
p such that f(A) c (-oo,p) and (- <:x> 'p+E.) c. R - f(E-B) 
' . 
then sup f(A) + t:. ~ inf f(E-B) . Thus sup f(A) + £_ ~ inf f(E-B) 
if f there is p such that f(A) c (-<» ,p) and 
(-oo ,p+£) ~ R - f(E-B) • 
5.2.2 Proposition [cJ 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E and 
let f E~R be a function, then f is (S,T)-continuous 
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iff for each real number p and each ~ ? 0 there is an order 
PROOF: Suppose f is continuous, let p be a real n~unber and 
let £._ 7 0 be given. According to 5.2.1 the sets A = f-1(-o:> ,p] 
and B = f - l ( - ()XI ' p+i ) satisfy A f-l(<J B . By continuity 
of f there is< 6 s such· that A<B 
' 
as required., 
Conversely, suppose that for all real numbers r , given 
there is < & S 
then there is a real number p satisfying 
f(A) ~ p and f(E-B) '7 p + f . Now using 5.2.1 
A ~ f-1f(A) c.. ··le .1 -1e ) c -1e e ) ) f -Cf' ,p..J ·< f -<::P ,p+t.. - f R-f E-B c. B • 
D 
The following is a useful result on real-valued continuous 
functions. 
. . ~- . . . . . . .. .. . . . .· ·. . 
Proposition [cJ 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure and suppose that 
f S-+T is continuous , then 
(a) If r '/ 0 then the function rf S~T is continuous. 
(b) If r<O then the function rf S·-> c(T) is continuous o 
ec) If f : S4s(T) is continuous then rf: s-=;;.seT) 
is continous for any real number r • 
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PROOF: 
(a): A (rf)-1 (<~) B implies by 5.2.1 tbat there is a number p 
such tbat rf(A) ~ p and rf(E-B) ~ p + S . It follows 
that f(A) ~ p/r and f(E-B) '?- p/r + £/r whence, 
according to 5. 2.1, A f-l (<.r) B where S' = fi/r • 
Continuity of f completes the proof of (a). 
( b): It is easily seen for an arbitrary function g and order < 
tba t g - l ( c (<) ) = cg - l ( <) , 
A (rf )-1 ( c(<'t)) B implies 
hence it follows that 
Thus E - B 
A 
(rf)-1 (<d E - A and so according to 5.2.1 
there is a number p -with rf(E-B) ~ p and 
rf(A)' ~ p +E... Since r-< 0 we have f(E-B) ?- p/r 
and f (A) ::=::: p/r + €./r Again by 5.2.1 , 
b = - £/r • Continuity of f 
completes the proof of (b). 
(c): The function f : S-7-s(T) is continuous and therefore 
both · (s, T )- and (s, c ( T) )-conti..viuous. If r 7 0 then 
rf is (s,T)-continuous. It is also (s,c(T))-continuqus 
since f is (c(s),T)-continuous by 2.2~4 and so by (a) 
rf is (c(s),T)-continuous and by 2.2.4, (s,c(T))-continuous. 
If r< 0 then rf is (s,c(T))-continuous. Now, 
since f is (c(s),T)-continuous by 2.2.4, rf is 
(c(s),c(T))-continuous by (b), and therefore (s,T)-continuous 
by 2.2.4. 
We have shown that for any real nwnber r , rf is both 
(s,T)- and (S,c(T))-contilluous. This implies that 
rf is (s,s(T))-continuous. Indeed, let< E:: T , 
then (rf)-1 (s(<)) = (rf)-1 (q(<uc(<))) 
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= q((rf)-1 (<)u (rf-1 )(c(<))) by 1.12 (d) and 1.12 (b) • 
Letting -< 1 & S be such that (rf-l )(<.) U (rf )-1 ( c~)) c: < 1 
(cf. 1.6 (a)), we have the result since q(< 1 ) = -<.' • 
The next proposition motivates the definition, 5.2.5, of 
·an ordering family. 
Proposition 
Let f and g be functions defined on E and mapping 
into R • The following statements are true. 
(a) If r is a real nwnber, then the function k defined by 
k(s) = r , for x E::. E is continuous. 
(b) If f is (s,T)-continuous and r a real number, then 
f + r is (s,T)-continuous. 
(c) If f and g are (s,T)-continuous then so are 
h = min (f,g) and m = max (f ,g) • 
PROOF: 
(a) If r ~ p then f-1 (-~ ,p] = E = f-1 (-~,p+~) 
and if r > p then f-1 (-IY.> ,p] = O = f-1 (-0J ,p+t.) 
Proposition 5.2.2 furnishes the result. 
D 
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(b): We have that (f+r)-1 (-~),p] < (f+r)-1 (-oo,p+f:.) 
iff f-1 (-oo,p-r] < f-1 (-oo ,p-r+e.) Now since 
f is continuous, 5.2.2 :iJnplies that f + r is also 
continuous • 
(c) Consider m-l(<s) . By 5.2.l A m-1 (<t) B implies 
that there is a number p such that m(x) ~ p for 
x~A and m(x) '?- p + £_ for x .G: E-B. 
Thus for x f:; A f(x)~ p ' g(x) ~ p and there are 
F , G such that E - B = F UG , f(x) ~ p + €., 
for x E- F and g(x) "?::- p+[. for xGG. 
Again by 5.2.l A f-1(~) E - F and A g-1(<£) E - B • 
By -continuity of f and g there are < l' <2 G s 
suc.n that A <.. 1 E - F and A ~ E - G • Let"< G S 
be such that <, U <,.., c:. < , then A < E - F , 
.L t:. 
A < E - G and so A < (E-I') ('\ (E-G) =- :S • 
Therefore m-1 (-<f_) S::. < as required. 
- . . -- .. . . ~ . ; ~ ... · 
. -1( . ) Now consider h ~ • :iJnplies that 
there is a number p such that h(A) ~ p and 
h(E-B) ~ p + f. 
' 
thus f(E-B) ~ p + f.. and 
g(E-B) ~ p + £. • There are sets F ' G such that 
A = FU G and f(F) ~ p , g (G) ~ p • This :iJnplies 
that F f-1(<1J B and G g -1(<~) B • By an 
argument similar to tbat for m , there is < f':. S such 
that F < B , G < B and . A = FUG <.. B , :iJnplying 
D 
In [c] the following definition is made only for bounded 
families of real valued functions. However our definition allows 
unbounded functions, and this is one of the crucial steps which 
enable us to develop the theory of realcompactness in the sequel. 
5.2.5 Definition 
An ordering family (OF) on a set E ·is a non-empty set 
F of real-valued functions defined on E and satisfying 
(a) For -<;::.<r<+~ the function f(x) = r (x b E) 
is a member of F • 
(b) Ir f &- F then f + r G F ·for - oo < r < +oo • 
. -' 
(c) f,g 6 F imply max (f,g) €- F and min· (f,g) ~ F .• 
The OF 
' 
(d) 
The OF 
' 
(e) 
5.2.6 
F 
' 
is called syI!Illletrical if'f 
: :·· ·.····· 
fGF implies -f ~F . 
F is called simple if f 
f €: F implies rf G F for O<r<+<P • 
Proposition 5.2.4 shows tbat if S is a syntopogenous 
structure on E then the set of (s ,T )-·continuous 
real-valued functions is an OF on E • 
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5.2.8 Proposition 
If F is an OF then < F,~ = u i f-1 (<£.) : ft;; Fi 
and A< 
F' £. 
B if f there is a function f €: F satisfying 
f(x)~ 0 for x EA and f(x) ~ E f.or x €::- E-B. 
PROOF: Denote u tf-1 (<£.) : f E: Fl by< . We show that 
< is a topogenous order, so that <. = g(<) = <F, £ • Indeed, 
A<:. B if;f there is f E- F such that A f-1(<£) B 
This is equivalent, by 5o2.l, to the existence of a number p such 
that f(x) ~ p for x f. A and f(x) ~ p + £_ for x {;; E 
By 5. 2.5 (b) we may suppose p = 0 • Thus A<B iff f (x )-:::_ 0 
for · x t: A and f(x) ·~ £ for x G:: E-B. A similar 
condition holds if A'< B' where g ' say, replaces f • 
Let h = max (_,,. - \ 
-'-HSI then h(x)~ 0 for x G A0A' 
h(x) '.?;-- t. for x G E - (Bf'lB' ) .• Lett:ing k = min (f,g) 
we have 0 and k(E-(B BI)) >-- £. Thus 
AnA' < BOB' and AU A' < BUB' ; as required. 
D 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure and denote the 
OF of (s,T)-continuous real-valued functions by F • We now make 
comparisons between S and S(F) • The following result is 
straightforward, having been proved in [c] for bounded OF's 
5.2.9 Proposition 
Let S be s syntopogenous structure on the set E and 
let · F be the OF consisting of the (s,T)-continuous real-valued 
functions. We have S(F)~ S • 
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- B • 
~.. . : . 
PROOF: The results 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 show that if A<F r. .B 
' c... 
then, bearing in mind the definition of F and 5.2.8, there is 
< f::- S · such that A < B • 0 
To show the reverse inequality (cf. 5.2.12) we first prove 
a variant of Urysohn's lemma due to [cJ in the next proposition. 
5.2.10 Proposition [c] 
Let f <'n : n = 0,1,2, ••• J be a se.quence of topogenous 
orders on a set E such tba t < c / 2 n - 'n+l • If then 
there is a function f of E into [0,1] satisfying the following 
two conditions 
(a) f(A) = 0 , f(E-B) = 1 
(b) If n i8 a posiLive integer and £ > 0 ' then 
,..,-n c ~ < <-
implies -1(,,,.·)C < f '£. - 1 • n+ 
PROOF: The proof proceeds by first reachi...>Jg a definition of a set 
A( t) S: E for each real t , then using the sets A( t) to define 
the function f and finally verifying that f has the required 
properties. 
Put A(O) =A , A(l) = B 
Suppose that for an integer n ~ 0 
the sets A(p/2n) satisfy 
(c) 
We proceed inductively. 
and 
for 
n p = 0,1, ••• ,2 
n p = 0,1, ••• ,2 -1 • 
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By our asswnption on t<n} there is a set A((2p+l).2-n-l), 
say, satisfying 
(d) A(p.2-n) < 1 A((2p+l).2-n--l) < 1 A((p+l).2-n) • n+ n+ 
Using (d) one sees that (c) holds with n replaced by n + 1 • 
n 
Thus for n = 0,1,2, ••• and p = 0,1, ••• ,2 the sets 
A(p.2-n) are well defined. 
If p and q are integers such tbat 
then sj.nce p + 1 ~ q , ( c) shows that 
(e) 
n O~p<q~2 
It follows from (e) that if r and r' are dyadic fractions 
satisfying 0 ~ r ~ r 1 :$. 1 then 
(f) A(r) c· A(r'). 
(g) 
(h) 
We now define A(t) for all real numbers t : 
Put A(t) = 0 for t<O 
A(t) = E for t > 1 
A(t) = UtA(r) O~r~t & r is a dyadic fraction1 
for O~t~l. 
Then 
A ( s) < 1 A ( t) for t - s '>,:- 2-n • n+ 
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Indeed, if s < 0 then (h) follows from the first statement 
in (g). If t > 1 then (h) follows from the second statement in (g). 
Next, if 0 ~ s < s + 2-n ~ t < 1 
--
then an integer p can 
-n-1 < ( ) -n-1 L.. ~ -be found to satisfy 0 ~ s ~ p.2 p+l .2 ...._ t 1 
by solving the inequalities s ~ p.2 
-n-1 
' 
( l) r>-n-1 p+ •'- < 
' 
t 
and remembering that t-s ?:- -n 2 • Also, (f) and the last statement 
in (g) imply A(s) ~ A(p.2-n-l) and A((p+i).2-n-l) £· A(t) • 
Thus (h) follows from (e). 
The statement (h) implies 
( i) A ( s ) c. A ( t ) for s < t • 
We now define the function f by 
(j) f(x) = inf{t: xG-A(t)1. 
It follows from (g) that 0 !S- f(x) ~ 1 for x GE • 
From this -and the :fa-ct that A(O) = A it follows that · f(A) = o , 
while from the fact that A(l) = B , (g) and (i) it follows that 
f(E-B) = 1 , and (a) is proved. 
We show that f satisfies (b). Choose n such that 
If t < 0 then f-1 (-~,tJ = 0 , if t +£ > 1 
-1( . ) -n _.,, then f - oo , t+ t.. = E and if 0 ::;: t < u < u + 2 < t + t.- :::::: 
then f-1 (-oo,t] c. A(u) <n+l A(u+2-n) C f-1 (-oo,t+'C.) by (j), (i) 
and (h). Therefore G f-1 (<t) D implies G <n+l D (cf. 5.2.1), 
as required. 
0 
1 
·---.. -
5.2.11 
A< B 
E into 
5.2.12 
PROOF: 
implies 
5.2.13 
Corollar,y 
If s is a sytnopogenous structure on E,< E:- s and 
then there is a continuous function f : S_,..T mapping 
(0,1] and satisfying f(A) = 0 and f(E-B) = 1 • 
0 
Let s be a syntopogenous structure on the set E and 
let F be the set of (s,T)-continuous real-valued functions. 
Proposition 
S ~ S(F) • 
5.2.11 and 5.2.8 show that if < E:- S then A< B 
A<"'l B 
l' ' . 
that is < £ <F ~ 
'.L 
and so indeed S ~ S(F) 
According to propositions 5.2.9 and 5.2.12, if F is the 
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set-of-real_:-valued ~ (S,T)--;~~tinuous functfons then -s /">./ S(:f) 
5.3 Biperfect structures induced by quasiecarts 
Definition [c] 
A quasiecart, d , on the set E is a real-valued function 
defined on EX. E and satisfying 
(a) d(x,x) = 0 for xf:- E 
(b) d(x,y) ~ 0 for x,y E- E 
(c) d(x,z) ~ d(x,y) + d(y,z) for x,y,z E- E 
If d is a quasiecart satisfying (d) below then it is called an ec~rt. 
(d) d(x,y) = d(y,x) for x,y r= E • 
Proposition [c] 
Let d be a quasiecart on E . Define a relation ud,'C... 
for £. 7 0 by 
iff d(x,y) <CC... 
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The class U d = tY d, £. [ > 0 ~~ is a quasi-lJniformi ty on E ~ 
PROOF: Property 5.3.1 (a) implies that Ud,~ is reflexive for £ > 0 • 
If o<t<b then TT I"\ TT U, cllUd \ 
a,'- ,o 
TT 
= u "t -
a,'l:.. 
since u 
d' t.. 
TT -
"-- u, \ • 
a, o 
_, ~I Let ""'= / 2 • -_If U x . d y ,~ then 
by 5.3.1 (c), showing tbat u2 c u d,o<. a,s 
Proposition (CJ 
Let d be a quasiecart on E and Ud the quasi-uniformity 
induced on E by d as in 5.3.2. The biperfect syntopogenous structure 
on E equivalent to Ud is the class 
_s< :t..>02 
- L d c S 
' ... 
where 
A <d B iff x f: A , 
't.. 
y ~ E - B imply d(x,y) :~ E. • 
PROOF: 
imply 
By 3.17, A <a. B 
' r. 
y ~ B , which is the case 
iff x ~A and 
iff x E- A , 
imply the negation of X' U y d c • By 5.3.2 this is equivalent to 
' ... 
x E: A and y E- E - B , whence d(x,y) ~ £. 
D 
Ud is a uniformity iff d is an ecart. 
Ud is a uniformity iff sd is a uniformity. 
D 
Definition [c] 
A quasi-metric on a set E is a non-empty family of 
quasiecarts on E. A pseudo-metric on E is a non-empty family 
of ecarts on E • 
We mention trzt the terrn:i.....-1ology is that of [c] which 
differs from classical usage. 
Definition [c] 
Let D be a quasi-metric on E • Define the biperfect 
syntopogenous structure S (D) on E by S (D) = b ( V f S d : d € n1 ) . 
Proposition [c] 
Let f be a real-valued function on the set E • The 
function df defined by df(x,y) = max (f(y)-f(x),o) is a 
quasiecart on E • 
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The following proposition will also be needed. 
Proposition 
PROOF: Suppose that A < B • Then for x t:- A and 
df' £. 
y G E - B we have that df(x,y) ;;::. £. 
which implies f(y) - f(x) ~ f-
which implies f(x)::::; p 
' 
f(y) ~ p + <(. ' where 
which implies x f-l(<r_) E - y ' by 5.2.1, 
which implies A f-1( <t_) B 
' 
since f-1 ki:J is 
Conversely, if A f-1 (<J B then for x €-A , 
y €: E - B we have x f-1 (-<~) E - y 
p = f(x) 
' 
biperfect. 
·. .. ·~ . 
which implies f(x) ~ p ' f(y) ~ p +£' for so.me p by 5-2.l, 
which implies f(y) - f(x) ~ f_ 
which implies 
0 
CHAPTER 6 
REALCOMPACTJ\TESS, AND THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE DEFINITIONS OF 
COTl'IPLETENESS, COJVIPACT1'1bSS AJ\l]) REALCOMPACTNESS 
In this chapter we define realcompactness (see 6.7.8), which 
is a specialization of quasirealcompactness. We also show here that 
the definitions of completeness, compactness arid realcompactness 
coincide with the classical definitions on suitably chosen objects 
. of Syn 
6•1 Proposition 
Let S be a uniformity on E and U an equivalent 
classical uniformity on E 
complete. 
S is complete if f U is classically 
PROOF: Proposition 4.9 shows that thG Cauchy grills of S 
coincide with the classical Caucby grills of U 
underlying topologies are the same. 
By 3.21 the 
We now consider compactness. We need a preliminary result. 
6.2 Proposition [c, prop.15.7J] 
Let S = \ < J be a simple syntopogenous structure on E. 
S is compact iff the following statement is true 
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(a) If to each point x0E an S-neighbourhood v 
x 
is 
97 
assigned, then a finite number of these neighbourhoods cover E • 
PROOF: Suppose that S is compact, then every compressed grill in 
S converges. Suppose that no finite subset of l V : x ~E J 
x 
covers E , then the family G' = [ E-Vx : x €: E~ has the finite 
intersection property. Let G be a maximal grill generated by 
G' • G is compressed, since if not there would be sets A , B 
with A< B and such that each set R0 G meets A and E - B. 
- This would mean that both A and E - B belong to G (4.2 (b)) 
in contradiction to the fact that A(\ (E-B) = 0 . 
By hypothesis there is a point x ~E such that 
G->x(s) But this is impossible since the neighbourhood V of x x 
does not meet E - V f= G 1 £ G • 
x. 
Conversely, suppose that (a) is true and that G is a 
non-convergent compressed grill in S • Then for each x ~ E there 
is an S-neighbourhood v 
x 
of G • For each x choose 
hypothesis E 
points l x. : 
l 
= u l u : 
x. 
l 
i = l, ••• ,m3 
G is compressed, there is 
of x which does not contain any member 
U to satisfy x <. U <. V 
x x x 
By 
i = 1, ••• ,m ! for some finite set of 
c E 
R. E: G 
l 
Now ,-u -< V and since 
x.. x. ' 
l l 
satisfying R. ~ V 
l x. 
whenever· 
l 
R.nu f. 0. We can choose x in i = 1, ••• , m ~ and 
l x. 
l 
U such that x E U 
x. x. 
l l 
This contradicts the choice 
Then R. () U 
l' x. 
l 
of V and therefore 
x. 
l 
and so R. C V • 
l x. 
l 
G .converges in s . 
0 
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6.3 Proposition [C, prop.15.79] 
Let (E,S) be a compact syntopogenous space, let (E 1 ,S 1 ) 
be an arbitrary syntopogenous space and let f be an (s,s 1 )-continuous 
I 
function onto E' 
' 
then S' is also compact. 
PROOF: We use 6.2. Suppose that to each x 1 EE' a neighbourhood 
v(x') is assigned. The sets f-1 (v(x')) then cover E.. Since 
B' c E' - f(E-f-1 (B I)) we see that f-1 (v(x')) is a neighbourhood 
of x whenever v(x') is a neighbourhood of f(x) By 6.2 
it follows tbat finitely many f-1 (v(x 1 )) cover E • Hence 
fini te1y many V (x 1 ) cover E 1 • 
0 
6.4 Corollary 
If (E,S) is a compact syntopogenous space then any 
syntopogenous structure on E coarser than S is compact. 
PROOF: If S 1 ~ S then the identity on E is (s,s 1 )-continuous. 
Q 
6.5 Proposition (c) 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure. S is compact 
iff pt(S) is compact. 
PROOF: Suppose S is compact. If G is a compre~sed grill in 
pt(S) , then G is compressed in the coarser structure S and 
converges there. By 4.6.1 G converges in pt(S) • 
Conversely if' pt(s) is compact then so is S by 6.4. 
[J 
6.6 Proposition 
Let S be a toplogy and U the equivalent classical 
topology. S is compact iff U is clasically compact. 
PROOF: According to 3.11 the neighbourhoods in S coincide with 
those in U , and proposition 6.2 furnishes the result. 
0 
6.7 Realcompactness 
To motivate our definition of realcompactness (see 6.7.B) 
we consider the classical conditions for realcompactness. We collect 
together below in 6.7.l, without proof, a number of statements on 
classical realcompactness and uniform space theory. 
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6.7.1 Let U be a completely regular, Hausdorff topological space 
on the set E and let C be its ring of continuous 
real-valued functions. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
fuJ' p. 226J • U is realcompact iff the uniformity on E 
induced by C is complete. 
[9.J., p. 220] • A uniformity S is complete iff every 
Cauchy z-ultrafilter in S is fixed. The phrase 1 is fixed' 
can be replaced by 'converges'. 
{g.J' p. 225] • Every Cauchy z-ultrafilter in the uniformity 
induced by C is real, and so ~J, p. 77] has the countable 
intersection property. 
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We sketch our line of approach. Our definition of realcompactness 
must be applicable, at least, to uniformisable topologies in Syn • 
Accordingly, we first investigate in 6.7.4 under what conditions an 
arbitrary topology in Syn can be derived from a uniformity via 
the operator pt , that is under what conditions there is a uniformity 
compa.tible with the topology. 
We then define, in 6.7.B, a uniformisable topology, U , 
in Syn to be realcompa.ct iff the compatible proximity, induced 
by the real-valued continuous functions defined on U , is quasirealcompact. 
Classical realcompactness, however (cf. 6.7.1 (a)), requires that 
the classical uniformity induced by the real-valued conti.nuous functions 
defined on U, be complete. This necessitates the investigation of 
the correspondence between the compressed grills in a simple structure 
S , a.."'1d the Cauchy grills in unifo:rmi ties :induced by real-valued 
continuous functions defined on S • It is shown in 6.7.11 that, 
if S is symmetrical, in particular a proximity, then the compressed 
grills in S with the countable intersection property coincide with 
the Cauchy grills in the uniformity induced by the continuous real-valued 
functions defined in S • 
Next, we show, using 6.7.12 and 6.7.15, that if U is a 
given classical uniformisable topology and if U' & lsynl is 
equivalent to U , then C of 6.7.1 above is a family of functions 
that will induce a uniformity compatible with U' • This enables us to 
justify our definition of realcompactness in 6.7.17. 
The next two propositions are required in the proof of 6.7.4. 
Our proof of 6.7.2 is more direct than that in [c] . 
6.7.2 Proposition [p, prop.8.102) 
Let isi : i b r? be a set of syntopogenous structures 
on the set E • Then b(\'~si : if: r.O = p(V{b(si) : i €- r}) . 
PROOF: According to 2.8.1 it must be shown that 
(a) i(;, r]). 
Consider a member of the left hand side of (a). It has, 
according to 2.1.1, the form bq( U f ..(. i b I 1j ) , , where It is 
1 
a finite subset of I and < i IC- Si : 
If A bq (U l < . i E I '.1 ) B , then 
. . . ] 
x q(Ul<· iE 1 1}) E -y 
1 
whenever x f:. A and y ~ E - B • By 1. 5. 3 , this means that 
E-y =(\lB. 
J 
j f J} , where J is finite, and for each j E J 
However, because E - y = n .B. 
J J 
we have that B. 
J 
= E - y 
for each j c J Thus 
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That is·, there is i €:: I 1 such that x .<( . E - y • Putting 
J_ 
y i = t y G: E-B x < i E-y 1 ' 
we have 
x b (< . ) E - Y . , 
J_ J_ 
and so 
x (U ~ b(<. ) 
J_ 
whence by 1.1 (d), 
x q(U\b(<.) 
J_ 
it: I 15) O{E-Y. 
J_ 
But E - B = LJ { Yi I i E: I 1 J since it is true for a..'11.y y E E - B 
that 
and thus x < E - y for some r ~ I 1 • It follows tba t 
r 
x q(U{b(<.) i E: I' J) B, 
J_ 
and this holds for each x ~ A , so that 
A pq(U {b(<.) i E: I I J) B • 
J_ 
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. 2 pq( u lb(<.) : l 6 I Is) 
l 
The order is a member of the right hand 
side of (a). We have shown that 
Conversely, consider the member of the right hand side of (a), 
pq(Ufb(<.): it r 1g). We have that 
l 
A pq(U ~_b(<) i G r 1 J) J3 
implies, for each x G-A, 
x q ( U f b (<. ) i I 11 ) J3 • 
l 
It follows that for y €- E - J3 , 
x q( LJ {b(<J : i & r 1 ) E - y 
..I.. 
and so 
Hence x < E - y for some r E: I 1 , and 
r 
x bq( U ~< i i f: I 1 ) E - y • 
This holds for any x f:. A , y G- E - J3 , therefore 
We have shovm that 
and so they are equal. 
tJ 
Proposition Cc, prop.s.102] 
Let {Si : if:- rl be a set of syntopogenous structures • 
. Then s ( V {Si : i €= I} ) = Y { s (Si) : i 6 I 1 . 
PROOF: The result follows easily from the following facts: 
sq=· s (2.4. 2 (a)), = U .c(<.) , and the equalities 
J. J. 
s(U i<i) = q((U i<i)u (c(U i<i)) 
= q((U.<.)u(U .c(<.))) 
J. J.. J. J.. 
= q( U . (<. V c(<))) 
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. J.. J. J. 
. · ... · .... · 
= q(LJ .q(<. Uc(<.))) 
J. J. J. 
(by 1. 5 • 6 ( d ) ) 
= q(U.s(<.)). 
J. J. 
0 
Although the following criterion for uniformisability is 
essentially the same (see 6.7.12) as that in [c, prop.12.6~ , 
0 
our proof is different and more direct. 
Proposition 
Let U = f < 1 be a topology on the set E • There is a 
uniformity W with pt(W) = U iff the following condition is 
satisfied: 
(a) If x< B then there is a (u,s(T))-continuous function 
mapping into [0,1) and satisfying f(x) = O and 
f(E-B) = 1 • 
PROOF: Suppose there is a uniformity W satisfying pt(w) = U 
and let x < B • We have that x t(W) B and hence there is 
< 1 f: W with x < 1 B (2.7.3). By 5.2.11 there is a 
(w,T)-continuous function f mapping into [0,1] with f(x) = 0 
and f(E-B) = 1 According to 2.2.4 f is (w,s(T))-continuous 
because W is symmetrical. Thus f is (pt(w),s(T))-continuous 
since W ~ pt(W) • 
Conversely, suppose that (a) is satisfied. Define ··w by 
w = bs(V {sd : f E KJ) 
(u,s(T))-contj!uousJ and 
where K = l f : f is 
df is defined by 5.3.7 and 
Sd by 5.3.3. That is df is given by 
f 
df(x,y) = max (f(y)-f(x),o) , 
and 
where 
is given by 
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A < B iff df(x,y) ~ L df' £_ for all· x f; A, y ~ E - B • 
We shall use the abridged notation S = bs(V Sd ). 
f 
The structure W is a uniformity on E • We show that 
pt(W) = U • First we prove 
( b) s ( V S d ) rJ V S d where f €:: K • 
f f 
Indeed, consider s(Sd ) where f 6 K • Now 
f 
·and so by 1.5.3 ·A 
A. 
l 
implies 
= U .A. 
J_ J_ 
B ·- n .B. 
J J 
and 
where the i 1 s and j's range over suitable finite sets. Either 
or E - B. < ri r E - -'\ , which means tlnt 
J "'"f' t.. 
(cf. 5.3.3 and 5.3.7). But f is (u,s(T))-continuous 
.and. ·therefore .by ,5.2.3 (c) -f . is (U,s(rr))-cont"inuous •. Thus 
q(<d u< 
. f' £ d .L) 
' -f' - ' is a member of Hovvever; 
A. qkd fv <d cc.) B. J_ f' -f' J 
and so 
A q(<d V<d ) B • 
f'i -f't 
It follows that 
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Using 6.7.3 we therefore have 
= V s(Sd ) 
f 
The reverse :inequality is obvious and so (b) is true. 
Now we show that 
(c) pt(w) = pt( \/~sd ft K)) 
f 
In fact, using (b), 6.7.2, 3.3, the fact that Sd is biperfect (5.3.3) 
f 
and the fact that a simple structure consists of a single order, we 
have that 
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(d) 
Indeed, U ~ pt (Y sd ) To see this let x-<... B • By (a) there 
f 
is a (u,s(T)-continuous f with f(x) = 0 and f(E-B) = 1 • 
Thus for y E- E - B f(y) - f(x) ~ 1 and so df(x,y) ~ 1 , 
whence x <"'d 1 B (5.3.3). Using 2.7.3 one then sees tbat f' 
It follows from the perfectness of U that 
To show tbat we first show tbat for each 
(u,s(T))-continuous f ' sd ~ u , f. 
and then we operate on the left 
and on both sides with pt • with V Accordingly let A <d B • f'.~ 
Then by 5.3.8 A B • It follows that A<B in view 
of the (u,s(T))-continuity of f and the inequalities 
We have shown that (d) is true. It 
follows from (c) and (d) that pt(w) = u . 
6.7.6 Definition 
Let K be an arbitrary set of real-valued functions defined 
on the set E . Then call the uniformity W defined by 
the uniformity induced by K • We accept circumlocutions for K as, 
for example, in the paragraph below. 
If a topology U is uniformisable, then according to the 
proof of the previous proposition, tl1.e uni±'ormity induced by the 
(u,s(T))-continuous functions is compatible with U • 
Proposition 
A topology on E is derivable from a uniformity on E 
iff it is derivable from a proximity on E . 
PROOF: Suppose that the topology U = f<J is derivable from 
the proximity S on E , that is p (s) = u • Let 
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and suppose tbat x p(-<') B. Then x-<' B and so by 5.2.11 
there is an (S,T)-continuous function .f mapping into [0,1] 
with f(x) = 0 and f(E-B) = 1 However by 2.2.4 f is 
(s(S),s(T))-continuous , so tbat 
f-1 (s(T)) ~ s(S) = S ~ p(S) = U 
whence 6.7.4 (a) is satisfied and one balf of the statement is proved. 
The reverse implication is straightforward. 0 
6.7.8 Definition 
Let U be a uniformisable topology on the set E , and let 
W be the uniformity induced by the (u,s(T))-contipuous functions 
(cf. 6.7.6). We shall call U realcompact iff t(W) is 
quasirealcompact. 
We remark tbat t(W) is the proximity induced by the 
uniformity W • In 6.7.17 we sball show the equivalence of the 
above definition with the classical definition of realcompactness for 
the case of Hausdorff uniformisable topologies. 
In order to examine classical realcompactness we consider 
Cauchy grills in the uniformity induced by the continuous real-valued 
functions (cf. 6.7.1 (a)). Accordingly, we sball need a link between 
Cauchy grills in uniformities induced by continuous functions from a 
simple structure X into T , and the compressed grills in X 
This is provided in 6.7.11. Propositions 6.7.9 and 6.7.10 are useful 
tecbnical results. 
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Our proof of 6.7.9 differs from, and is more direct than 
that in LcJ . 
6.7.9 Proposition [c, prop .15. 44] 
I 
Let D be a quasimetric on E and S(D) the quasiuniformity 
induced by D on E (cf. 5,3.5, 5,3,6). The following two statements 
are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
PROOF: 
(a): 
A grill G~x(S(D)) if f for all d f:- D and all 
£_ '7 0 ' there is R~ G such that d(x,y) < £_ 
for all y 0 R • 
A grill G is Cauchy in S(D) iff for all d G:- D 
and all ((__ /' 0 ' there is R<C G such that 
d(x,y) < <(__ for all x,y f;-R. 
..... --· .. ' -···"···· 
Suppose G-?-x(S(D)) Let d ~ D , £ > 0 and suppose 
that for each Re G there is yR c R with 
d(x,yR) ~ E. • Let Y = f YR: Rf: G1. By 5,3.3, 
x <d E - Y 
' ' 'L 
whence by hypothesis there is R~ G 
with R c E - Y , because Sd -::=.. S(D) ( cf. 5 • 3 • 6 ) • 
But according to the definition of Y , R ~ E - Y 
leads to a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose for all d E: D and all tl. > 0 , there 
is R 0 G such that d (x,y) < £. for y G: R • We 
must show tbat G~x(S(D)) • 
neighbourhood of x in S(D) • 
Accordingly let N be a 
There is a member of S(D) , 
bq(U~<i : i & r1) , where I is a finite index set and 
< = < i di' '"-i for d. f: D l and £ i > 0 (cf. 5. 3. 6, 
2.s.1, 2.1.1), such that x bq(U .<.) N • 
l l 
According 
to 2.6.9 (b) and 2.6.6 this means that for y ~· E - N 
·Thus for each y G E - n there is d ~ ~ d. : i G I 1 y l 
and t.. E ~c i Gr} such that x <d E - y • c_. : y l y'£y 
Now for each i~ I let R. f;; G be such tbat 
l 
d. (x, w) < f. for w .f:. R. , then for each y ~ E - N 
l l l 
there is Ry E: t Ri : i G- I~ satisfying dy (x, w) < CC y 
for w E:- H y It follows that R 5=. E - y since y 
if not then by the choice of 
the .choicR of R results. y 
d and E. a contradiction to y y 
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The proof of (a) is completed by noting that ntR : yE E-N1 y 
is actually a finite intersection and so contains a member 
R of G • We thus have 
as required. 
The proof of (b) is similar. 
D 
. 
. .. 
6.7.10 Proposition [c, prop.15.42] 
be a set of syntopogenous structures 
on the set E • If G is a Cauchy grill in S. for each l 
then G is Cauchy in V ~Si : i (;; I] • 
iEI 
PROOF: Let q(U{<i : i €:. I 1]) 
Vis. : i ~ r1 . 
, where 1 1 ~I is finite, 
be a member of 
i 0 I' 
4.8.2 
l 
there is a set R. E:. G 
l 
in. S. 
l 
Corresponding to each < i for 
satisfying the Cauchy condition 
Let Rf:- G be such that and 
suppose that 
A q(U~<i i0 T If ) B -- _, , 
and that Afi R I= ¢ Then A = 
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UfAk 
-·-·-
·-
... 
... 
B 
·-
·-· 
finite 
k~K 
j f: J 
(\ f :R . J} U.<. : j f:- and Ak B. 
' . J l l . J 
where J-·, K are 
and (k, j) E K)(J -Since A(\R /: ¢ there is 
such that AkO R I= ¢ , whence R £. B. .for each 
J 
Thus R c. (\ lj = B 
Some remarks about proposition 6.7.11 are in order. 
0 
Part (a) is due to [c] and is true for bounded continuous functions. 
For unbounded continuous functions we have one half of the equivalence 
in (a), namely the implication in (b). We obtain a partial converse · 
to (b) in part (c), by requiring that the structure X be symmetrical 
and that the grill G have the countable intersection property. 
Our proof of (a) is appreciably different from, and more direct than 
that in [9] 
6.7.11 Let x = ~ < 1 be a simple syntopogenous structure on 
the set E and recall that T 
' 
of 5.1.1, is a 
* quasi-uniformity on the real numbers. Let cl (resp. cl ) be the 
set of (resp. bounded) (X,T)-continuous real-valued functions and 
* let S(K) , for K = c1 (resp. K = c1 ) be the quasi-uniformity 
induced by K on E S(K) = b( V {sd ft;; K}) where 
f 
df(x,y) = max (f(y)-f(x), 0) (cf. 5.3.3, 5.3.6, 5.3.7). 
(a) 
Proposition 
[c, prop.15.56] * G is a Cauchy grill in S(?1 ) 
G is compressed ;n X 
if f 
(b) If G is a Cauchy grill in s(c1 ) , then G is compressed 
in x 
(c) Let G be a grill with the countable intersection property 
and suppose that X is symmetrical. If G is compressed 
in X then G is Cauchy in S(c1 ) • 
PROOF: 
(a): Let G be a Cauchy * grill in s(c1 ) and suppose that 
A<B. According to 5.2.11 there is an (X,T)-continuous 
function, f , mapping into [o,1j with f(A) = 0 
and f(E-B) = 1 . Choose f such that ·O<'E<l. 
There is, by 6.7.9 ( b)' a member R of G satisfying 
df(x,y) < Z.. for all x,y E: R • This implies that 
lf(y )-f(x)l < £. for x,y& R (cf. 5.3.3, 5.3.7). 
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Now suppose that R {)A I ¢ , then there is x with 
x £ R (1 A and so for y C. R , f(y) < f(x) + f . 
But f(x) = 0 since x r:::.. A , therefore for y t- R 
we have f (y) < '2. < 1 . This implies that R c B 
because f(E-B) = 1 , whence G. is compressed in 
x = \< 1 . 
Conversely, suppose G is a compressed grill in X , 
let f be bounded and (X ,T )-continuous and let £ > O • 
. We shall show that G is Cauchy in sd , and it will 
* 
f c~ 1) that G is Cauchy in s(c1) = bCV\sd = f €: f 
by 6.7.10 and 4.11. 
Accordingly, if 
A f-1 (<£.) :B • There is thus a number p such that 
follow 
f(A) ~ p and · f(E-B) ~ p + t (cf. 5.2.1). Since 
f is (X,T)-continuous we have, by 5.3.2, that 
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Now let m = inflf(x): xE:E} and M - sup[f(x): xG-E} 
We produce a member R of G depending only on f and E. , 
satisfying the Cauchy condition 4.8.2. 
There is an integer n0 such that n0.f;'2 ~ m < (n0 + 1).£/2 
and an integer n , where q = n - no 
' 
such that q q 
(n - 1). t/2 <. M ~ n • E./2 Set n. = n0 + i 
- ' 
q q l 
then for i = 0,1,2, ••• ,q we have that 
(b): 
by 5.3.2 since f is (X,T)-continuous. Because G is 
compressed in X there is for each 
a member R. of G satisfying: 
]. 
i = 0,1,2, ••• ,q 
R. () f-1 (-w ,n .• t/2} f. }1 implies 
]. ]. 
R. C f-l(-0<:>,n .• t/2+~/2) 
]. ]. 
Let R be a member of G such that 
R £ C\tR. : i = o,1,2, ••• ,q1 . 
. l If A I) R f. ¢ 
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then R ()f-1 (-'Y.I ,p] f. 0 . Let (n -1). f/2 <.. p ~ n • £;2 • 
r r 
Then Rnf-1(-oo ,n • £;2] f. 0 and so 
r 
R ~ f-1(-oo,n .t./2+£/2) .whence R S. f-1(-oo,p+[) 
r 
n • £;2 + f./2 < p + E • But f-1 (-oo ,p+E) £ B 
r 
and so n ~ B , as r-equll·ed. 
* c1 £ c1 therefore if G is a Cauchy grill in S(c1 ) 
* then it is Cauchy in s(c1 ) and (a) gives the result. 
since 
. ~ ·.. . . 
( c): Let G be a grill with the countable intersection property, 
compressed in X , and suppose tlB.t X is symmetrical • 
Let f be (X ,T )-continuous and '2: > 0 • We shall show 
that G is Cauchy in S d ', and it will follow that G is 
f 
Cauchy in S(c1 ) = b(\J lsd : f E: c11) by 6.7.10 and 4.11. f 
We first show that there is a member of G on which f is 
bounded. Now, since f is (X,T)-continuous , -f is 
(X,T)-continuous because X = c(X) , X being syrmnetrical, 
and cc(T) = T (cf. 5.2.3 (b), 2.2.4 and 2.4.2 (b)). 
According to 5.2.4 (c) If\ = max (f,-f) is also 
(X,T)-continuous • Let I be the set of nonnegative 
integers and define A. for i €- I by 
l 
By 5.2.2, for if: I, 
A. 
l = 
A. 1 ' l+ 
. that is A.< A. l l l+ for 
i G: I • 
Since G is compressed in X , there is for each i f: I 
a set R. l E: G l+ such that A.'1 R. l /= yf l l+ implies 
R. 1 ~ A. 1 • G bas the countable intersection property l+ l+ 
and so t.~crc io a point 
However there is a number p ~I 
because U f ~·..; : if: I 1 = E • 
.L 
such that x GA p 
This means that in 
particular APO Rp+l /= yf and so 
R C: A = ~xG-E p+l p+l 'l \f\(x) ~ (p+l).f.1. 
This shows that f is bounded on the member R p+l 
Denote R 1 by R • p+ 
of G • 
Let m = inf lf(x) : x E:-- R~ lYl = sup ~ f (x) : x E R J 
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and, for all x g(x) = min (ma:x:(f(x) ,m) ,M) • The function 
g is bounded, (X,T)-continuous and agrees with f on R • 
According to (a) and 6.7.9 (b) there is a member R' of G 
such that d (x,y) < t. for x,y €- R 1 • g 
R" S R II R 1 in G , we have 
Choos:illg 
x,y t:;: R" Accord:illg to 6.7.9 (b) G is Cauchy 
0 
We now characterize the classically cont:illuous real-valued 
functions • 
. 6.7.12 Proposition 
Let U' be a classical completely regular topology on the 
set E and let U = l < 1 be the correspond:illg topology :ill Syn • 
Then the function f is classically continuous from U' to the 
real numbers with their natural topology iff f is 
(u,s(T))-cont:illuous. 
PROOF: Suppose that f is a classically continuous function from 
U1 to the real numbers with their natural topology. The natural 
topology on the real numbers corresponds to ptbs(T) (cf. 5.15) and 
so f is (U,ptbs(T))-contlliuous and thus (u,s(T))-cont:illuous , 
slice s(T) ~ ptbs(T) • 
Conversely, suppose f is (u,s(T))-cont:illuous and let 
W be the uniformity :illduced by the (u,s(T))-cont:illuous functions. 
We have that by 5.3.s, thus 
and so f is (w,T)-cont:illuous. Accord:illg to 2.2.4 f is 
(ptbs(w),ptbs(T))-continuous But U = ptbs(w) by 6.7.4 and its 
.proof. 
D 
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We present below two interesting examples. 
6.7.13 Example 
Let E be the real numbers endowed with theil' natural 
.!apology, U • Let C be the set of continuous functions U~U 
and let W be the uniformity in Syn induced by C • We recall 
(cf. proof of 6.7.4) that t(W) is a proximity such that pt(w) = u 
We produce a grill, G , which is compressed in t(W) but not in U • 
Let r be a fixed real number and let G be the grill 
consisting of a countable set of nested intervals with midpoints r 
and lengths tending to zero. 
G is compressed in t(w) Indeed (cf. 6.7.11, 6.7.9), it 
must be checkecl for ea.ch (t(w),s(T))-continuous function f and 
the number £ ·:::-- 0 , that there is a member R of G such that 
f(y) - f(x) < £.. whenever x,y R • But this condition is 
satisfied for all the (u,s(T))-continuous functions, because 
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f is (u,s(T)-continuous 1 = ~ f f is (u,u)-continuous]. 
It follows from the fact that 
(t(w),s(T))-continuous~ C. ~f f is (u,s(T))-continuous} 
that G is compressed in t(w) • 
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G is not compressed in U • This is seen as follows. 
Let X be the union of a set of disjoint open intervals lying to the 
right of r with lengths decreasing to zero and left hand end-points 
tending to r : 
L ) L ) 
r 
Setting ~ < 1 = U we have that X < X (cf. 3.11), each 
member of G meets X but no member of G is contained in X 
whence G is not compressed in U • 
6.7.14 Example 
Let E be the set of all ordinals less that the first 
uncountable ordinal, endowed with the interval topology, U 1 • 
Denote by U the corresponding topology in Syn U is uniformisable 
·becaus2 U! is. · Let . U = p(S) where S = ~" 1 is a 
prximi ty (cf. 6. 7. 7). We produce a grill G on E with the 
countable intersection property which is compressed in S but not 
in u • 
Indeed, let G = ~ I(r) where 
·:·• 
I(r) = ~ x E;- E : x ~ r 1. 
The ( U, s (T) )-continuous functions are th,e "·same as the 
continuous functions from U' to the real number.s with th"eir natural 
topology. Each of these functions is constant on a suitable set 
I(r) • But 
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ff f is (s,s(T))-cont:inuousJ c. tf f is (u,s(T))-cont:inuous3. 
This means tbat each (s,s(T))-continuous function is constant on a 
suitable set I(r) , whence G is compressed in S (cf. 6.7.11, 6:7.9). 
G is not compressed :in U • Indeed, we produce a set A with 
A p(<) A , and such tbat each member of G :intersects A but no 
member of G is contained :in A • 
point of u 1 } A is open :in U' 
But althoµgh A is cofinal :in E 
rt= E • 
Let A = ixe- E : x is an isolated 
and so A p (<) A (cf. 3. 11) • 
is does not cover I(r) for any 
0 
We now retrieve the well-lrn.ovm fact that a topology which 
corresponds to a classical completely regular topology is uniformisable. 
6.7.15 Proposition 
~- ··.· 
Let U' be a classical completely regular topology on the 
set B let C 
'· 
be the. set of continuous functions from U' 
real numbers with their natural topology and let U ::= \ < ~ 
to the· 
be the 
topology :in Syn which corrresponds to U' • The following statements 
are true. 
(a) If x < B then there is a (U, s(T) )-continuous function 
mapping into [0,1] satisfying f (x) = 0 and 
f(E-B) = 1 • 
(b) W = bs( \f LS d : f €:- C}) is the.uniformity :induced by the 
f 
(u,s(T))-cont:inuous functions and satisfies pt(W) = U • 
PROOF: 
(a): If 
with 
x ~B then there is, by 3.11, an open set G t::U 1 
x £:-- G ~ B • Thus E - B is contained in E - G 
which is closed in U' • 
f in C mapping into 
f(E-B) = 1 • 
Accordingly there is a function 
[0,1] such tbat f(x) = O and 
(b): Propositions 6.7.4 and 6.7.12. 
6.7.16 Corollary 
Let C and W be as in the above proposition and let W' 
be the classical uniformity induced by C • Then the following 
statements are true. 
w . 
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0 
(a) 
(b) 
The grill 
The grill 
G is Cauchy in W 1 iff it is Cauchy in 
G~x(W') iff G--"Jo- x(w) • 
•• --•- i..• • I _, .. ,,f . .,• 
PROOF: Propositions 6.7.15 and 6.7.9. q 
6.7.17 Let U' be a classical, completely regular, Hausdorff 
topological space on the set E , let U be the corresponding 
uniformisable topology on E (cf. 6.7.15 (b)) and let W be the 
uniformity induced by the (u,s(T))-continuous functions. 
Proposition 
(a) U' is classically realcompact iff U is realcompact. 
(b) If U' is classically realcompact then U is quasirealcompact. 
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PROOF: 
(a): We need only show that U1 is classically realcompact 
iff t(w) is quasirealcompact. 
Suppose that t(W) is quasirealcompact then, by 4.20, 
W is quasirealcompact. Let C be the set of classically 
continuous real-valued functions from U 1 to the reals 
with the natural topology and let W1 be the classical 
uniformity induced on E by C with respect to the 
natural uniformity on the reals. We must show that every 
Cauchy z-ultrafilter in W1 converges there (cf. 6.7.1 (b)). 
Let G be a Cauchy z-ultrafilter in W1 , then according 
to 6.7.l (c) G bas the countable intersection property. 
G is Cauchy in W and so compressed there(cf. 4.17). 
It follow::; that G converges in vV and therefore in W' 
(cf. 6.7.16 (b)). Thus W1 is classically complete and 
·.·· ·" ·.. ·· .. 
U 1 is realcompact according to 6.7.1 (a). 
Conversely suppose that U1 is realcompact and let G be 
a compressed grill in t(W) with the countable intersection 
property. Since t(W) is symmetric G is Cauchy in the 
uniformity induced by the (t(W),T)-continuous functions. 
But.this uniformity if equivalent to W. Indeed, f is 
( t(W) ,T )-continuous iff it is (u,s(T))-continuous. 
To see this let f be (u,s(T))-continuous , then 
f-1 (T) = . Sd ::::_ W ~ t(W) and so f is (t(W),T)-continuous 
f 
(cf. 5.3.s, 5.3.3 and 6.7.5). The reverse implication is 
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straightforward because t(W) -<'.:. pt(W) = U • Now, 
w = bs(~ i sd f is (U, s (T) )-continuous 1) 
f 
r-J b(~\ sd f is (u, s (T) )-continuou~} ) 
f 
= b(V~sd F is ( t(W) ,T )-continuou.s~) 
f 
by 6.7.5 and (b) in 6.7.4. This proves the statement about 
uniformities above. 
According to 6.7.11 (c) and what bas just been proved, 
G is Cauchy in W , thus also in W1 , and so converges 
in W and therefore also in t(W) (cf. 6.7.16 (a), (b) 
and 4. 6 ( b ) ) • 
(b): Let U' be classically realcompact, then by (a) t(W) 
is quasirealcompact. But by 6.7.4 pt(W) = U , a..--id so 
if G is a compressed grill in U with the countable 
intersection property then it is easily seen tbat G is 
compressed in t(W) , and therefore converges in t(W) • 
By 4.6 (b) G converges in U • 
D 
6.7.18 We have left open the question of whether there is a 
uniformisable topology which is qu.asirealcompact but not 
realcompact. One may still seek, however, sufficient conditions for 
quasirealcornpactness to imply realcompactness. We mention, without 
goint into detail, two such conditions. 
Let U = f <} be a u..YJ.iformisable topology on E and 
let W be the uniformity induced on E by the (u,s(T))-continuous 
functions. 
(a) U is realcompact if U is quasirealcompact and the 
following condition, stronger than 6.7.4 (a), is sati.sfied: 
If A< B·, then there is a (u,s(T))-continuous 
function f with f(A) = 0 and f(E-B) = 1 • 
(b) U is realcompact if U is quasirealcompact and t(W) 
is totally bounded (cf. (c, p.339, prop.19.1] ) 
PROOF: Both (a) and (b) force the condition U = t(w) • 
For the case of (b) see [9, propcl9.3] • 
D 
The above conditions are not very sensitive inasmuch as the 
equality U = t(W) implies that U is a symmetrical topology. 
The symmetrical topologies correspond to classical topologies whose 
T0-reflection is discrete. But a discrete topology is always 
quasirealcompac~ (its only compressed grills are the grills containing 
singletons as members). 
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6.7.19 After this work was done we found that our characterization of 
realcompactness for uniformisable Hausdorff spaces (6.7.8, 
6.7.17 (a)) is essentially the same as one given by Rusek lHU, th.3] • 
This can be seen if one considers the fact that a grill is compressed in 
a proximity if and only if it is Cauchy in some compatible uniformity 
.. (cf. \..C, pp.226-227] ) • 
·· .. 
CHAPTER 7 
COMPLETION AND COIVJPACTIB'ICATION 
Our object is to show that the separated doubly compact, 
doubly quasirealcompact and doubly complete spaces form reflective 
subcategories of Syn • We accomplish this by producing appropriate 
extensions. If S is a syntopogenous structure on the set E , the 
idea is to adjoin extra points to E and extend the definition of S 
so that a· selected class of grills in E will converge in thj_s 
larger set. We then use the doubly compact and doubly quasirealcompact 
reflections to retrieve the well lm.own compact and realcompact 
epireflections in uniformisable < T2 topologies. 
Many of the results in this cbapter are due to [cs] 
where they are stated without proof. We mention that our u..~iversal 
.double. quasil:~~alcompactification is new. 
7.1 Extensions 
In this section we deal with a method of extending the 
definition of a syntopogenous structure, S , on E to a structure 
S' on E' where E £ E' , S'\E = S 
dense in E' • 
7 .1.1 [cs) . 
RSF 
We recall that a grill is a filter 
imply F ~ G • 
and S is appropriately 
iff R<;;: G and 
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Now let E be a set, and let K = l G(x) : x f: I 1 
be a set of filters on E , none of which is the filter generated 
by a singleton in E • We assume that the indexing of K is 
one-to-one and that I is disjoint from E For x E: E 
define G(x) to be the filter generated by ~:x.~ , that is 
G(x) 
if 
= fx~E:xf=X}. 
x,y G E 1 ·, then G(x) 
Set E 1 = E UI • Of course, 
p G(y) whenever xpy. 
follows: 
7.1. 2 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
We define the symbol ( i;,_ ') and the set function h as 
If G is a grill on E and X c.: E then 
G (£) X iff there is a member R (;;.G 
with R ~ X • 
If XS: E theri h(X) = ~ x E:-E 1 G(x) (c.) . X 1 
We mention some proper~ies of h • 
Proposition 
Suppose that h and K are as in 7.1. 
A c. B £. E implies h(A) c. h(B) . 
If A c. E ' then A £:. h(A) 
If A £ E then E ('\ h(A) = A • 
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PROOF:, 
(a): x G::- h(A) jJUplies G(x) (S) A s=: 13 , 
whence G(x) (~) 13 and so x E: h(B). 
(b): x <~A implies G(x) (c..) A and so x G h(A) • 
( c): x G.. EC\h(A) implies G(x) (C.:) A • 
But xf:.E, whence G(x) = tY ~E x G Yi 
and so xcA. Conversely, if x~A then 
G(x) (C) A and so x G- E(\h(A). 
We now associate with each topogenous order on E a 
semi-topogenous order (cf. 1.5 .1), < 1 · , on E 1 as follows. 
7.1.3 Definition (cs] 
Let -< be a semi-topogenous order defined on E , and 
D 
let K , E 1 and h be as in 7 .1. Then we define the order < 1 , 
for subsets A' and. B1 of E' , by 
A'< I B' iff there are sets A , B £ E 
satisfying A< B A' £ h(A) and h (13) c. B 1 • 
We agree that the sentence 
< ' . extends < from E to E' by K 
will mean that < is a semitopogenous order on E , that K , E 1 
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and h are as in 7.1 and that~' is defined as above. In the 
above sentence the phrases such as 'from E' and 'by K' will 
be omitted when the meaning is clear from the context. 
7.1.4 Proposition [cs] 
If < 1 extends < to E' , then <.' is a semitopogenous 
order. 
PROOF: It is easily seen that ¢ ...( 1 ¢ while E' <' E' 
follows from the fact that E' = h(E) • 
Suppose that A' -<'.'..' B' , then according to 7.3 
A' c h(A) h(B) c BI • But from 7.2 (a) 
whence A 1 c. B 1 • 
Finally let A:l_ c. A 1 < 1 · B 1 c B{ • 
immediately from 7. 3 that ' Ai .<:::. 1 BJ_ • 
h(A) c.. h(B) 
It follows 
We require the following proposition on restriction 
(cf. 2.8.6) to a subset. 
7.1.5 Proposition [c, prop. 6. 21] 
0 
Suppose tba t E SE 1 and that ~' is a semitopogenous 
order on E' • The following statements are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
For A , BS E , 
= 
A (<'IE) B iff A <I B u (E '-E) • 
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PROOF: Let i E-*E' be the iP-clusion mapping. 
(a): A i-l~t) B iff i(A) < 1 E' - i(E-B) 
iff A <I E' - (E-B) = B U(E'-E) • 
(b): (cf • 1.12 ( d ) ) • 
0 
7.1.6 Proposition [cs] 
Let <' extend < from E to E 1 • Then <'IE = < .. 
PROOF: Suppose A1 , B 1 c E and A' < 1 IE B' . Then 
A'< I B 1 U (E 1 -E) by 7.5 (a)• According to 7.3 there are sets 
A 
' B 
c E such that A< B , A' c. h(A) h(B) c B1 U(E 1 -E) 
' 
Now .AIC E whence by 7. 2 ( c) fl! c fl ... ~ - ...... ~ Also 
B c. h(B) c.. BI u (E 1-E) but E 0 (B 1 u (E I -E) ) = B' 
' 
.and therefore, using 7.2 (c), we bave. A 1 c. A < B c B 1 , 
so that A 1 < B' • 
Conversely, suppose A < B for A , B £ E • 
Now by 7.2 (b) , A ~ h(A) We show that h(B) c. B U(E 1-E), 
so that according to 7. 3 A <. 1 \E B • Now, if x <=: h(B) 
then G(x) (C) B • For the case x E E this means that 
xG B , while if x ¢ E then x E- E 1 - E whence 
h(B) C B U(E 1 -E) as required. 
We now turn to extensions of syntopogenous structures. 
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7.1. 7 Proposition [cs] 
Let s be a syntopogenous structure on the set E 
' 
and 
for each < E:: s let <' extend < to E' . Then 
S.' = i q(< I) : <G s1 is a syntopogenous structure on E' satisfying 
S tJ E = s . 
PROOF: We first show that ii' < 1 , < 2 & S are such that 
c. 
<2 ' then <' c. <2· Indeed, suppose that <1- 1 
A I <:I 
1 
B' then according to 7.3 there are A , B c E 
satisfying A·< B ' A' 
c h(A) and h(B) c B' 
"'l 
. 
Because A < 2 B , it follows that A 
1 < 2 B 1 • We can 
conclude that S 1 is directed since < l S. < 2 implies 
q(<i) £ q(<2) • 
Now suppose that q(<i) €:- S' . Choose < 2 €::. S 
C (__.I) 2 
such that <1 c <~ We show that .- I ....... 1 _ ~ 2 Indeed, 
.suppose A' <~ B' and let A 
' B c.:. E' 
.L 
be such that 
A.< 1 B , aYJ.d h(B) C B' There is · D £ E 
such that A < 2 D < 2 B • 
h(A) c h(D) S:. h(B) • Set 
Accordiilg to 7.1.2 (a), 
D1 = h(D) , then it follows 
from the relations A' c h(D) h(D) c D1 , D' c h(D) 
and h(B) c. B1 
q(<;) c. (q(<2) )2 
that A'<' D1 <' B'. 2 2 Because q satisfies 
(cf. 1.5.6 (e)), it follows that S' ~ (st) 2 • 
Finally, let < E:- S • 
and so by 7.1.5 (b) 
According to 7 .1.6 < = < 1 \E 
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< = q(<) = q(<'\E) = q(<' )!E • 
But S 1 \E = 
0 
7 .1.8 Let E c. E 1 and suppose S' is a syntopogenous structure 
on E' We recall that E is dense in (E' ,s I) 
iff each point of E' is the limit with respect to S 1 of a grill 
in E • 
The next proposition provides a condition for our spaces 
to be dense in their extensions. 
7.1.9 Proposition [cs] 
Let S be a sJ>ntopogenous structure on the set E , for 
each < E: S let< 1 extend < to E 1 by K a.n.d let 
S' = {q(<') :<;:E:sJ • 
(a) If K consists of compressed filters in S , then 
G(x)-7-x(s(S 1 )) for all x ~ E 1 • 
(b) If K consists of Cauchy filters in S , then 
G(x)~x(bs(s 1 )) for all x E- E 1 • 
PROOF: 
(a): Let x ~ E' and consider a neighbourhood V of x 
in (E 1 ,s(s 1 )) thus x sq(<') V • On account 
of 2.4. 2. (a) , 
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sq(.:(.') = s(.(1 ) = q(<'Uc(< 1 )) • 
Accord:ing to 1.5.3 there is a finite set J with 
.v = (\ 1 v j : j E:- J1 and x k' V c(<' )) V. for . j G J • J 
It follows that either x <' V. or E' - v. <' E' - x • 
. J J 
If X-<( I v. there are by 7.1.3 A. ' Bj c. E with J J 
A.<B. and x E: h(A.) h(B.) c. v. . But from 
J J J J J 
the definition of h(A.) (7.1.1), x '=:: h(A.) means 
. J J 
. tm t G(x) (!::) A. J and so there is R. ~ G(x) J . 
with (cf. 7.1.2 (a), (b)) 
R. C A. c h(A . ) c h(B . ) ~ V. 
J J J J J 
If E 1 -V <' E 1 -x 
. j there are by 7.1.3 
A. B. £ E with A.< B. , E 1 - V. c.. h(A.) 
J J J J J J 
and h(B.) C. E 1 - x • Thus x G- E 1 - h(B.) J· .. J . ,• ...... . 
and E 1 - h(A . ) ~ V. Since · G(x) is compressed 
J J 
in S , R. ~ G(x) can be chosen such that the following 
J 
statement is false (cf. 4.15.1). 
However, x ~ E 1 - h(B.) J implies that 
R. (\ (E-B.) -/; ¢ 
J J 
(cf. 7.1.1) and so R. S E - A. C:. E (I h(E-A.) • J J - J 
We now show that E (\ h(E-A.) c. E 1 - h(A.) , and it will 
J J 
follow that R . c: EI - h(A . ) c v . J - J - J (see the first 
sentence in the paragraph above). Indeed, if 
y t:: E (\ h(E-A.) 
J 
then y E E - A. 
J 
by 7 .1. 2 ( c ) ' 
showing that no member of G(y) is a subset of A. and J 
therefore y G E 1 - h(A.) , as required. 
J 
We have shown that for each j G. J there is 
R. e G(x) such that R. c V. . Taking R ~ G(x) 
J J J 
with R c. n lR. : j ~ J] we have R c:. nv. = v . 
J ' 
- J 
(b): It follows from (a) and 4.12 that G(x)----?>x(bs(S 1 )) 
for x e EI - E • 
0 
7 .l.lO Proposition 7.1.9 shows that E is dense in (E 1 , s(S')) 
7.2 Relative separation 
This section deals with the problem of making the points 
of our extensions as separated as possible from each other and from 
the points of the space being extended. 
7.2.1 Definition 
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(af [c, p.25:ij • Let E c: E 1 and let S 1 be a syntopogenous 
structure on E 1 We say that S' is relatively separated 
with respect to E iff given two points x J y in E 1 
tl:iere is an order < 1 '2:- S 1 such that x < ' E 1 - y 
or y <:' E 1 - x unless both x and y belong to E. 
(b) S' is separated if f given two points 
there is an order -< 1 E:- S' 
or y<' E'-x. 
such that 
xfy in E 1 
x <' E' - y 
In the sequel we shall need to know under what conditions 
the structure s(S) is relatively separated. This is examined 
in the next proposition. 
1.2.2 Proposition [C, pp.197,198] 
Let S' be a syntopogenous structlll~e on the set E' and 
let E -::: E' • The following statements are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
PROOF: 
(a): 
For x,y f:. E 1 
' 
x bts(S') E - y if f 
< I f:- S' such that x <' E' - y or 
If one of the structu.res S' or s(S 1 ) 
separated with respect to E then so is 
If x <' E 1 - y or y<' E 1 -x 
there is 
y <I E' -x 
is relatively 
the other. 
for x,yf: E'. 
. 
and < 1 t:-- S' then it follows tbat x s(< 1 ) E - y • 
But s(S') ~ bts(S'). 
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Conversely, if x bts(S') E' - y 
by 2.6.6. Next, x s (<..I ) E I - y 
then x ts(S 1 ) E' - y 
for some -<. 1 t- S' 
by 2. 7. 3, and so 
x q(< 1 IJ c(<')) E 1 - y • 
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One sees, by applying 1.5.3 and examining the sets 
A. , B. that 
l J 
X (< 1 Uc(< 1 )) EI - y • 
Thus. (a) follows. 
(b): We have 
bts(s(S 1 )) = btss(S 1 ) = bts(s 1 ) , 
and (b) follows easily from this~ 
D 
In our proof of 7. 2. 8 we shall need some purely techni.cal 
auxiliary results. These are furnished by items 7.2.3 to 7.2.6. 
7.2.3 Definition [Cm, 16. 51, 16. fil 
Let E , < , K , E' and h be as in 7 .1.1. Define the 
set function g by 
g(X) = ~ x E E1 each member of G(x) intersects x} 
for each X f:E 
Define the order<* on E 1 by 
A'<* B' if f there are sets A , B c. E - with 
A< B , A' c. h(A) and g(B) £ B1 
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By convention, we say tbat 
< * star-extends -<. from E to E 1 by K • 
7. 2.4 Proposition 
Let E , K , E 1 and h be as in 7.1.1, and. g as in 7.2.3. 
The following statements are true. 
. (a) If A£B~E, then h(A) c. g(A) and g(A) c. g(B) • 
(b) u .h(A.) c h( U .A.) J J J J 
(c) g( (\ .A.) c.. (\.g(A.) J J J J 
(d) E 1 - g(E-A) = h(A) 
(e) For fiJ;lite J (\ ·c:Jh(A.) = h( n ·c=I.) J- J J - J 
(f) For :finite J U. f;Jg(A.) = g(UjJj) J J 
PROOF: 
.. · .... ·: . 
(a): Follows at once from the definition. 
(b): For each j f: J ' h(A.) = lxE: E 1 G(x) (C..) Aj j J I 
c~x~E' G(x) (C..) LJ .A.~ J J 
-
h( U .A.) • J J 
(c): Follows easily, as (b) does, from the definition. 
(d): If x ~ E' - g(E-A) then G(x) has a member which is 
\ 
contained in A ' so that x E h(A) . Conversely if 
·x t:: h(A) 
' 
then · G(x) (<-) A and so x ~ E' - g(E-A) . 
(e): If x then G(x) (::=.) A. 
- J for each 
and so, since J is finite, a suitable member of G(x) 
is contained in (\ A . 
J 
Thus (\ h (A . ) C h ( ('\ A . ) • 
J J 
The converse inclusion is easily proved. 
(f): This follows from (e) and (d) • 
7.2.5 Proposition [CG, items 16.61,16.56] 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E • 
For each < E::- S let < 1 extend < to E 1 by K , let 
j ~ J 
< * star-extend < to EI by K ' and let s I = r q_ (<I ) : < E s 1 
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and S* = l q_~*) : < €: S 1 . Suppose tba t K consists of compressed 
filters in S • The following statements are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
If A < B and < E: S 
s(S*) rv (s(s))* 
then g(A) C. h(B) 
(c) S 1 IV S* • 
PROOF: 
(a): If < ~ S , A< B and x G: g(A) , then each member 
of G(x) meets A • As G(x) is compressed in s ' 
there is a member R E: G(x) satisfying 4.15.1 and 
Rt) A ~ ¢ ' and hence R c B • This implies that 
, G(x) (f:) B., so that x G h(B) . 
(b) Bearing in mind tbat s =sq_ (2.4.2 (a)), suppose that 
A' s(<.*) B' , where <. 0 S • There are finite sets 
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I ' J such that A' = UfAj_ : if:I}, 
B' = (\ lB'. j E; J~ and A! ~ * u c (< -K·) ) B~ for J l J 
each i IS I and j~J. 
-
If A!<* B! 
' 
then there are sets A. , B. c.. E 
l J l J 
with A.< B. A! c. h(A.) and g(B.) c. B'. 
l J ' l l J J 
It follows that A. (<Uc(<)) B. . 
l J 
If Aj_ c(<*) Bj , then E 1 - B 1. < * E 1 - A! J l and 
there are sets E - B . , E 
J 
- A. C. E 
l -
with E-B.< E-A. 
J l 
E 1 -B~ c 
J -
h(E-E.) and g(E-A.) c. E 1 -A!. 
l 
It follows 
J l 
that A. 
l 
(<Uc(<)) B and A' c j ' i - h(A.) , l 
g(B.) c. B! 
J J 
on account of 7.2.4 (d). 
We have shown that for i E: I , j E: J ~ A! k*vc(<.*)) B'. 
l J 
implies the existence of se·Ls Ai , Bj C E satisfying 
Ai_ ~u c(<)) Bj and Aj_ c. h(Ai) ' g(Bj) c. Bj • 
By applying '7. 2.4 (a), ( b)' (c) we have that UA. s~) (\ Bj l 
A' c h(UA.) and g((l B.) c. B' that is 
l J ' 
A' (s(-<) )* B' , and so A' q((s(<))-x-) B' . 
Conversely, suppose that A' (s(<))* B' • There are sets 
A , B .S E with A s (..::::.) B , A 1 c h (A) and 
g(B) c B 1 • Since A s~) B , there are finite sets 
I , J with A = UlA. : i E: I 
l 
and A . (< U c (<) ) B . 
l J 
B = (l f B. : j t- J J 
J 
' 
Let < c < £ , where . < 1 -G- S • If A.< B. it l J 
follows that there are sets D , F C E with 
Ai <1 D <1 F <1 B. and h(D) < * g(F) • By J 1 
7.2.5 (a) g(A.) c h(D) < f g(F) c h(B.) • 
.1 J 
Thus g(A.) (<·x- Uc(<*)) h(B.) • 
l 1 1 J 
If Ai c~) Bj then there are sets D1 ., F1 C E 
with E - Bj < l D1 <l F1 < l E - Ai and 
h(D1) <t g(F1 ) • By 7.2.5 (a) g(E-Bj) c:.. h(D1) 
. ·<f g(F1 ) c: h(E-Ai) • Thus g(E-Bj) kf Uc(<f)) h(E-A) 
and so by 7.2.4 (d) Ei - h(Bj) (<f Uc(<f)) E' - g(A) 
whence g(Ai) kf Uc(<f)) h(Bj) • 
We have shown that A. (<u d<.)) B. implies 
l J 
h(B.) • It follows from 7.2.4 (e), (f) 
J 
that g(A) qK)'.:Uc(<f)) h(B) • Thus by 7.2.4 (a) 
h(A) sk*) g(B) · and it follows that 
.. 1 
Thus A 1 q( (s(<) )*) B 1 implies A 1 
At s(<f) B t • 
; . . . . .. . .. . . ~ · .. 
s(<f) B' • 
(c): Let A'<* B' • There are A , B c. E with A<. B 
A' c h(A) and g(B) ~ B' • But h(B) S, g(B) 
and therefore A 1 < 1 B' • 
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On the other hand if A 1 .< 1 B' , then there are A , B .S E 
with A< B , A' ~ h(A) and h(B) ~ B' • Choosing 
< 1 G S such that< ~ <~ , we have D SE satisfying 
so that 
By 7.2.5 (a) g(D) ~ h(B) c B' 
- ' 
A'<* B' • 
. 1 It follows that S
1 rJ S* • 
D 
7.2.6 Corollary 
With the data of 7.2.5, s(S 1 ) rJ (s(s))' 
PROOF: s(s 1 ) /V s(s*) rv (s(s))* IV (s(s))' • 
0 
7.2.7 ])efini tion [CG, p. 24QJ 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E and 
let G be a grill in E , then G is round in S iff for each 
RE. G there are < E:- S and R 1 E:: G satisfying R 1 < R • 
This definition clearly agrees with standard terminology 
for uniform and proximity spaces (cf. [T] ) • 
The following proposition is important. 
7.2.s Proposition [cs; CG. prop.16.48] 
Let s be a syntopogenous structure on the set E and let 
K consist of filters in E which are compressed and round in s(S) 
but not convergent in s(S) . For each < E S let <' extend 
< to E' by K , and let SI = l q(< I) :< E: s l Then the 
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syntopogenous structure S' is relatively separated with respect to E • 
PROOF: Suppose x,y €:- E' • Let us say that s(S') separates 
x and y iff there is < 1 f:: S ' 
or y s K') E 1 - x • 
such that x s k 1 ) E ' - y 
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Let N(x) denote the set of neighbourhoods of x in s(S') • 
We show that if s(S') does not separate x and y then 
N(x) - N(y) • Indeed, suppose tm t for all < 1 f; s' 
x s(<. 1 ) E' - y is false, then y s(< 1 ) E'-x is false. 
Let V' e N(x) • There is < 1 €- S' such that x s(<') V' • 
There are < J.. G S 1 and VJ.. such that 
x 
If 
s(<') V' s(<11 ) V' • . 1 1 
y e: E' - V' 1 then 
impossj_ble, therefore y (:-VJ.. and 
c 
s 
so 
s(<J..) E' -y, which is 
V' E: N(y) . Thus. 
N(x) N(y) . Interchanging the roles of x and y ' we see 
that N(y) c. N(x) and so N(x) = N(y) • 
Next we show that for x G E' - E , 
G(x) = N(x)IE = lNn E : N G N(x)} • On the one hand, if 
V ~ N(x) then there is R ~ G(x) with RSV because 
r 
G(x)-+x(s(S') (cf. 7.1.9). It follows that N(x)jE ~ G(x) • 
·On the other hand suppose that R E. G(x) • We show tr..at 
h(R) ~ N(x) , and it will follow that G(x) C N(x) \E because 
by 7 .1. 2 ( c) h ( R) () E £ R • In fact, as G(x) is round in s(s) 
there are A E G(x) and < IC- S such that A s(..::::.) R • 
' Since G(x) (C.) A we have that x <:::- h(A) • It follows 
from 7.1.3 that s (s(-<-)) 1 h(R) , , and from 7.2.6 that there is 
< 1 E: S such that x s(<J..) h(R) • Hence h(R) E N(x) 
as required. 
·._ . .' 
Now if x f y with x,y ~ E' - E then G(x) f G(y), 
implying that N(x)/E f N(y)/E and so N(x) f N(y) • It 
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follows' from wbat has been proved above tbat s(s 1 ) separates x and y. 
If x t: E and y G- E 1 - E then G(y) does not 
converge to x with respect to s(S) , so there is a neighbourhood 
Vf:.E of x with < f::- s(s) such that x s (.c::..) v and 
v contains no member of G(y) • Thus v contains no member of 
N(y) IE ' that is v ~ N(y) E • However by 2.2.l (f) and 7.1.6, 
's(s) = s(s 1 jE) = 
N(y) (E f N(x)\ E • 
s(s 1 )jE and so VE:: 
We can conclude that 
N(x)j E whence 
N(y) f N(x) and 
tbat s(S') separates x and y • 
definition 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 (b) • 
The result now follows from 
7. 3 Double reflections in S;yn 
Definition 
0 
Let E SE 1 and let S and S 1 be syntopogenous structures 
on E and E' respectively such that S 1 \E = S • 
(a) Les] (E',S') is a double compactification of (E,s) 
iff s(S 1 ) is compact, E is dense in s(S') and S' 
is relatively separated with respect to E • 
(b) (E 1 ,S 1 ) is a double guasirealcompactification of (E,S) 
iff s(S 1 ) is quasirealcompact, E is dense in s(S 1 ) 
and S' is relatively separated with respect to E • 
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(c) [cs] (E 1 ,s 1 ) is a double completion of (E,S) 
iff s(S') is complete, E is dense in bs(S') and 
S 1 is relatively separated vvith respect to E • 
We mention that in @_, p.253] a double completion is called 
a completion. 
Existence of double extensions is studied in items 7.3.2 
to 7.3.4, and their uniqueness in 7.3.5 to 7.3.11. Reflectiveness 
·is studied in items 7.3.12 to 7.3.16. 
The next proposition produces double compactifications for 
arbitrary structures. Double compactifications are important, amongst 
other reasons, because they provide enough points with which to construct 
our other extensions. Indeed, we construct double quasirealcompactifications 
and double completions by suitably restricting double compactifications. 
•."·,•· -· ...... ·-.:· .· ··. '' 
7.3.2 Proposition [cs] 
Let (E,s) be a syntopogenous space. Then there is a 
double compactification (E 1 ,S') of (E,S) • 
' PROOF: Let K = f G(x) : x G I J be the set of all round, 
compressed filters in s(s) which are not convergent in s(S) • 
We may suppose that the indexing Of K is one-to-one •• For each 
let < 1 extend < ·to E 1 by K and let S' = q(<') :<t-s]. 
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Proposition 7.2.8 shows that S' is relatively separated 
with respect to E , while according. to 7.1.10 E is dense in 
(E 1 , S ( S 1 ) ) • 
We must show that (E 1 ,s(S 1 )) is compact. First, we show 
that any compressed grill in s(S 1 ) generates a round, compressed 
filter in s(S 1 ) .and then that all the round, compressed filters in 
s(S 1 ) converge. It follows that all the compressed grills in s(S 1 ) 
converge. 
Accordingly, let F be a compressed grill in s(S 1 ) • 
:Define F 1 by F 1 = { R 1 : there is R -<:::- F and there is < E::- s (s' ) 
such :that R<R' ~ • F' is easily seen to be a round filter in s(S 1 ). 
F' is compressed in s(S 1 ) . Indeed, suppose t:hat A-<. B with 
A B c E' and < E:- s(S') 
' 
. There are Il 
' 
H c:. E' and 
<1 E- i:>(S') such that • / " <1 H <1 n Since F is Ji '1 .lJ .1J . 
compressed, we have R GF such that Rf\ Il = ¢ or R .£ H . 
If R (1 Il ¢ then R - E' 
- Il <1 E' -A so that = ~ 
E' -A E F' and (E 1 -A)f'\ (E 1 -B) ¢ A('\ (EI -A) __, : = or = jlJ 
If R(l Il I= ¢ then R £. H <1 B so that BE- F 1 and 
BO A = ¢ or B c B Thus Ft is compressed in s(S 1 ) . 
Clearly, if F' converges in s(s 1 ) then so does F . 
Now let G be a round, compressed filter in s(S 1 ) • 
Let VE G • Then V (l E /= ¢ . Indeed, there are, by roundness, 
RE G and <. E: s(S 1) such that R< V • Let x f:: R ; V is 
an s(S 1 )-neighbourhood of x. Since G(x) converges to x with 
respect to s(S 1 ) there is R 1 t:- G(x) with R 1 <::::. V and it 
follows that ¢ /= R' £ VOE • 
Using what bas just been proved one easily sees that 
GIE = l_RnE : R f:-G] is a round grill in s(s) • 
GjE is compressed in s(s) • Indeed, suppose for 
A 
' B c E that - A s (4) B with < ~s' then 
A s(<') B U(E'-E) (cf. 7 .1. 5 (a))• Because G is compressed 
in s(s') , there is R 1 0 G such that R 1 (\A = 0 or 
R' c:: B U(E 1 -E) • Letting R = R 1 fl E one sees that 
R G: GIE and : Rn A = 0 or R£B. 
Let G' be the filter in E generated by the compressed, 
round grill GIE • Then G1 is compressed and round in s(S) • 
G' converges in s(S 1 ) because it either converges in s(S) or, 
by choice of K and 7.1.9, it converges in s(S 1 ) so that GIE 
converges in s (s 1 ) to x , say. We show that G converges to 
x in s(S') Indeed, lei.; x <. D < V for suitable < G- s (s 1 ) 
and D 
' 
v c. E' . ·There is R1 E: G such that ~(\E c.. D 
. ·.• 
Si_nce G is compressed ·in s(S 1 ) there is R2 G G such that 
Ri1D = 0 or R ..- ,. 2 ::::.. v However R2 {\D I- 0 becautie 
(Rl) E) {'\ (R1 (\ E) I- 0' ' GIE being a grill. It follows that 
0 
Proposition· 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E and let 
(E 1 ,S 1 ) be a double compactification of (E,s) • Then every grill 
which is compressed in S converges in s(S 1 ) • 
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PROOF: Let G be a compressed grill in S • G is compressed 
in S' Indeed, let A< 1 B where A B c E' and 
<' E:: 31· • If A n E = ¢ then any member R of G trivially 
satisfies the compression condition implies RcB 
If A E I ¢ then by 7.1.5 (a) 
AOE <'\E B(\E • 
Any member R of G satisfying the compression condition for A (\E , 
B()E and ..( 1 \E will satisfy the compression condition for A , B 
and<'. 
G, being compressed in S 1 is compressed in s(S 1 ) by 
4.18 and so converges there. 
a 
We now produce double quasirealcompactifications and double 
completions. 
- -
Proposition 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E • 
(a) There is a double quasirealcompactification, (E1 ,s1 ) , 
of (E,S) with the property that each point of E1 is 
the limit in s(s1 ) of a grill in E with the countable 
(b) 
intersection property. 
[c, p. 253] • 
of (E,s) • 
There is a double completion, (E 2 ,s2 ) , 
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PROOF: By 7.3.2 we have a double compactification (E',S') of (E,S) • 
(a): Let X denote the set of all points in E' which are the 
limits in s(S 1 ) of grills in E compressed in s(s) with 
the countable intersection property, let E1 = E L~ 
and s1 = s ' I E1 • 
s 1 is relatively separated with respect to E Indeed, 
suppose that x and y are distinct points of E1 , not 
both in E • S 1 is relatively separated with respect to 
E , so suppose that x <' E 1 - y where < 1 (::: S 1 
It follows that x <' (E -y) u (EI -E ) l 1 and so 
But -< 1 \E1 ~ s 1 , as required. 
To see tm t E is dense in (E1 , s(s1 )) , let x e B1 • 
If xb E then x is the limit in s(Si) of the filter 
generated by { x} . If x f:: El -E then x is the 
limit in s(S 1 ) of a compressed gr:i,.11 in s with the 
countable intersection property. Bu.t if a grill in E 
converges in s(s') then it converges in s(s1 ) 
We must show that (E1 ,s(s1 )) is quasirealcompact. 
Accordingly, let F be a grill in E1 compressed in 
s(s1 ) with the countable intersection property • We show 
that F generates a round grill G in s(s1 ) whose 
restriction to E is compressed in s(S) • Indeed, 
let G = lR' there is REF and<"' s(s1 ) with R<R'] 
G is easily seen to be a round filter in s(s1 ) with the 
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countable intersection property. G is compressed in s(s1 ) 
for suppose that A< B where < t::: s(s1 ) • There are 
D ' H c:. El and <1 E s(s1 ) such that A ...::::::1 D <1 H 
<1 B Let R E:F be such that RnD = ¢ or 
R£H If RnD = ¢ then R c E - D 
- 1 <1 E1 - A 
and thus El -A is in .G and 4.15.1 is satisfied. 
If R (\D ;i. ¢ then R CH< 
- 1 B and thus B is in 
G and 4.15.1 is satisfied. We have shown that G is 
compressed in s(s1 ) • 
Next, G has the property that if V. <e G for i = 1,2, ••• 
l 
then (1 ~:vi : i = 1, 2, '° o.} (\ E ;i. ¢ . Indeed, there are by 
such that 
Ri -<i Vi for i = 1,2, •••• There is 
x G niRi : i. = 1,2, ••• J, thus for each i V. is an 
l 
s(s1 )-neighbourhood of x t=: E1 • By the definition of E1 
there is a grill G' in E with the countable intersection 
property converging to x in s(s1 ) and so there is for each 
i an R! E G' 
J_ 
But 
It follows that G\E is a grill. 
in E with the countable intersection property. 
GIE is compressed in s(S) • Indeed, suppose for A , B 2... E 
that A s(<) B with < E: s . Then A sk1 ) BU (E1-E) 
where < 1 = <I \El • Because G is compressed in s(s1 ) 
there is R' f: G such that R'O A = y} or 
R' c BU (E1-E) Letting R = R 1n E it follows -
that R E GtE and ROA = ¢ or R~B. 
G IE converges 
in s(s1 ) . It follows that G converges in s(s1 ) • 
Indeed, suppose that 
where < E s(s~) . 
R1n E 
c D • Because 
is R2f G such that 
However R2 n D ~ ¢ 
GIE~x(s(s1 )). Let· x< D< V 
There is R1 E: G such that 
G is compressed in s(s1 ) there 
R/) D = ¢ or R2 ~ V 
since 
GIE being a grill. It follows that R2 ~ V , and 
G -?>- x ( s ( s1 ) ) • 
.' 
Because G converges in s(s1 ) so does F 
(b): Let X denote the set of all points in E 1 which are the 
limits with respect to s(S 1 ) of grills in E which are 
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. ·:.. . . ~ . . . .. -. . 
Cauchy in s(S), let E1 = EUX and s1 = S'JE1 
Using the same arguments as in (a) one sees that s 1 is 
·relatively separated with respect to E • Also by similar 
argument to that in (a) E is dense in (E1 ,s(s1 )) 
Since the filters generated by l x ~ for x t:: E and the 
grills which determine X are Cauchy, it follows from 4.12 
We must show that (E1 ,s(s1 )) is complete. Accordingly 
let F be a grill in E1 which is Cauchy in s(s1 ) • 
We show that F generates a round grill in bs(s1 ) whose 
restriction to E is Caucby in bs(S) • Indeed, according 
to 4.11 F is Cauchy in bs(s1 ). Let G = lR' f. E1 
there are(€:: bs(s1 ) and R E:F with R< R']. Let 
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R(<) = n f R' : R < R'} where REF and < G bs(s1 ) • 
Then R < R(<:) because < is biperfect. It follows 
that G is a round filter i...'1 bs(s1 ) • 
_, 
G is Cauchy in bs(s1 ) • Indeed, suppose that < f:- bs(s1 ) , 
be such that < £. and choose 
R~ F satisfying the Cauchy condition, 4.8.2, for < 1 • 
If A< B then there are sets D and H satisfying 
A < l D <1 H < l B • If Rn D -/= ¢ then R = H 
and R (<1 ) ~ B • If ROD = ¢ then 
R c: El -D< E - A a...'1.d R (<1) c E - A . 1 1 1 
Thus if R(<.i_) meets both A and E - B 1 then 
ROD 
.-!= ¢ and R.(\ D = ¢ ' which is impossible. 
It has been shown that G is Cauchy in bs(s1 ) • 
We show that GIE is a Cauchy grill in bs(S) 
~ ·... . . 
First, for each V & G , In fact there are, 
by roundness in bs(s1 ) , R ~ G and bs(<) , where 
< cc s1 , such that R bs (<.) V • Let x ~ R • 
Then x bs(<.) V By the denseness of E in 
(E1 ,bs(s1 )) there is a grill G1 in E converging to x 
and so there is R 1 If: G' with R' C. V 
It follows that V(l E -/= ¢ . Thus G\E is a grill in E • 
Next, G\E is Cauchy in bs(s) • Indeed, let < G::- S 
and let R' e G satisfy the Cauchy condition 4.8. 2 for 
<1E s1 where <1 = <'!El Let R = R1(l E 
.then R G G)E • Suppose that A bs(<) B and 
R(\A I ¢, then A bs(<i) BU (E1-E) and R'fl A I ¢ 
whence R' c; BU (E1-E) • It follows that R~B .• 
G} E converges 
It follows by a similar argument to that in 
(a) that G converges in s(s1 ) and therefore so does F • 
[] 
We now deal with the uniqueness of the extensions produced 
so far. Some technical results are collected together in the next 
proposition. 
Proposition 
Let E and E' be sets, f a function from E into El 
and S , S 1 syntopogenous structures on E and E' respectively. 
The following statements are true. 
(a) 
(b) 
If B 1 !:.E 1 then B 1 S E 1 - f(E-f-1 (B 1 )) • 
If G ·is a grill in E then f(G) is a grill in EI • 
(c) If G is a Cauchy (compressed) grill in S and f is 
(S,S')-continuous then f(G) is Cauchy (compressed) in S 1 • 
(d) If f is (s,s 1 )-continuous and G is a grill in E , 
then G-7-x(S) implies f(G)~f(x)(s 1 ) • 
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( e) Let E £ E 1 • Then E is dense in (E 1 ,s 1 ) 
iff for each x E E 1 , ·every neighbourhood of 
x in SI intersects E • 
(f) Let the sets EO c:. El c: E2 and let sl 
' s2 
by syntopogenous structures on El and E2 respectively 
satisfying S2IE = s1 • EO is dense in (E 2,s2) 
whenever E is dense in (El'Sl) 0 and El is dense in 
(E2,s2) • 
(g) Let E0 , E1 , E2 , s1 and s 2 be as in (f) above. 
PROOF: 
is relatively separated with respect to E 
0 
whenever s 1 is relatively separated with respect to 
E
0 
and s 2 is relatively separated with respect to E1 • 
We prove (c) and (d); the remainir1g statements are 
straightforward. 
(c): Suppose tbat G is Cauchy in S • Let <' E: Sr be 
given and choose < E S such that <. 
Let RE: G satisfy the Cauchy condition 4.8.2 for< . 
Now suppose that A' <' B' . From (a) it follows 
that f-1 (A 1 ) < f-1 (B 1 ) If f(R)f'I A I I 0 
then Rnf-1 (A 1 ) I 0 and so R c f-l(B I) whence 
' 
f(R) c: B1 • We have shown that f(R) satisfies the 
'Cauchy condition 4.8.2 for < 1 • 
The argument for compressed grills is similar. 
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(d): By continuity of f and by (a), given <IE. S' one· bas 
< E- s such that f(x) < I V' implies 
f-1f(x) < f-1 (V 1 ) and so x < f-1 (V 1 ) 
Now G~x(s) , therefore there is RE: G with 
R c f-1 (V 1 ). It follows that f(R) c V' . 
0 
We need the following criterion for the continuity of 
a :function. 
Proposition Cc, prop.16.33] 
Let f be a function from E into E' , S and S' 
syntopogenous structures on E 
with E0 dense in s(s) f 0 
and E' 
= flE 
respectively , E0 S E 
an (SjE0 ,s 1 )-contin~ous 
mapping and suppose the following condition is saticfied: 
G-+x(s(s)) implies 
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__ for ea_ch grill G in E0 , 
f0 (G)~f(x)(s(s 1 )) • 
, . . . . ' . .. . . ~ · ...... 
Then it follows that f is (S,S 1 )-continuous. 
PROOF: We must show that f-1 (s 1 ) ~ S • Accordingly let 
A ~ -l (< 1 ) B for A , B c E and < 1 f: S 1 • We shall produce 
an order < 2 E S satisfying : f(A) <I E 1 - f(E-B) implies 
It will then follow that f is continuous. 
Indeed, suppose that EI - f(E-B). Let <]_ and 
S' be such that <' ~ 
f(A) < 1 
(<t )2 
1 and 
..,.., c. 
-1 - (<2)~ . 
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By continuity of f 0 we can choose < , <1 , < 2 E S so tbat 
and Now choose sets 
C 1 , D 1 · c:: E 1 with 
f(A) < 2 C 1 < 2 D 1 < 2 E 1 - f(E-B) • 
Next, f-1 (c 1 ) 0 f;l(.<2) f-l(D t) 0 because C' <' 2 D' 
and D' c E' - f (E-f-1 (D 1 )) (cf. 7.3.5 (a)). This means that 0 0 
f'-l(C I) 0 < f;
1 (n 1 )lJ (E-E0 ) • Choose C , D c E satisfying 
We show tbat AC C and D ~ B. Indeed, let xt; A 
then by denseness of E0 in s(s) there is a grill G in E0 with 
G~x(s(s)). Thus f0 (G)~f(x)(s(s 1 )) • TJow f(x) E- f(A) <2 0 1 
(7.3.7) and so there is a suitable member R of G with r 0 (R) £ C 1 
x c(<2) (E-:f;
1 (C 1 )) and 
whence 
There 
H _,,-l1C') 
- .Lo \ 
f;1 (c 1 ) • Thus 
is a grill G in 
f0 (g)~f(x)(s(s 1 )) 
' 
(7.3.7). This implies 
Rf: G with RS E0 . 
If · x E E - C then 
x s(:<
2
) E ~ ;;1 (c r) ·,· 
contains a member of G , contradicting 
A <:::. C as re quired. Now let x E E - B • 
EO converging to x in s(s) Thus 
f(x) E f(E-B) and so f(x) c(<2) E' - D' 
that f(x) s(<2_) E' - D' and so there is 
and and t 0 (R) c.: E 1 - D1 whence 
' 
R ~ f-1 (E 1 -D 1 ) 0 and therefore 
If XtD then f;1 (D')U(E-E0 ) containsamemberof G (?.3.8), 
which is impossible. Thus x f: E - D and we have proved that 
DSB 
It follows immediately that A < 2 B • 
0 
The following result is standard. 
Proposition 
syntopogenous spaces such that E is dense and relatively separated 
Let fl : sl7s2 and 
be continuous extensions of the inclusions 
i 2 : F. S E2 respectively. Then 
f2 : S2-':>-Sl 
ES E1 and 
as well as 
Thus f 1 anu f 2 are 
isomorphisms inverse to each other. 
PROOF: The composition fl1 is the identity 
Indeed; suppose on the contrary there is such that 
By denseness of E there is a 
grill G in E coverging to x in s1 • Now f 2f 1 
in s1 and so by 7.3.5 (d) f 2f 1 (G)-:;,.f2f 1 (x) = y. 
is continuous 
But = 
on all members of G and so G converges to both x and y • Since 
x f. y , a symmetric order < E: s1 and a set D S E1 can be chosen 
such that x < D < E - y , from which a contradiction can be derived, 
whence x = y • 
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i 
In a similar way it can be seen that f 1f 2 is the 
identity on E 2 • 
(a) 
Now the uniqueness theorems can be proved. 
Proposition 
Let (E0 ,s0 ) be a syntopogenous space. 
[c, prop.16.49] • Let (E,s) and (E 1 ,S 1 ) be double 
compactifications of (E0 ,s0 ) • Then the inclusion 
i : E0 c. E 
1 extends to a unique isomorphism of (E, S) 
onto (E 1 , S 1 ) • 
D 
(b) Let (E,S) and (E',S') be double quasirealcompactifications 
of (E0 ,s0 ) with the property that each point of E 
(resp •. E 1 ) is the limit in s(s)' (resp. s(S 1 )) of a grill 
Then the 
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in E0 with the .countable intersection property. • • •- .. -• • ' ~ •I•.~~ 
(c) 
PROOF: 
(a): 
inclusion i : E0 £. E 
1 extends to a unique isomorphism of 
(E,s) __ onto (E 1 ,S 1 ). 
[c, prop.16.34]. Let· (E,s) and (E 1 ,s 1 ) 
completions of (E0 ,s0 ) • Then the inclusion 
extends to a unique isomorphism of (E,s) onto 
be double -
We first provide a function f. : E-E0-? E 
1
-E0 • 
i : EO c E' 
(EI' SI) • 
Indeed, 
let x E:- E - E0 • There is a grill G 'in E0 satisfying 
G-?x(s(s)) • By 4.15 G is compressed in s(s) , therefore 
also in s 0 = SIE0 , and so there is x
1 E E 1 such that 
G--:>x 1 (s(s 1 )). 
We show that x' cannot be a member of E0 • Suppose 
on the contrary that x 1 {;;: E0 • First, G~x'(s(s)) • 
Indeed, if V is an s(S)-neighbourhood of x 1 , then 
(V(fE ) U (K1 .:.E ) 0 0 is an - s(S 1 )-neighbourhood of x 1 • 
Since G--=:;;.x I (s(S I)) 
' 
there is Rf: G such that 
R c (v n E0 )u (E 1-E0 ) . But R £ E0 ' whence RC v • 
Next, s and hence s(s) (cf. 7.2.2) is relatively separated 
with respect to EO 
' 
so there exists < f: s such that 
x' s(<:) E - x and there exist < E:- s 1 and D f: E 
with x: s(<l) D s(<l) E - x • This leads to a 
contradiction because there are 
R1 £ D and R2 c E - D 
to both x1 and x in s(s) 
on account of G converging 
We show that x' ccnstructed as aboye; is L.miq_uely defined 
by convergence. Indeed, suppose G1 is a grill, d.ii'terent 
Define the 
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from G , in E0 converging in s(S) to x • 
.... ·"···· 
grill G ( U) . G1 then 
converges to x in s (S) ·, . is compressed in 
s(S) by 4.15, and therefore also in s 0 = S\E0 , and thus 
converges in s(S') to a point x 1 ~ E' 1 It follows that 
As was shown above x{ must belong to 
Now suppose that S 1 and hence 
. .- - . - ~ -. . '. 
s(S 1) (cf •. 7.2.2) is relatively separated with;respect to E0 • 
Thus there are suitable < 1 E: S 1 and D such that 
x' s (<' ) D s Ee' ) E ' - x{ • As above, ~his leads to a 
contradiction because G converges to both x' arid x' 1 
in s(S 1 ). Thus x' ·= x' 1 and f can be defined by 
f (x) = x' for x E E - E 0 
f(x) = x for x €. E0 
We must show that f is (s,s 1·)-continuous. But this 
follows easily from 7.3.6, using the construction of 
x' if x 6 E - E0 and if x E E0 , from 7.3.5 (d). 
Interchanging the roles of S and S' in the above argument 
provides an (s 1 ,s)-continuous extension, f 1 , of the 
. 1 . . E CE' 
. J.nC USlbn ll : O _ • Now, f is also 
(s(s),s(S'))-continuous , (s(S'),s(s))-continuous 
(cf. 2.2.4), E0 is dense in s(S) and in s(S 1 ) , and 
s(S) ·and s(S') are both relatively separated with respect 
It follows from 7.3.9 tbat ff : E 1~E 1 and 1 
f 1f : E~E are the identities. Thus f is an 
isomorphism onto E' • 
If g is also an (S,S 1 )-continuous extension of the 
inclusion i :- E0 £ E 
1 
- then g is ( s (s), s (s' ) ) ..:-continuous 
(cf. 2.2.4). It follows, as above from 7.3.9, tbat 
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f 1g is the identity on E whence g = f and f is.unique. 
(b): Given the double quasirealcompactifications (E,S) and 
(EI ,SI) of (EO ,SO) with the property that each point of 
E (resp. EI) is the limit in s(s) (resp. S (SI ) ) of a 
grill in EO with the countable intersection property, let 
(El ,sl) ·and (E2,S2) be double compactifications of (E ,s) 
and (E' ,S') respectively. 
and (E 2 ,s 2 ) are double compactifications of (E0 ,s0 ) • 
According to 7.3.10 (a) there is a unique isomorphism 
which extends the inclusion 
We show that g(E) C E' • Indeed, if x E:E0 then 
x is clearly in E' • If x <2 E - E0 then by 
hypothesis x is the limit in s(s) of a grill G in E
0 
with the countable intersection property. G is compressed 
in s0 , hence compressed in S1 and so in s(S 1 ) , thus 
G converges in s(S') to x' ~ E' , say. It follows that 
G converges to x' in s(s2 ) • According to 7.3.5 (d) 
G = g(G) converges to g(x) in s(s2 ) . But g(x) 
is uniquely defined by convergence (see (a)) and therefore 
g(x) = x' tS. E 1 
' 
a8 required. 
Letting f = g!E we bave shown that f is a function 
from E into E 1 • Now if G is an arbitrary grill in E 
0 
converging to x in s(s) , then G converges to x in 
g(G)-7-g(x) (s(s2)) • It follows 
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tbat f(G) --7-f(x) (s(s')) • By 7.3.6 f is (S,S 1 )-continous, 
whence by 2.2.4 f is (s(s),s(S 1 ))-continuous. 
In the same way -1 1 f = g- IE is (s(s 1 ),s(s))-continuous 
and it follows from 7.3.9 tbat f is an isomorphism onto E' 
If w S-?S 1 is another extension of the inclusion 
E c E 1 o- then W : s(S)-?-s(S 1 ) and from 7.3.9 we have 
that w = f • 
(c): The pattern of the proof is the same as that of (b) • 
D 
7.3.11 · Definition 
Let (E,s) be a double quasirealcompactification of (E
0
,s
0
) 
with the property that each point of E is the limit in s(S) of 
a grill in E0 with the countable intersection property. Then (E,S) 
is called a universal double quasirealcompactification of (E
0
,s
0
) • 
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Thus 7.3.10 (b) says that universal double quasirealcompactifications 
are unique up to isomorphism. 
We remark that double compactifications and double completions 
are 1rigid 1 • That is, any two double compactifications or double 
completions of the same space are isomorphic. We do not know if double 
quasirealcompactifications are 1rigid 1 • 
The next proposition is an essential step in proving that our 
extensions are reflections. 
(a) 
Proposition 
[9, prop.16.45] • Let (E0 ,s0 ) be a syntopogenous space, 
(E,s) a double compactification of (E0 ,s0 ) and (E 1 ,s 1 ) 
a separated doubly compact syntopogenous space. 
(s0 ,s 1 )-continuous. Then f 0 extends to a unique 
(S,S 1 )-continuous mapping. 
(b) Let (E0 ,s0 ) be a syntopogenous space , (E,s) the universal 
double quasirealcompacti:fication of (E0 ,s0 ) and (E',S') 
a separated doubly quasirealcompact syntopogenous space. 
Let f 0 be (s0 ,s 1 )-continuous • Then f 0 extends to a 
unique (S,S 1 )-continuous mapping. 
(c) [c, prop.16.3cD • Let (E0 ,s0 ) be a syntopogenous space, 
PHOOF: 
(E,s) a double completion of (E0 ,s0 ) and (E 1 ,s 1 ) a 
separated doubly complete syntopogenous space. Let f
0 
be 
(s0 ,s 1 )-continuous. Then f 0 extends to a unique 
(s,s 1 )-continuous mapping. 
The proof proceeds along essentially the same lines as that 
of 7 •. 3.10. 
We first show tba t 8.ny convergent grill jn a symmetric 
separated space (E1 ,s1 ) f1..as a unique limit. Suppose, on the contrary, 
the grill G converges in s1 to both x and y with x f y • 
There are < 1 0 s1 and D £ E1 such tba t x -< 1 D < 1 E1 .:.. Y • 
Using the fact that the grill G converges and <
1 
is symmetric, 
one chooses R1 , R2 ~ G such that and 
and derives a contradiction. 
(a): With the data of (a), we produce a function f from E into 
E 1 • In fact, let 
G in E0 such that 
x f: E - E0 , 
G7x(s(s)) 
then there is a grill 
By 4.15 G is 
compressed in s(S) , therefore in s(s0 ) • By 2.2.4 
f 0 is (s(s0 ),s(s 1 ))-continuous and so by 7.3.5 (c) 
f 0 (G) is compressed in s(S'). Because s(S') is compact 
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there is x 1 ~ E ' Because 
s(S') is separated and symmetric x' is unique. 
It must be shown that x' is uniquely defined by convergence. 
Let Gl be another grill in EO. converging to x in s(s) 
Let G ( \) ) Gl = lR \JRl Re G and R1 E G1J Now 
G ( u ) G1 ---?-x(s(s)) 
' 
and therefore as above 
f 0 (G (U) G1 )~x"(s(S' )) for some· x" EE' • It follows 
that both f 0 (G) and f 0 (G1 ) converge to x" in s(s 1 ). 
Since limits in s(S') are unique x' = x" , as requir~d. 
Accordingly, define the function f by 
f(x) = x' 
f(x) = f (x) 0 
for x G E - E0 
for 
The fu.nction f is (S,$ 1 )-continuous. This follows from 
7.3.5 (d), the definition of f and 7.3.6. 
The u..~iqueness of f can be seen as follows. Let g be 
an (S,S')-continuous extension of f 0 • If G~x(s(S)) 
for a grill G in E0 then we have by 7.3.5 (d) that 
g(G)--7g(x)(s(S 1 )) 
whence g(x) = f(x) 
But g = f on.each member of G 0 
(b): Given (E,s) , a universal double quasirealcompactification 
of (E0 ,s0 ) , (E 1 ,s 1 ) , a separated doubly quasirealcompact 
space and continuous f 0 : s0~S' , let (E1 ,s1 ) and 
(E2,s2) be double compactifications of (E,S) and (E 1 ,S') 
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respectively. Then by 7.3.5 
compactification of (E0 ,s0 ) and it is easily seen that 
because S' is separated so is s 2 • By (a) above 
there is a unique (s1 ,s2)-continuous extension f of fo • 
We need only show that f maps E into E' • Let x G E , 
then there is a grill G in E0 with the countable 
intersection property, compressed in s(s) with 
G---7x(s(s)). By 7.3.5 the grill f 0 (G) is compressed 
in s(S 1 ) and has the countable intersection property, 
therefore there is x 1 c<;. E 1 
in s(S 1 ) and thus in s(s2 ) and the limit is unique. 
By continuity of f , f 0 (G )~ f(x) whence x 1 = f(x) , 
as required. 
By 7.3.6 fjE is continuous while 7•3.5 (d) and the 
uniqueness of limi t:s- ensures the uniqueness of the extension 
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. ~·· ...... · 
of f 0 to (E,s) 
(c): Similar to proof of (b). 
0 
Let (E0 ,s0 ) be a separated syntopogenous space. Proposition 
7.3.12 shows that 
(a) Any double compactification of (E0 ,s0 ) is a reflection in 
the category of separated doubly compact syntopogenous 
structures~ 
(b) The universal double quasirealcompactification of (E
0
,s
0
) 
is a reflection in the category of separated doubly 
quasirealcompact syntopogenous structures. 
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(c) Any double completion of (E0 ,s0 ) is a reflection in the 
category of separated doubly complete syntopogenous structures. 
The reflection morphism is the inclusion map in each case. 
Epireflections are more tractable than reflections (cf. [HER] ) • 
If a certain separation property stronger tban separatedness is imposed 
then the reflection morphism of 7.3.13 is an epimorphism and the 
reflections of 7.3.13 are epireflections. Accordingly we define the 
separation property T2 • 
Defj_ni tion [c, p. 201] 
Let S be a syntopogenous structure on the set E • 
. . ' . •, ·. . .. ~ . . . 
S is T2 iff x,yG. E with x I y implies there are < E- S 
and D £ E satisfying x < D c(<) E - y • 
We observe that this property generalizes the classical 
Hausdorff separation property. 
It is easily seen that a separated symmetric structure is 
T2 , and that limits in a T2 structure are unique. 
Proposition 
Let (Eo,so) 
' 
(E,S) and (EI' st) be syntopogenous spaces 
with E0 c. E and so = s\E0 Let f g be (s,s 1 )-continuous 
mappings. If S' is T2 ' EO is dense'in (E ,S) and fi = 
where i E0 S E is the inclusion, then f = g 
PROOF: Suppose on the contrary that there is x E.E with 
f(x) ~ g(x) • By denseness of E0 in (E,s) there is a grill 
· G in E0 converging to x in ·s , and by continuity 
f(G)-~f(x)(S'), g(G)~g(x)(S 1 ). But also fi(G )--.;;.. f(x) (s') 
and gi(G)-+g(x)(S 1 ) , so that f(x) = g(x) as limits are 
unique in S 1 • 
Corollary 
If. in 7. 3 .13 1 separated' is replaced by 'T 2 ' , then the 
reflections are epireflections. 
0 
0 
gi 
7.4 The compact and realcompact reflections for topological spaces 
In this section we retrieve the well known fact that every T2 
uniformisable topology has a compact and a realcompact epireflection. 
To do this we prove lemma 7.4.3 and proposition 7.4.5 using the 
doubly compact and doubly quasirealcompact reflections produced in the 
preceding section. 
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Definition 
Let (E,S) be a uniformisable topological space. L"et 
(E 1 , S 1 ) be a uniformisable syntopogenou.s space such that E £ E 1 , 
I 
E is dense in S', S' is relatively separated with respect to E 
and S = S'IE • Then 
(a) (c, pp.270,211] • If (E 1 ,s 1 ) is compact it is called 
a compactification of (E,S) • 
· (b) If (E 1 ,S 1 ) is realcompact it is called a realcompactification-
of (E,S) • 
Proposition 
If (E,S) is a double compactification or a universal 
double quasirealcompactification of a symmetric, simple syntopogenous 
structure, then S rv s ( S) • 
PROOF: Let the synnnetric, simple syntopogenous structure b~ s0 , 
defined on E0 • The space (E,s(s)) is also a double compactification 
or a universal double quasirealcompactification of (E0 ,s0 ) • According 
to 7.3.10 the inclusion extends to a unique 
(s,s(s))-continuous isomorphism , f • The unique extension of 
is the identity i : (E, s ( S)) S (E, S) 
because S ~ s(S) • However since f is also (s(s),s(s))-continuous 
(cf. 2.2.4), it follows from 7.3.9 that fi = i , whence f = i • 
Thus S /V s ( S ) • 
D 
We retrieve two well known results on compactification and 
realcompactification in the following proposition. 
Lemma 
Let (E,U) be a uniformisable topological space. The 
following statements are true. 
(a) [c, prop.16.52] U bas a compactification which is a 
topology. 
(b) U bas a realcompactification which is a topology. 
PROOF: Let S be a proximity on E such that p (s) = u • 
(a): Let (E 1 ,s 1 ) be a double compactification of (E,S) • 
According to 7.4.2 S' may be taken to be symmetric. 
By 4.2.1 pt(S 1 ) is compact and by 6.7.7 it is uniformisable. 
It is easily seen that E is dense in pt(S') Because 
S' · is relatively separated with respect to E it is 
immediately seen that pt(S') is relatively separated with 
respect to E • 
(b): Let (E 1 ,S 1 ) be a universal double quasirealcompactification 
of · (E,S) • According to 7 .4;2 S 1 may be taken to be 
symmetric. By 4.20 and 3.4 t(S 1 ) is doubly quasirealcompact. 
We must show that pt(S') is realcompact. By 6.7.7 pt(S 1 ) 
is uniformisable. Let W be the uniformity on E' induced 
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by the (pt (s 1 ), s(T) )-continuous functions. According to 
definition 6.7.8 we must show that t(W) is quasirealcompact • 
. Accordingly, let G be a grill in E' with the countable 
intersection property, compressed in t(W) • By 6.7.11 
G is compressed in t(W) iff G is Cauchy in the 
uniformity induced by the (t(w),T)-continuous functions. 
However this uniformity is equivalent to W (see the 
proof of 6.7.17 (a)). It follows that G is compressed 
. in t(W) iff it is Cauchy in W • 
We shall show that since G is Cauchy in W , G is Cauchy 
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in the uniformity induced by the (s 1 ,T )-continuous functions. 
It will then follow from 6.7.11 that G is compressed in S' 
and so will converge there, whence, via convergence LY! 
pt(S 1 ) it wi11·converge in t(w) since pt(W) = pt(S 1 ) 
Indeed, {f f is (S 1 ,T)-continuous} C lf: f is (s 1 ,s(T))-
continuous! C. {f f is (pt(S 1 ),s(T))-continuous} 
Thus, by 6.7.9 (b) with d = df , G is Cauchy in the 
uniformity induced by the (S 1 ,T)-contJ.nuous functions. 
We have shown that t(w) is quasirealcompact. 
It is easily seen that E is dense in pt(S') Because 
S 1 is relatively separated with respect to E it is 
immediately seen that pt(S') is relatively separated with 
respect to E • 
D 
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The functor pt (cf. 2.2.6) is forgetful from bsSyn to ptSyn • 
Proposition 6.7.4 provides the definition of a functor F : ptSyn~>bsSyn 
on objects. The following proposition provides the definition of F on 
morphisms. We remark tbat the restriction of F to the category of 
uniformisable topological spaces is a right inverse of pt • 
Proposition (b, prop.12.64] 
Let (E,U) and (E 1 ,U 1 ) be uniformisable topological spaces. 
·Let S and S' be the uniformities respectively induced by the 
(u,s(T))-continuous and (u•,s(T))-continuous functions. If g is 
(u,u•)-continuous then g is (t(s),t(S 1 ))-continuous. 
PROOF: According to 6.7.5 
f is (U 1 ,s(T))-continuuusJ))) 
(u•,s(T))-continuousr) 
by 2. 2.1 (f) and 2.s.3. 
Now for we have by 5.3.8 
= 
However, fg is (u,s(T))-continuous. This shows tbat 
. -1 (s ) ·. <. 
g d ' f 
It follows that 
We now retrieve the following two well known results. 
0 
Proposition 
Let (E,U) be a T2 uniformisable topological space. 
The following statements are trueo 
I 
(a) [c, prop.16.55J (E,U) bas a compact epireflection in 
the category of T2 uniformisable topological spaces. 
(b) (E,U) bas a realcompact epireflection in the category of 
T2 uniformisable topological spaces. 
PROOF: 
(a): Let (E 1 , U') be a T2 uniformisable compact topological 
space, and let f 0 be a (U,U')-continuous function. 
According to 7.4.3 (a) there is a uniformisable topology 
(E1 ,u1 )" which is a compactification of (E,U) • Let 
S , S 1 and s1 be the proximities respectively induced 
bY. the continuous functions from U , U' and u1 into 
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S(T) • Then p(S) = U, p(S') = U1 and p(s1 ) = u1 • 
It follows from 6.4 tbat S , S 1 and s 1 are compact 
and hence, being symmetrical, doubly compact. The function 
f 0 is (s,s 1 )-continuous by 7.4.4. According to 7.3.12 
f 0 extends to a unique (s1 ,s 1 )-continuous function, f. 
By 2.2.4 f is (UiU')-continuous , and so (E1 ,u1 ) is a 
reflection and the inclusion of E in E1 is the reflection 
mapping. Further, it follows from 7.3.15 tbat the reflection 
mapping is an .epimorphism. 
It only rerrains to show that u1 is T2 • But this follows 
easily from the fact that s1 , being symmetrical and 
separated, is T2 • 
(b): Let (E',U') be a T2 , uniformisable realcompact topological 
space, and let f 0 be a (U,U 1 )-continuous function. 
According to 7.4.3 (b) there is a uniformisable topology 
(E1 ,u1 ) which is a realcompactification of (E,U) • 
Let S , S' and s1 be the proximities respectively 
induced by the continuous functions from u 
' 
U' and u1 
into s(T) Then p(S) 
= u ' p(S') =U' and p(S ) = U 1 1 
By the same argument as was used in the proof of 7.4.3 (b) 
S , S' and s1 are quasirealcompact and hence, being 
symmetrical, doubly quasirealcompact. The rest of the proof 
is the same as in (a) above. 
0 
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OOR ALEXANDROFF EN URYSOHN SE ALGEMENE 
METRISERINGSKRITERIUM 
Opsomming - Hierdie is 'n geskrif oor die kontemporere belang van die Aigemene Metri-
seringskriterium (1923) van Alexandroff en Urysohn. Enersyds word getoon hoe die 
Uniforme Metriseringstelling verkry kan word deur byvoeging aan 'n bewys van Dale 
Rolfsen vir die Algemene Metriseringskriterium. Andersyds word die Kriterium padlangs 
uit die Eenvormige Metriseringstelling herlei. 
Summary - This is a note on the contemporary interest of the General Metrization Criterion 
(1923) of Alexandroff and Urysohn. On the one hand it is shown how the Uniform 
Metrization Theorem can be obtained by annexing to a proof given by Dale Rolfsen for 
the General Metrization Criterion. On the other hand the Criterion is deduced straight-
forwardly from the Uniform Metrization Theorem. 
1. Introduction. Alexandroff and Urysohn's general criterion for the metris-
ability of a topological space is 
(A). A topological space is metrisable if! it is T2 and admits a complete regula.1 
chain [I]. (Definitions follow). 
Since it is easily seen that a sequence of covers is a complete chain iff it is a 
development (see (I.I) below), the following is an equivalent statement: 
(A'). A topological space is metrisable if! it is T2 and admits a regular 
development [5, th. 2]. 
Rolfsen [ 5] shows how several topological metrisation theorems can be 
derived from (A'); moreover, (A) and (A') give access to two profound classical 
results: (A) leads directly to the Niemytzki-Tychonoff theorem [4], while this 
note shows how (A') and the methods used to prove (A') lead to the uniform 
metrisation theorem: 
(B). A separated uniform space is uniformly metrisable if! its uniformity has a 
countable base. 
It is also shown how (A') can be deduced from (B). 
In spite of their utility (A) and (A') are not treated in texts, although Thron 
[6, p. 220] and Kelley [3, p. 186] mention (A). Proposition (B) is mentioned in 
[2, p. 33]. 
Acquaintance with the notation, contents and definitions involved in [5, th. 2] 
and the basic definitions of uniform space theory [2, pp. 3-6] is assumed. 
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Define a complete chain G = (Gn) on a topological space ( x, !Y) to be a 
sequence of open covers of x satisfying for all x e x, x e V n e Gn for each 
integer n > 0 implies {Vn} is a local base at x. A regular sequence is defined 
to be a sequence G = ( Gn) of covers of x satisfying the condition that for each 
integer n :;;::::: 0, if two members of Gn +i intersect then their union is a subset of 
some member of Gn. For the definition of a development see [5]. A normal 
development for ( x, !Y) is a development for ( x, !Y) which is a normal sequence 
[2, p. 5]. 
Note that ( x, !Y) admits a regular development iff it admits a normal 
development. In fact, each normal sequence is clearly regular. On the other 
hand, supposing that ( x, !Y) admits the regular development G, one readily 
shows the sequence J defined by In = {star(x,G2n) : x e x} to be a normal 
development for ( x, !Y). 
(1.1) Proposition. A sequence of covers is a complete chain iff it is a development. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a complete chain on the topological space ( x, !Y) 
and that G is not a development. For each integer n > 0 Gn is an open cover. 
Given open u and x E u there is for each integer n > 0 a Yn with YnE star 
(x, G
11
) but Yn ¢ U. For each n > 0 choose Vn e Gn such that x, Yn e Vn. The 
collection {Vn} is clearly not a local base at x, which contradicts the hypothesis 
that G is a complete chain. 
On the other hand if G is a development, if U is an· open set containing x 
and if x e V n e Gn for each integer n > 0 then there is an integer m > 0 such 
that star(x,Gm)c U. But x e Vmc star(x,Gm) and therefore {Vn} is a local 
base at x. The proof is complete. 
The author thanks Mr. G. C. L. Brummer for suggesting the writing of this 
note and for criticising earlier versions, and the referee for suggesting a 
clarification in the proof of proposition (3.1 ). 
2. Some features of Rolfsen's proof of (A') [5, th. 2] needed in the sequel 
are collected without proof below (statements 2.1-2.3). Let ( x, !Y) be a T 2 
topological space. 
(2.1 ). The metric provided by sufficiency in (A') is defined i.n the following 
way. Let G be the regular development. Define a new development Hon x by 
letting Im= u{Gi: i > m} form> 0, H0 = J0 u {x} and Hn = I2n ifn > 0. 
Call C a chain if it is a finite subcollection of H 0 and if its distinct elements 
can be: ordered h1 , .•. , hk so that hi n hi +i :j: cf> whenever 0 < i < k. Let C* 
denote the union of the members of C. Next, for each member h of H0 define 
µ.(h) , the size of h , by µ.(h) = 0 if h e Hn for all n > 0 , otherwise let m be 
the largest integer such that h e Hm and then define µ.(h) = 2-m. Note that 
µ.(h) :s~ 2-n if h e Hn. Now define the length ,\(C) of a chain C by ,\(C) =Eh e c 
µ.(h). The metric d is then given by d(x,y) = g.l.b.{,\(C) : C is a chain and 
x,y e C*} forx,y e X· 
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(2.2). Lemma. A chain C has C* a subset of some member of Hn if A (C) 
< 2-n for some n > 0. . 
(2.3). Following from (2.2), x E S a(x,2-n)c star(x,Hn) for any integer n> 0. 
Note that if G is a normal development then so are J and H. 
3. The uniform metrisation theorem. The following result is required. 
(3.1 ). Proposition. In a preuniform space each preuniform cover is refined by an 
open preuniform cover. 
Proof. Suppose iJ/i is a preuniform cover of a preuniform space. Let int 
iJ/i = { int U : U E iJ/i } where int U is the interior of U (in the uniform topology). 
There is a "Ji! such that "Ji! <* iJ/i; this implies 1fl < int iJ/i and thus int iJ/i is a 
preuniform cover which is open and refines IJ/i. 
We prove that (A') implies (B). Necessity in (B) is trivial. 
Sufficiency: Let the T 2 space ( x, ff) admit the separated uniformity v with 
countable base {Bn} . v has a base {Gn} which is a normal development. In 
fact, define two sequences B' and G inductively: start with B; E {Bn} such that 
B; <* B1 and, using (3.1), an open cover 0 1 E v such that 0 1 < B' 1 • Then for 
each n > 1, choose Bn' and an open cover Gn satisfying B'n E {B'n} and the 
following two conditions: 
(3.2) B' n <* Gn-1 , B' n <* Bn 
(3.3) Gn Ev with Gn < B'n. 
Using (3.2) and (3.3) one sees that the sequence G is a normal development. 
Since .G is a normal development for ( x, ff), (A') and (2.1) provide the 
metric don X· Define !!4, = {Sa(x,r): x E x}. G and f!4 satisfy 
(3.4) G 2n < f!4 -n < G2n-2 for n > 1. 2 
This can be seen as follows. By (2.1), if g E G 2n then g E Hn .and so A.(g) 
µ,(g) ::::;;: 2-n. Therefore if x and y are in g then from the definition of din (2.1), 
d(x,y) < 2-n. Next, from (2.3), S a(x,2-n)c star( x,Hn) which is a subset of some 
member of Hn-l since His also a normal development. Now (3.4) follows from 
the relations Hn-1 = J2n-2 < G2n-2· 
It follows immediately from (3.4) that {!!4, : r > O} is a base for v and thus 
sufficiency in (B) is proved. 
(B) implies (A'). Again, necessity in (A') is trivial. 
Sufficiency: Let the topological space be ( x, ff). Suppose ( x, ff) admits a 
regular development, then it admits a normal development which is a countable 
base for a separated uniformity compatible with ff .. By (B) this uniformity is 
metrisable and therefore so is ff. 
4. Remark. If the Hausdorff condition applying to topological and uniform 
spaces is dropped throughout then the results (A), (A'), (B) and the "equivalence" 
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of (A') with (B) still go through provided the following changes are made: 
"metric" is replaced by "pseudometric'', "separated uniformity" is replaced 
by "preuniformity'', lemma (2.2) is replaced by: 
(2.2'). A chain C has C* a subset of some member of Hn-1 if /.(C) < 2-n 
for some n > 1. 
(The: change in the subscript of H compensates for the fact that it is now 
possible that subsets of x which are not singletons may also have zero size), 
(2.3) is replaced by: 
(2.3'). Following from (2.2'), x " S ix,2-n)c star(x,Hn-1) for n > 1. 
and (3.4) is replaced by: 
(3.4') G2n < f!J 2-n < G2n-4, for n > 2. 
On the other hand, imposition of the T 0 separation axiom on the pseudometric 
spaces is enough to make the pseudometric into a metric. Therefore (A') can 
be written: 
A topological space (resp. T 0 topological space) admits a regular development 
if! it is pseudometrisable (resp. metrisable). 
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